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ABSTRACT 

Pathways into Social Movement Activism, Altruism, and Self-Interest:  
The LGBT and Marriage Movement in New Jersey  

Nadine Sullivan 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple University, 2011 

 

This research builds upon recent scholarship on pathways into social movement activism and the 

role of altruism and self-interest in activists’ motivations for political action. The social 

movement literature has often focused across movements, looking at opponents on different sides 

of a social movement cause. Training its lens within-movement, this study sought to discover 

factors that first led gay and lesbian movement constituents to become activists. It also sought to 

determine their cohesion around, and their motivation for, their present activism. Using a 

qualitative methodology, I interviewed a convenience sample of 66 lesbian and gay activists at 

different levels of involvement (leaders and rank-and-file) across a range of social movement 

organizations (both working-for and not-working-for marriage). I also monitored news reports on 

changes in laws affecting gays and lesbians, the public communications of a range of LGBT 

organizations, and engaged in participant observation in a variety of social movement sites. 

Distinct patterns emerged with activists who did not work-for-marriage (general activists) being 

more likely than marriage activists to have grown up in politically-active homes or to have had 

early exposure to active social movements. Leaders (both marriage and general) were more likely 

than rank-and-file activists to locate their activism in a disposition that resists injustice. And 

general activists were more likely to situate their activism in a concern for the welfare of others 

(altruism), while marriage activists were more likely to locate their present activism in their 

desire to legally protect their partners and/or co-parented children (self-interest).   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This dissertation focuses on the LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) movement. It uses 

activism in New Jersey as a case study through which to analyze a viable, national, sociopolitical 

movement at a time when it is highly active, or “hot.”1 

 Using qualitative methods, I look at gay and lesbian activists, both leaders and rank-and-

file, some working-for (marriage activists) and some not-working-for marriage (general activists). 

I analyze individual activist’s narratives for data on how and why they first became politically 

aware and active in social causes and on their motivations for present-day activism. I hoped to 

find connections between my activists’ motivations and the factors social movement theorists 

have found important to activist mobilization. I also hoped to gain insight into the issues they 

found most pressing for the LGBT movement today. 

 I asked, “What are the early factors that influence or motivate individuals to activism? 

What are the factors that motivate their current activism (their cohesion along the continuum of 

hot LGBT movement demands) and motivate them to remain politically involved? What are the 

differences between activists who work-for, and those who do not work-for, the marriage claim?” 

 This study is important because the LGBT movement, especially with its demand for 

same-sex marriage, is part of an increasingly-contested national debate. Social movement 

scholars have studied collective action in general and a range of movements more specifically, 

both within the United States and, in more limited measure, in other nations. Scholars have also 

documented LGBT movements from their origins to the present day. Yet, the increasing 

                                                      
1     In the social movement literature, a movement is referred to as “hot” when it is actively 
contesting the existing social order (Tilly 2004). In general, it refers to an active phase (Tilly 
2004; Tarrow 1994; Rimmerman 2008, 2002; Rimmerman et al. 2000). For example, the civil 
rights movement was a hot phase of African American social movements, and as a hot phase, is 
often viewed as a movement unto itself. 
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prominence of the LGBT movement is creating a growing need for current, in-depth, analyses of 

those involved in this movement and their central social movement claims.  

 There is, to be sure, a sectarian literature available, written as part of the arguments either 

for or against the marriage demand. There is also other, more scholarly, research beginning to 

emerge that looks at the present-day LGBT movement and the marriage claim in institutions that 

have historically denied LGBT people access (Seidman, 2003; Hull, 2006; Chauncey, 2004; 

Killian, 2005; Sullivan-Blum, 2003). Research on social movements has often studied issues 

across-movements, comparing advocates to opponents (Luker, 1984; Stein, 2001). Like Ginsburg 

and Armstrong, I train the lens of analysis inside this movement itself, comparing advocates to 

advocates, using a strategically stratified sample to provide a broad, but within-movement, 

perspective (Ginsburg, 1998; Armstrong, 2002). Training the focus within-movement brings the 

margin to the center, queering the analysis.  

 This research began with the hypothesis that, within-movement, there would be a 

variation of perspectives and competing narratives about the multiplicity of movement demands 

(including, but not limited to) the demand for the right to marry. I compared leaders to rank-and-

file activists. I expected to find that activist leaders would differ from rank-and-file activists, not 

only in their dedication and time commitments, but also in regard to their motivations for 

activism and their ideologies about the issues. I also asked, “Are there differences between 

activists who primarily work-for marriage and activists who primarily work on other issues?” 

 The demand of this movement for equal access to civil marriage has initiated a rapidly-

changing political storm. It has shifted the focus of the debate about the queer, or sexually-

nonconforming, individual and his/her access to civil rights (e.g. the demand for legal protection 

from discrimination in housing or employment), to a demand that sexually-nonconforming (yet 

“monogamous,” dyadic) relationships be legally protected. The marriage equality demand is the 

claim that same-sex relationships be recognized, privileged, protected, and mediated by the law 
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equally with different-sex relationships. Ultimately, it is the demand that same-sex relationships, 

and the individuals who enter them, be celebrated, not merely tolerated.  

 

Choice of Terminology 

Over the past six decades, within sexual minority communities, there has been a continual 

wrestling over terminology. I have chosen the term LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender). 

Some people identify with one or more of the labels presently available (LGBT, gay, lesbian, 

queer, questioning, gender queer, butch, femme, androgynous, bear, girly-girl, boi, and more). 

Some are uncomfortable with the term, LGBT, in that it conflates disparate categories of sexual 

and gender expression into a (perhaps artificial) umbrella-like collectivity. Others attempt to 

eschew labels altogether. 

 Yet, even though there is no clear consensus on terminology, for the purpose of 

consistency in this dissertation, I was forced to make a choice among the available terms. Since 

all of my activists identified as either gay or lesbian, if I were studying the marriage issue alone, 

perhaps I could simply have chosen the terms gay and lesbian. It could also be argued that 

bisexual and transgender people face discriminations unrelated to the ability to marry and that 

marriage equality, since it is about same-sex couples, is solely a gay or lesbian issue.  

 It is true that many bisexual and transgender social movement claims are not addressed 

by mere coalescence with those who are lesbian and gay. It is also true that, in any one individual, 

the alignment of sexual minority identities can be complex. The sex of the body, sexual 

orientation, gender presentation, and the gender of the mind can align in different constellations. 

Research has shown that the sex of the body is not simply binary. One in approximately 1,500 

births is intersex, with a variety of syndromes creating a continuum of genital/gender ambiguity 

(Fausto-Sterling, 2000). Neither is sexual orientation binary (gay or straight) or distinct categories 

(gay, straight, or bi), but rather a continuum (Klein, 1993; Kinsey, 1948).  Individuals of all types 
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of bodies and all sexual orientations fall along another continuum of gender presentation, from 

very masculine (or butch) to very feminine (or femme/effeminate) (Fenstermaker & West, 2002; 

West & Zimmerman, 1987). The gender of the mind (or gender identity) further diversifies the 

picture (Herman 2009; Boylan, 2003; Jean et al., 2002; Bornstein, 1994; Halberstam, 1998; 

Butler, 1993, 1990). 

 I could not simply write about the gay and lesbian movement. The focus of the movement 

today is more diverse than simply gay or lesbian. I chose the term LGBT because 1) it is the term 

in most common use within the political movement, 2) the activists I interviewed worked across 

the range of issues covered by that term (including working on transgender inclusion), and 3) 

overall, they demonstrated an increasing understanding of, and sensitivity toward, the range of 

ways in which sexual minorities identify – in the sex of their bodies, their affectional and sexual 

orientations, their gender presentations, and their gender identities.  

 It is also important to note here that four of my respondents, along with identifying as 

lesbian, were also transgender. Three of the four were very active in the marriage movement. 

One, born male, married a woman in his twenties, transitioned in his fifties, and earnestly cares if 

she is still married to her wife of many years. I did not interview any bisexual activists, but it is 

important to remember that bisexuals often fall in love with their same-sex partners, may identify 

as monogamous, and may want to marry those partners. For all of these reasons, throughout this 

dissertation, I will make use of the term LGBT. 

 

Theorizing Social Movements 

In this section, I will discuss the necessary prerequisites for a hot social movement. Collective 

action has taken place throughout recorded history. Both Tilly (2004) and Tarrow (1994) argue 

that the kind of collective action we identify as a social movement arises within, and has become 
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part of the structure of, democracy—that democracy is a necessary component of the social 

movement phenomenon. The Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution had their 

beginnings as documents that granted rights to the common (propertied, white) male. Within half 

a century, the newly-minted United States was the site of multiple social movements, including: 

labor rights, abolition, women’s rights, women’s suffrage, temperance, hygiene, and the 

progressive settlement house and social work movements.  

 Many have been injured, or even died, in the pursuit of social movement claims (e.g. in 

the labor, abolition, and racial civil rights movements). However, movements, as we know them, 

originate in settings in which movement participants hold a reasonable hope of escaping concrete 

or physical damage if they gather and/or protest collectively. In general, social movements 

advocate for reform, not overthrow, and where oppression is too severe, social movements cannot 

press their claims for equality, resources, status or power within an existing regime. Tilly dates 

the rise of the social movement to the late 18th century, arguing that movements cannot exist 

outside of a constellation of social forces, including a balance between oppression and freedom of 

action, between disempowerment and advantage, and between relative affluence and leisure 

(Tilly, 2004). In the United States, from the late 18th century (Canetti, 1966; Schnapp & Tiews, 

2006), groups that felt themselves aggrieved have been able to evolve relatively non-violent 

means of pressing their group claims to those in power. 

 Political process theorists argue that shifts in political opportunities allow excluded 

groups to envision the possibility of change, and therefore, to mobilize potential constituents to 

press their claims (McAdam, 1982; Tarrow, 1998, 1994; D’Emilio, 2003; Farber, 1994). For 

social movements to thrive, theorists argue that aggrieved groups must have a consciousness of 

their marginalization, opportunity to seek redress, and sufficient resources of money, time, and 

associational networks (Tilly, 2004; Tarrow, 1998, 1994; McAdam et al., 1996; McAdam, 1982). 

According to Tilly, groups press their claims through a combination of direct actions he calls the 
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“social movement repertoire.” This repertoire includes petition and signature drives, mass 

meetings, rallies, protests, street demonstrations, walk outs, shut downs, strikes, sit-ins, marches, 

parades, boycotts and disruptions of commerce and routine daily activities.  

 These are all planned actions that are both beyond the scope of electoral politics and 

intended to put pressure on the power structure through mass mobilization (Tilly, 2004; Tarrow, 

1994; Goodwin & Jasper, 2003). Through such direct actions, social movements present 

themselves as possessors of enough “WUNC” (worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitment) to 

demand that the entrenched status quo give way to the will of movement constituents (Tilly, 

2004). Wuthnow argues that the United States holds a “public religion” of liberty/justice/equality 

(Wuthnow, 2002, 1994; also see Roof, 1978). Because of this ideology, the U.S. government has 

had to permit, and respond to, the social movement claims of its citizenry. 

 Frame alignment theorists have brought to light the processes underlying the 

communications social movement leaders make about their social movement claims. In order to 

successfully press a claim, a social movement must generate, and noise abroad, conceptual frames 

about injustice issues that resonate across multiple audiences (Snow & Benford, 2000).  

 Frames are the “conceptual scaffolding” that guide human perceptions of reality, 

functioning to organize our shared experience through the processes by which we communicate: 

verbalization, imagery, cultural myths, folk tales, etc. (Snow & Benford, 1988, p. 213; Snow & 

Benford, 2000, p. 619). We use frames to “negotiate shared meaning (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 

614).  

 The success of social movements depends on their ability to frame social issues in ways 

that resonate with the broader, central, cultural beliefs of the society they hope to change. In this 

pursuit, social movement leaders generate rhetoric and analysis (“interpretive frames”) about a 

political issue with the intention of influencing public perceptions of that issue (Kuypers, 2009, 

2010; Snow & Benford, 2000). Movement leaders may try on different analyses to see what will 
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catch with a movement’s constituents and its potential allies. Thus, claimsmakers (rhetoricians) 

actively engage in the politics of signification, producing and/or maintaining meaning, by 

verbalizing arguments, scripts, and strategies to advance their goal/s (Snow & Benford, 2000).  

 But claimsmakers do not frame issues in a vacuum. Instead, the framing process is 

discursive. It is “negotiated” in “interaction.” Movement rhetoricians are both constrained by, 

and/or facilitated by, the contextual, socio-cultural milieu in which they work (Snow & Benford, 

2000, p. 614; Tannen & Wallat, 1993). The social issue frames they generate must either amplify, 

or provide an antidote to, existing ideologies, as they challenge the interpretive frames of the 

status quo (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 614).  

 To construct and align these frames, movement rhetoricians must perform three primary 

functions. First, they must “diagnose” social ills by articulating a shared understanding of 

injustice frames, and assigning blame to an oppressor (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 615; Snow et 

al., 1986; Snow & Benford, 1988; Gamson et al., 1982, 1992a, 1992b). Second, they must 

“prognosticate” – articulating a “rationale for ameliorative collective action,” proposing solutions, 

and laying out strategies for a “plan of attack” (Snow & Benford, 2000, pp. 614-167. And third, 

they must mobilize consensus by issuing a “call to arms,” to current and potential constituents 

and allies, legislators, media, and the voting public at large (ibid; see also Benford, 1993; 

Gamson, 1995; Gamson et al., 1982, 1992a, 1992b; Anheier et al., 1998; Cable & Shriver, 1995; 

Capek, 1993; Carroll & Ratner, 1996a, 1996b; Klandermans & Goslinga, 1996; Klandermans et 

al., 1999).  

 Movement leaders must carry out these tasks in a (sometimes hostile) multi-

organizational field (Evans, 1997; Curtis & Zurcher, 1973; Klandermans, 1992). They must 

continually “counterframe” (modifying their collective action frames or performing “frame 

transformation” by refuting the “logic or efficacy of solutions advocated by opponents”) to 

“demobilize” their “antagonists” (Snow & Benford, 2000. pp. 614-16). Thus, the frames of a 
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movement’s opponents (and shifts in a movement’s audience) “affect” a movement’s framings, 

“forcing [them] to develop and elaborate [their] prognoses more clearly” (Snow & Benford, 2000, 

617, 629; Fetner, 2008, 2001). 

 Social movement frames must align with the master cultural frames participants and 

allies already hold (Snow & Benford, 1988). To garner support from multiple audiences, social 

movements need the greatest possible resonance between their claims and the cultural frames of 

their audiences. Thus, they intentionally seek to frame their issues in “inclusive and flexible” 

terms that make interconnections with existing cultural codes (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 618, 

629; D’Anjou, 1996, p. 56; Gamson & Modigliani, 1989; McAdam, 1994; Snow & Benford, 

1988). This is best done with the use of master frames (often used by multiple movements) that 

cover a “range of problems,” exhibit a strong “capacity” for mobilization, and are “culturally 

resonant to their historical milieu” – like civil rights or injustice frames (Gerhards & Rucht, 1992, 

p. 580; Swart, 1995, p. 446; Valocchi,1996; William & Williams, 1995; Carroll & Ratner, 1996a, 

1996b; Gameson et al., 1982). To be resonant, leaders and their organizations must also be 

perceived as credible and their frames must be salient and congruent with the life experience and 

cultural myths of their audiences, thus encouraging an interpretation of the facts that leads 

constituents and powerful allies to see the issue in the desired way (Snow & Bedford, 2000, p. 

619-20; D’Anjou, 1996, p. 56; Gamson & Modigliani, 1989; Oberschall, 1996; Snow & Benford, 

1988). 2 

 Along with strategic choices about framing and tactics, social movement adherents also 

make choices of perspective. Within-group, social movements develop internal critiques, 

separating along either conservative/moderate or liberal/radical divides. Within those divides, 

these movements again subdivide into political/legal and cultural fronts. LGBT movements have 

                                                      
2     I will return to the issues raised by the social movement and frame construction literature in the 

conclusion. 
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developed both liberal and radical perspectives on both political/legal and cultural fronts. This 

leads to the expectation of within-movement variation in perspective. 

 

Similar Studies 

In the 1980s, Faye Ginsburg undertook a landmark ethnographic study of activists in the abortion 

movement, both leaders and rank-and-file. Using Fargo, North Dakota, as a case study of the 

national debate, Ginsburg gathered the life histories of 35 activists, looking at the motives and 

timing of activist mobilization. She noted that individuals often became activists because of a 

“lack of fit” between the “cultural ideal” for their own “life course” and their “individual 

experience,” and that activists had experienced “pivotal points” in their trajectories, which 

worked as primary motivators toward activism (Ginsburg, 1998, p. xxviii, 8, 16, 138-9). 

 In her study of abortion, Luker also used a “case-study approach,” in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s, to analyze activists and to discover “how people active in the” abortion “debate think 

about and deal with” the abortion issue (Luker, 1984). Luker conducted qualitative interviews 

with a convenience sample of activists. Luker found that activists’ lived experiences affect both 

their positions on the issues and their movement participation. 

 Like Ginsburg and Luker, my research uses one location as a case study of a national 

debate, using the lens of qualitative methods. New Jersey has provided a snapshot of the 

development of the debate as it unfolds in one local area, in one specific window of time. Based 

on Ginsburg’s and Luker’s general findings, before entering the field, I hypothesized that pivotal 

points, or “life crises” (Erikson, 1969, 1958), would provide an impetus for activism.  

 

Motivations to Activism 

Social movement theorists have also sought to analyze the conditions and structures necessary to 

bring an aggrieved group together in collective action. Even when constituents come together to 
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press collective claims, most members of the aggrieved group do not become activists. As noted 

by Dewey et al., “Although many people may agree with a social movement's goals, only a few 

ever participate in movement activities” (Dewey et al., 1992, p. 333; Klandermans & Oegema, 

1987; Walsh & Warland, 1983). Instead, most “free ride” on the time and labor of others, 

potentially reaping the same benefit.  

 Political process theorists discuss the role of collective consciousness or collective 

identity formation. Coming to consciousness (collective identity formation) is the process of 

recognizing one’s membership in, or developing of a sense of solidarity with, a 

socially/politically-marginalized group and casting one’s lot with the greater group’s interest in 

the “struggle for justice” (Miller, 2002, p. 32-3). One’s difficulties are no longer viewed as 

merely individual, but as structurally, culturally and systemically-based (Taylor & Whittier, 

1999, p. 179; Ferree & Hess, 1985; Touraine, 1985). Collective identity theorists postulate that 

individuals that become activists must first come to identify with the aggrieved group and must 

have an expectation that their effort will be of value (Sherrill, 1993, p. 112; Van Sant, 2008; 

Mansbridge, 2001). Given structural opportunity (as in a democracy) and organizations that work 

for the interests of the group, unmobilized potential constituents can be mobilized to activism by 

the combination of a personal recognition of their own group membership and the hope that 

group effort can affect a change in their level of oppression through a rights-based agenda 

(Engel, 2001, p. 15-6; Tarrow, 1994; Hrebenar, 1997; Kitschelt, 1995; Courville & Piper, 2004, 

p. 41, 48, 50; Lange, 2002; Presser & Sen, 2001; Lubell & Vedlitz, 2006, p. 149).  

 In the process of identifying with the marginalized group, activists experience pivotal 

points (moral shocks or suddenly imposed grievances), or a lack of fit (cognitive dissonance) 

between beliefs and ideals about life and their real lives (Ginsburg, 1998, p. xxviii, 8, 16, 138-9; 

Jasper & Poulsen, 1995; Walsh & Warland, 1983; Luker, 1984). These experiences can serve as 

the functional equivalent of social networks, drawing people into activism, causing potential 
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constituents to self-recruit, often to multiple movements across a life span (Walsh & Warland, 

1983; Jasper & Poulsen, 1995, p. 498; Luker, 1984, p. 137; Erikson, 1969, 1958). 

 Collective consciousness can also become “oppositional,” in that members of 

subordinated groups (or groups defined as “deviant”) may begin to claim their subordinate 

identity as a positive and to demand change from an empowered position of self-validation 

(Mansbridge & Morris, 2001, p. 1). Therefore, experiences of discrimination dramatically 

increase the likelihood that an individual will participate in the appropriate social movement/s 

(McAdam, 1982, p. 58-59; Sherrill, 1993; Van Sant, 2008). Oppositional consciousness includes 

a sense of righteous anger, and because the oppression is shared, a sense of solidarity or shared 

interest with others who face the same oppression. Oppositional consciousness is a primary 

motivator of the sacrifices activists make in liberation movements, for the sake of the group, 

because the shared anger generates the energy to both hope for and work for change (Mansbridge 

& Morris, 2001, pp. 1&4-6; Cassell, 1989; Sarachild, 1973; CWLU, 1971; Brownmiller, 2000; 

Crosbie, 1997).3  

 In regard to gay activists specifically, developing an oppositional consciousness is 

affected by the coming out process (Cass, 2002).  Before lesbians and gay men can come to 

understand themselves as part of a socially-marginalized group, they must first come to 

understand themselves as gay or lesbian. People of color most often grow up in families and 

                                                      
3     While coming to collective consciousness, also known as coming out, is inherently a political 
act, it is just one piece of a larger puzzle. Coming out does not appear to have (yet) changed 
dramatically, in that it is still a staged process (Cass 2002) by which individuals first come out to 
themselves, then to one or more trusted others (sometimes LGBT others), and may or may not 
come out to their larger social networks or families or in their public lives (work, etc.).  And it 
requires more than merely coming out, or coming to consciousness as a group member, to 
become an activist. A number of factors play into the likelihood of any individual group member 
becoming an activist. It, at least, also requires transitioning from collective to oppositional 
consciousness and a sense of personal political efficacy. 
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communities of color.4 The experience of discrimination is shared and interpreted within-group 

and a sense of solidarity may be achieved at an early age.5 On the other hand, those who will 

grow up and (eventually) identify as lesbian or gay, are generally raised by heterosexuals. Even 

today, most heterosexual parents assume that their offspring will be heterosexual as well. Few, if 

any, gay or lesbian individuals are intentionally socialized to be gay or lesbian. This is just as 

true for gay individuals who become activists (Rich, 1980). Therefore, except in the case of 

families with older, out family members/friends, most gay individuals (still) grow up in social 

isolation. In order to develop collective consciousness, they must first struggle to identify their 

own difference from their family/friends/culture. Only after that can they begin the additional 

process of developing group identity (and perhaps political solidarity with others who are also 

gay or lesbian). The coming out process is a preliminary step to the development of a gay/lesbian 

collective identity, also preceding the possibility of becoming proud (or oppositional) about that 

identity. A member of a sexual minority faces the self-recognition of a (perhaps) costly 

difference from parents and birth family, and from the mainstream  ideal of sexual, affectional, 

and gender role/gender identity conformity, outside of, and away from contact with, the sexual 

minority community (Seidman, 2003; Rimmerman, 2008). Existing within the vacuum of a 

presumed (and perhaps still nearly-compulsory) heterosexuality (Rich, 1980), coming out is the 

process of raising one’s own consciousness to an acknowledgement of a painful outsider status. It 

has been argued that, in a heteronormative society, simply coming out can be viewed as a 

political, and politicizing, act (HRC, 2009d ).  Later, after coming out, and after coming to 

                                                      
4     While segregation is decreasing, much of the United States remains significantly, 
residentially, segregated. This fact is demonstrated by the decreasing, but still significant, index 
of dissimilarity (Census 2000, Table 5-4). 
 
5     For women, an extra step in coming to collective identity has also been noted, in that women 
generally grow up dispersed within mixed-gender families and communities, and often hold 
primary identifications to their families, and to their cultural/ethnic groups, that effectively 
circumvent the likelihood of developing solidarity of cause with other women (Mill 1986). 
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collective consciousness, oppositional consciousness is then often facilitated by intentional 

consciousness-raising on the part of a movement (Cassell, 1989). Movement rhetoric reaches out 

to share an analysis of oppression with potential constituents. Once one’s consciousness is raised, 

the personal experience of discrimination can become political, drawing the individual into the 

fold for the purpose of change-making (ibid, pp. 17-20; Sarachild, 1973; CWLU, 1971; 

Brownmiller, 2000, p. 21; McAdam, 1982, 1986, 1988). While it is apparent that many people 

who come out as gay or lesbian do not become activists, all of my respondents had gone through 

that process, generally (though not exclusively) in their youth. 

 Social movement, and social psychological, theories have sought to delineate the 

pathways individuals take into social movement activism. At the level of the individual, resource 

mobilization theorists argue for the impact of microstructural factors. One such factor is 

personality or disposition. Certain personality types have also been found to be more likely to 

become activists than others. Duncan (1999) and Duncan & Stewart (2007), argue that there is a 

link between collective identity formation and personality or disposition that underlies much 

activist participation. According to these theorists, individuals who—in response to a life 

experience that includes discrimination—develop group consciousness and undertake activism 

are different in personality or disposition than those who do not. Activists are likely to exhibit 

lower degrees of authoritarianism and higher levels of personal political salience, in conjunction 

with a recognition of, and knowledge about, their group’s oppressed position. They are more 

likely to internalize, to find personal meaning in, political events and political engagement 

(Curtin, Stewart & Duncan, 2010; Peterson, Smirles, & Wentworth, 1997). Some theorists argue 

that there is a correlation between social background and education that may contribute to a sense 

of entitlement, or political efficacy—which includes a sense of both the ability and the right to 

understand and speak to political affairs (Courville & Piper, 2004, pp. 41, 48, 50; Lange, 2002; 

Presser & Sen, 2001). 
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 People who were socialized by politically-oriented parents, who grew up in a politically-

involved home, are much more likely to be involved in political causes as adults (Braungart & 

Braungart, 1990; Curtin, Stewart & Duncan, 2010; Beck & Jennings, 1982). Homes in which 

parents and caregivers transmit political participation as a value are found to encourage activism, 

even when parents and children do not ultimately hold the same political opinions. Politically-

active parents pass on the participatory norm that action is citizenship, contribute to their 

children’s sense of political efficacy, and diminish their sense of political fatalism (Sherkat & 

Blocker, 1994). 

 People who were exposed to, and became active in, social movements in their youth are 

much more likely to remain politically involved (vocationally and avocationally) and to have 

higher levels of collective consciousness across their lifespan (Duncan, 1999; Fendrick, 1977; 

Fendrich & Lovoy, 1988; McAdam, 1986; Braungart & Braungart, 1990; Cole, Zucker, & 

Ostrove, 1982; Beck & Jennings, 1982). Education about group oppression and social inequities 

(consciousness-raising) can lead to the formation of a collective consciousness, and thus, to the 

urge to activism (Henderson-King & Stewart, 1999; Bargad & Hyde, 1991; Duncan, 1999, p. 

612; Lubell & Vedlitz, 2006; Fodor, 2010; Peterson, Smirles, & Wentworth, 1997; Cole, Zucker, 

& Ostrove, 1982). The combination of exposure to a social movement with the experience of 

unequal treatment helps make the personal political (McGuire, Stewart, & Curtin, 2010). 

 Self-interest is another factor proposed as a primary motivation toward activism. Some 

theorists have gone as far as to view all human interaction as rooted in self-interest, arguing that 

true altruism is impossible, and viewing even the desire to increase the safety or pleasure of 

others as rooted in the attempt to get pleasure for oneself. From Machiavelli to the present, 

political philosophers have hypothesized an unvarying self-interest that is, the definition of, 

rationality (Frolich, 1974:56-7). Rational utility theorists contend that people maximize their self-

interest by making a quick, but real, cost benefit analysis before they act (Downs, 1957; Frohlich 
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& Oppenheimer, 1978). They argue that this is particularly true in regard to political and 

economic behavior. Even as certain conditions, including a combination of ideology with relative 

affluence and safety, must exist for a social movement to get off of the ground, ideological 

“values voters” predominate in the middle class. It is those with comfortable economic means, 

but without a strong interest in the stratified status quo, who are the most able to take into 

consideration ideals – like equity and fairness – in political and economic settings (perhaps a 

form of altruism) (Allen & Ng, 2000). Therefore, they argue, the upper and lower classes are 

generally more likely to vote out of class-based self-interest and those in the middle class are 

more likely to vote out of loyalty to an ideology (including democratic or religious values evoked 

by candidates’ campaigns (Allen & Ng, 2000, pp. 323, 338-9; Chong et al., 2001, pp. 543-4). 

 Other theorists argue for a motivational combination of self-interest and altruism. Nathan 

Teske argues that motivation arises from a blend of selfish and moral or ideological motives. One 

motive underlying altruistic action may be a concern for the kind of person one is, for living up 

to one’s commitments and acting on what one believes. Teske sees such concerns as both moral 

and self-regarding at once (1997, pp. 71, 75, 86-7; see also Mansbridge, 1995, 144). Using the 

work of feminist theologians, Ruth Smith contends that we are influenced, not just by self-

interest, but also by organizational ideologies and moral theories. She finds the self-interest 

argument to be too limited a view of human nature, relationships, and history. She argues for a 

theory of mutuality that situates the human individual within the social whole (1987, pp. 279-80). 

Amartya Sen also finds that people act from principles of sympathy and commitment, as well as 

self-interest (1977).  

 Miller argues that altruism, or selflessness, is an underlying motive for leaders, 

organizers and activists. He contends that, to be motivated to work for significant social change, 

an individual must see their own self-interest as “connected to the lives and futures” of fellow 

group members for whom they labor. He argues for a continuum ranging from selfishness (the 
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exclusion of the needs of others) to selflessness (the exclusion of one’s own needs) with a middle 

ground in between in which one can be concerned for oneself “in relation to” others (Miller, 

2002, p. 33). For example, for those with employer-paid health care, self-interest alone might 

dictate that they oppose government-run, national healthcare if there was a possibility that it 

might raise their taxes. At the opposite end of the spectrum, altruism might see the needs of the 

uninsured, or the underinsured, as primary, and argue for their needs despite the potential cost to 

self. In Miller’s middle ground, those with coverage might argue for government-run healthcare 

because they perceive it to be good for the uninsured /underinsured, and because they want a 

social safety net in place, should they ever, themselves, need it. 

 Still other theorists contend that there are indeed times when both individuals and/or 

groups may be motivated in actually non-self-interested ways that qualify as altruism. Kelman 

argues that while some are driven by self-interest, others are driven by a spirit of public service, 

asking not what would be right for them, but rather, what would be “right overall” (1988, pp. 10-

3). This view allows that the individual may have larger, or broader and more enlightened, 

concerns for others. Sometimes these altruistic motives are drawn out by political symbols that 

play on public emotions (Sears & Funk, 1990). People do not always take the side of a political 

issue that most benefits them (Sears, 1983, 1975). Many political motivators fall outside a narrow 

definition of self-interest, including the sense of moral righteousness and non-material benefits 

like a sense of spiritual contentment (Sears & Funk, 1990 in Mansbridge, 1990a, pp. 148-49). In 

U.S. political preferences and actions, they found that self-interest does not determine where an 

individual stands on an issue, and they found the affective response to symbolic politics to be 

more statistically significant than rational self-interested calculations (Sears, 1983, 1975). They 

hypothesize that, in a democracy, people may be socialized to respond to political issues in a way 

that takes the welfare of the public (whomever they affectively identify as the public) into 

consideration (Sears & Funk, 1990 in Mansbridge, 1990a, p.  158).  
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 Mansbridge holds ERA supporters up as an example of altruism. While it could be 

argued that feminists fighting for the Equal Rights Amendment had a vested interest in its 

ratification, Mansbridge points out that, with time, it became increasingly difficult to pinpoint the 

tangible, concrete advantages of ratification. Nevertheless, ERA supporters continued to work 

because even when they had nothing personal or political to gain, ideologically, they believed in 

the equality of women. Like Kelman with his spirit of public service, she argues, “Almost 

everyone involved in the ERA struggle was primarily concerned with the good of the country 

rather than with personal self-interest” (Mansbridge, 1986, pp. x, 3; see also Olson, 1965). She 

notes that people can also be motivated by notions of duty, and love, and may renounce their own 

“pleasure for the good of another or of a principle” (Mansbridge, 1995, pp. 139, 152; 1990a; 

1990b).  

 Mansbridge warns that if we must “convince ourselves” that a given action “could not 

possibly have been taken for reasons of self-interest,” before we can see it as altruistic, we run 

the risk of underestimating the frequency of altruism and of failing to see it when it is before us 

(Mansbridge, 1995, p. 146). Wakefield also argues that human beings are social animals who 

respond to each other’s needs out of an empathy that supports cooperative action. As example, he 

uses the “Righteous Gentiles” of World War II Europe – those non-Jewish individuals or 

communities who, at great risk, sought to protect, hide, or aid Jews fleeing Nazi persecution 

(Wakefield, 1993, pp. 449-50; see also Goldberger, 1987). He argues that, of necessity, altruism 

underlay the extreme risk to self undertaken when an individual or community intervened to save 

members of a persecuted group in a setting of organized genocide. In the following section, I will 

briefly address some of the history important to LGBT activism today.  
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U.S. Lesbian and Gay Movements 

In social movement theory, each phase of LGBT activism would be viewed as a separate 

movement: the homophile period, the gay liberation period, the collective response to the AIDS 

crisis, and the present national push for legislative changes, including civil marriage inclusion.  

 Most historians date the gay rights or LGBT movement to the June 1969 riots at the 

Stonewall Inn on Christopher Street in Greenwich Village. However, multiple factors, important 

to this discussion, led to the rebellion at Stonewall. Many of the laws addressing homosexuals as 

particular kinds of persons, including laws against sodomy and against homosexual patronage of 

public establishments, were enacted between 1930 and 1950 (Chauncey, 2004, pp. 7-18).  

 The attempt by the military during the Second World War to exclude homosexuals from 

service through psychological testing forced young men across the country to evaluate and label 

their own sexual orientation as either heterosexual or homosexual. That imposed self-evaluation 

happened just as these young service personnel were thrust into the rigidly same-sex worlds (male 

and female) of military life. Bars sprang up in military ports around the world, many of them 

catering to a same-sex oriented clientele. In the coastal United States (New York, San Francisco, 

Philadelphia, Miami, etc.) these bars lived on after the war’s end, giving rise to an urban gay 

subculture. This combination of self-examination, military life, urban life, and the gay bar 

subculture created an unprecedented mid-20th-century opportunity to come to identity as 

homosexual (to come out to oneself) in the midst of community. Thus, inadvertently, the military 

that sought to keep the homosexual out, facilitated the ability of young men and women to 

identify, not only as homosexual, but as part of a discriminated-against homosexual minority 

(ibid, pp. 6, 21).  

 Rupp also argues that this period of group identity formation facilitated the development 

of a collective consciousness that went beyond individual identity alone. This new, public, group 

identity as minority, made possible the demand for social and, even, legal acceptance (Rupp, 
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1999). As minority consciousness dawned on its earliest theorists, resistance to the new laws 

prohibiting homosexual gathering places began almost as soon as they were passed. 

 

The Homophile Movement 

World War II had a marked effect on sexual movements.  In Europe, Hitler had used the registry 

of Magnus Hirschfeld’s Institute for Sexual Science that allowed men to cross-dress in public, to 

arrest and execute 10,000 men for the crime of homosexuality (Friedman & Epstein, 2002; von 

Praunheim, 2006; Heger, 1994). At the same time, for many gays in the allied military, World 

War II provided the opportunity to leave rural areas and socialize with others with same-sex 

desires. It became the genesis of the gay bar movement in military port cities, especially in the 

U.S., that continued after war’s end (Berube, 1990). For the U.S., it was in these bars, and in the 

homophile movement of the1950s and 60s, that gay identity transitioned from being merely a 

stigmatizing medical label into a minority identity defining a people and a burgeoning culture 

(D’Emilio, 1983; Armstrong, 2002; Adam, 1995; Engel, 2001; McGarry, 1998). Despite 

McCarthyism, postal obscenity laws, and fears that police raids would mean public outing and 

personal ruin, by 1951, the Mattachine Society became “the first national gay rights group” to 

succeed in getting off the ground (Chauncey, 2004; Adam, 1995; Rupp, 1999). Influenced by the 

U.S. Labor and Communist movements (Bronski, 2002; Timmons, 1990), the founder of 

Mattachine, Harry Hay, was perhaps the first to politically theorize same-sex orientation in terms 

of identity-based, oppressed minority status (D’Emilio, 1998). 

 Despite the more radical vision of Harry Hay, Mattachine developed as more social than 

political, echoing a desire for inclusion more than a desire to change the system (Rupp 1999). 

Nevertheless, it ran discussion groups, published a magazine, organized against entrapment, and 
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advertised in gay sites, laying the foundation for social movement organizations that would 

follow (Rupp, 1999; Adam, 1995; Timmons, 1990; Katz, 1976).6  

 For lesbians, Mattachine was soon followed, by the Daughters of Bilitis. Even though 

these two organizations clearly predate second wave feminism, and therefore, lesbian feminism, 

the gendered tensions and disconnects between lesbians and gay men were already apparent and 

mandated that each group have its own gendered space (Cruikshank, 1992).  

 Rupp argues that the addition of these social groups to the bar culture, and the use of 

publications to reach out across loose affiliative networks, mobilized constituents around an early 

claim to collective identity as an oppressed group (Rupp, 1999). As early as 1962 in fact, 

homosexuals had begun resisting police raids on gay bars (ibid, pp. 164 &166-8). And by mid-

decade, homophile groups were staging public demonstrations. On July 4th, 1965, the first 

Independence Day Reminder was staged in front of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall by the 

newly-formed coalition, East Coast Homophile Organizations (ibid, p. 167). Two theoretical 

strains had already become apparent, a tension between the desire for inclusion 

(assimilationist/liberalism) and the desire to change the social system (liberationist/radicalism) 

and a gendered tension between gay men and lesbians. 

 

Stonewall and the Gay Liberation Movement 

Early gay and lesbian groups organized predominately around the demand for inclusion. It was 

Stonewall that marked the convergence of the newly-politicized gay identity (demanding 

inclusion) with the radicalism of other social movements (demanding social change). The 

                                                      
6     While the early homophile organizations (Mattachine and the Daughters of Bilitis) were 
clearly building the organization groundwork of collective consciousness (and even an 
oppositional consciousness as a sexual minority), that would later become the springboard of 
protest, I am unaware of any exercise of direct confrontation, or a social movement repertoire, by 
any organization predating the first East Coast Homophile Organizations’ (ECHO) Independence 
Day Reminder at Independence Hall in Philadelphia in 1965. 
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resistance of the drag queens and working-class gay men in Greenwich Village in 1969 did not 

spontaneously generate. D’Emilio argues that, like the rest of the U.S., over the preceding decade, 

gay consciousness was affected by the times: the other mid-century movements, the general 

radicalism and disaffection of youth, the cities burning (from 1964 on), the assassinations of 

leaders on many sides, the nuclear age (2003, pp. 32-7). Within the community, the resistance to 

bar raids in San Francisco, the formation of the San Francisco-based Council on Religion and the 

Homosexual (D’Emilio, 1998; Licata & Peterson, 1982; Shilts, 1982), and the annual Reminders 

laid the groundwork for further resistance. 

 Stonewall was followed by a time of rapid formation of gay organizations. Within days, 

the militant New York Gay Liberation Front was formed out of a split with Mattachine. It was 

rapidly followed by the formation of nearly a thousand gay liberation fronts and gay activist 

alliances nationwide (Goodwin & Jasper, 2003, p. 13; Rupp, 1999, p. 177). By the first 

anniversary, to commemorate Stonewall, the Homophile Action League of Philadelphia had 

cancelled the annual Reminders, and instead, activists from across the country traveled in 

solidarity to New York for the Christopher Street Liberation Day Parade. By the second 

anniversary, Gay Pride marches were springing up across the nation and became annual events. 

 Younger militants abandoned homophile organizations and perspectives. Where 

Mattachine and the Daughters of Bilitis had functioned largely as private social groups,7 the new 

gay liberation (and lesbian feminist groups) were more decidedly political, public, and looking 

for social change8 (Gallo, 2006; D’Emilio, 2003). The fledgling Gay Liberation Movement, both 

leaders and rank and file, took what they had learned in other movements and pressed new 

                                                      
7     Which is not to argue that there was no political edge to Mattachine or Daughter of Bilitis, in 
which we find the beginnings of political analysis of the gay condition, in the writings and 
activism of leaders like Harry Hay, Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon, Barbara Gittings, Franklin 
(Frank) Kameny. 
 
8     And still, to a large extent, gender segregated. 
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demands. Seidman notes that these liberationists, “created their own political organizations, 

published newspapers, newsletters, and books, and forged distinctive cultures with their own 

ideologies. They marched, organized sit-ins, met with newspaper editors, appeared on television, 

published manifestos, and formed alliances with other movements” (Seidman, 2002, p. 174). 

They also used confrontation as a tactic, disrupted political, medical, and psychiatric conventions, 

and sought media attention for social movement claims like an end to police harassment, the de-

pathologization of same-sex sexuality, and the decriminalization of sodomy. More specifically, 

along with calling for the end of marriage, the nuclear family, and sexism, the Gay Liberation 

Front also called for the end of “consumerism, militarism,” and racism” (Bateman, 2002; 

D’Emilio, 1998; GLF, 1978). The Gay Activist Alliance called for an end to employment and 

housing discrimination, sodomy laws, and police harassment and entrapment. While 

organizations bearing these two names were short-lived, D’Emilio notes their success at 

garnering media attention and thereby mobilizing new constituents (2003, pp. 32-7).  

 

Lesbian Feminism and Gay Hedonism 

Within the late homophile and early gay liberation periods, lesbians and gay men were relatively 

divided. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, they seemed to share few commonalities, socially or 

sexually. Gay bars were relatively gender-segregated as either gay male or lesbian. Younger 

lesbians gravitated to lesbian feminist radicalism or to all-female social spaces, making use of the 

women’s centers springing up in most metropolitan areas (McGarry & Wasserman, 1998; Stein, 

2004). Many lived collectively in lesbian-owned spaces (Cruikshank, 1992, 1980; Wolf, 1979) 

and had little contact with gay men or their male social spheres (Taylor & Whittier, 1999; Shugar, 

1995; Cassell, 1989; Freeman, 1979). Therefore, the Stonewall Rebellion of gay men and drag 

queens, occurring as it did at the height of second wave feminism, did not immediately sweep 
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large numbers of lesbians into the largely-male gay liberation camp (McGarry & Wasserman, 

1998; Stein, 2004; Freeman, 1979, 1975).  

 With advances in contraception and the availability of abortion, the threat of unwanted 

pregnancy had been largely disconnected from voluntary heterosexual encounters (Gazit & 

Steward, 2003). Commonly-known sexually-transmitted diseases had become curable with a 

simple course of antibiotics (Parascandola, 2008, 1980; Dowling, 2000; Quétel, 1992; Boettcher 

& Kawerau, 1963), and increasing numbers of people were taking advantage of new opportunities 

to explore their sexuality outside of marriage, or even, outside of long-term monogamous 

commitments (Gazit & Steward, 2003). Activists and constituents of multiple movements, 

hippies, and even the proverbial boy or girl next door, often practiced a moderated form of sexual 

hedonism. As sex became primarily about pleasure instead of reproduction, the ideology of 

sexual liberation grew (Allyn, 2000; Escoffier, 2003), and in liberal religious and secular spaces, 

it became acceptable premaritally (White, 2001; Perry, 2005; Stone, 1999; Gelder, 2007; 

Partridge, 1985). As sex was always disconnected from reproduction for both lesbians and gay 

men, in the gay bar scene, one-night stands were commonplace.  

 Stelboum notes, “In the late 1960s through the 1970s, the second wave of feminism in the 

U.S. attacked all forms of heterosexual sexual practices, and monogamy was seen as a restrictive 

tool used by the patriarchy to thwart women’s sexual energies” (McGarry & Wasserman, 1998; 

Stelboum, 1999, p. 44). The gay male movement, also, had no ideological investment in 

monogamy, and many gay men conceptualized hedonism as a long-term lifestyle (Stein, 2004; 

Lovett, 2005).  

 Early on, outside of gay religious movements (or perhaps outside of the gay-founded 

Metropolitan Community Church), marriage was not a political movement claim. As Taylor et al. 

note, “Disagreement over the desirability of marriage . . . kept it off the agenda of national lesbian 

and gay organizations until the mid-1990s” (2009, 869; Andersen, 2006). In part, it was simply, 
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essentially unthinkable and nearly unthought-of. In the window of time between Stonewall (1969) 

and the onset of the AIDS crisis (early 1980s), many in the gay (male) liberation movement 

argued—not for sexual reform—but for a cultural revolution that would undo heterosexist roles 

and compulsory monogamy and promote a new, sexual autonomy. With some clear, but future, 

parallels in the sex-positive lesbianism of the early 1980s, gay theorists deconstructed monogamy 

and postulated the ethics of nonmonogamy (Stein, 2004; Warner, 2002; Gamson & Moon, 2004). 

Both lesbian feminism and the fledgling Gay Liberation Movement called for the end of marriage, 

the nuclear family, and sexism.  

 Even with the 1970s outbreak of herpes, post-World War II gay men thought of sexually-

transmitted diseases as annoying, but not life-threatening. They had developed a bar, bookstore, 

and bathhouse culture that valued hedonism for its own sake (Warner, 1999; Shelton, 2008; 

Harris, 1999). The political celebration of gayness included the celebration of pleasure for 

pleasure’s sake. Also, with the successful marketing of Deep Throat and magazines like Playboy, 

pornography was becoming more public and more mainstream, even as gay porn already had a 

distinctive place in the gay male subculture (Bronski, 2003; Burger, 1995; Moore, 2004; 

Stevenson, 1997; Waugh, 2002, 1996).  

 Despite their common concerns about marriage and monogamy, there was little socially 

or politically to bring the gay male and lesbian camps together. Even as feminists had critiqued 

men in general on grounds of misogyny, sexism, and male privileged, some lesbians also 

critiqued gay men as misogynistic, sexist, and privileged on the ground of gender (Thompson, 

1994; McGarry & Wasserman, 1998; Stein, 2004). Lesbian (or cultural) feminism opposed 

pornography for its exploitation of actors and its objectification of women as fetishized body 

parts (Dworkin, 2006, 1991; Brownmiller, 2000; MacKinnon & Dworkin, 1997; MacKinnon, 

1988). And by the early 1980s, the “general backlash against women’s equality” had begun, and 

lesbian nonmonogamy was again “viewed by many as promiscuous behavior and no longer 
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politically correct” (Stelboum, 1999, p. 44; Vera, 1999; Munson & Stelboum, 1999; Rothblum & 

Brehoney, 1993). Overall, the early, Stonewall-era, gay liberation movement was predominately 

male, and most activist lesbians found “an alternative political and social practice in the women’s 

movement” (Padgug, 1989, pp. 293-313).  

 

The Movement Effects of AIDS 

Ruptures in second wave feminism (Brownmiller, 2000), and the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s 

and 1990s, brought more lesbians into gay liberation and had a tremendous effect upon the gay 

movement. One of its lasting effects has been to bring the female and male sides of the gay 

movement together. The gay liberation and lesbian feminist movements became an LGBT 

movement and remain so to the present. As already noted, prior to the outbreak of the AIDS crisis, 

gay men and lesbians were not equally involved in gay liberation, with most younger, political 

lesbians focused on feminism. Gay men began dying from what would come to be known as 

AIDS in 1981. Chauncey notes that, as those disconnected from gay culture reacted with panic 

and demonized gay men, lesbians stepped to the forefront to help with the crisis (Chauncey, 2004, 

p. 41). As death and infection rates rose, lesbians increasingly identified with gay men as part of 

a gay subculture, creating a new solidarity, a sense of queerness in a straight society that 

transcended gendered differences. They helped swell the ranks of those demanding governmental 

intervention and medical research. Over the course of the initial crisis, (along with gay men) 

lesbians who as radical feminists had already created alternative, non-governmental organizations 

for medical self-care, founded and staffed hospices. As leaders within the gay and lesbian 

religious movement, they helped bury the dead (ibid). Lesbians continue at the forefront of the 

LGBT rights and marriage equality movement today. 

 Seidman points out, the liberationist (or social change) strain within the LGBT 

movement has only flourished for two brief windows of time (just after Stonewall and during the 
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AIDS crisis). He also notes that an assimilationist (inclusionary) perspective again predominates, 

with a majority of gay men, at least ideologically pursuing serving openly in the military, 

monogamy, and marriage (Seidman, 2002, p. 175). Hull found both gay men and lesbians seek to 

access the legal and cultural dimensions of marriage precisely because it allows a sense of access 

to the mainstream (2006). I will discuss the gender differences in the demand for marriage at 

length in the conclusion. However, like Hull’s, in my sample almost all respondents, both 

lesbians and gay men, described an intense desire to obtain marriage, whether or not they 

individually thought they would marry, in the underlying hope that marriage—as a political 

victory—encapsulates mainstream acceptance.  

 Yet, even as a majority of the LGBT movement appears to be pursuing marriage, a 

radical social change (or liberationist) critique has arisen, pointing out that demanding inclusion 

in an unreformed institution of marriage (by proving how similar gay people are to straight 

people) denies the realities of sexual minority lives within amalgamated communities 

(BeyondMarriage, 2006). Lesbians and gay men continue to have operationally-different 

perspectives on sexuality and relationship formation. The much-touted long-term monogamy 

itself may still differ between these two communities, with many gay men being more forgiving 

than lesbians about just what constitutes monogamy in long-term relationships (Shelton, 2008). 

There remains within LGBT movements, stresses and strains between gay men and lesbians.  

 

AIDS Organizations 

When the AIDS crisis first hit, many strong gay organizations were already in place and were 

able to mobilize rapidly to meet the crisis. While the gay liberation fronts and the gay activist 

alliances were short-lived organizations, a number of other, early, national organizations began 

before or about that time and remain important today, including: the National Gay & Lesbian 

Task Force, Lambda Legal, and the Human Rights Campaign. Founded in 1973, the National 
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Gay & Lesbian Task Force is a lobbying organization designed to promote pro-LGBT, and to 

oppose anti-LGBT, legislation (NGLTF, 2010). It was central in the elimination of homosexuality 

as a mental disorder from the DSM. It was also central in demanding that government address the 

AIDS epidemic. More recently, it was involved in the campaign to repeal the military policy 

known as “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” that kept gay and lesbian military personnel from being able 

to serve in the armed forces openly (ibid).  

 Also, as early as 1982, activists formed organizations to directly meet the crisis, including 

the Gay Men's Health Crisis in New York City and the Kaposi's Sarcoma Research and 

Education Foundation (SFAF, 2010) in San Francisco, later to become the San Francisco AIDS 

Foundation (ibid). It founded a hotline and aligned itself with the San Francisco Department of 

Public Health to provide early prevention education to gay men in forums around the region 

(ibid). The San Francisco AIDS Foundation continues to provide education and services to 

“people living with or at risk for HIV/AIDS” and to advocate for sound HIV/AIDS policies at all 

levels of government” (SFAF, 2010a). 

 In New York, and also founded at that time, the Gay Men’s Health Crisis remains active 

in the fight against HIV/AIDS with a face-to-face/hotline and internet response system linking 

those who walk-in or request information with service providers. It serves as an access point to 

other health services (GMHC, 2010). In addition, as the epidemic spread, HIV/AIDS education 

and service agencies sprung up around the country, and remain active as the infection has spread 

into other populations. 

 As the means of contagion became known, AIDS activist organizations transitioned into 

service organizations: tending the dying, disseminating medical information, and encouraging a 

shift in sexual practice, to “safe sex” and monogamy. Organizations, like the San Francisco AIDS 

Foundation, became a force for the promotion of monogamy (Ericksen & Steffen, 1999), with its 

attendant demand for commitment (and hence, ultimately, for marriage). 
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 Nevertheless, the LGBT movement could not afford to turn either entirely inward or 

local. The crisis demanded that the movement agitate for research and assistance from medical 

and governmental institutions. Sociologist Susan Chambre (2006) argues that social movement 

organizations were formed to raise mainstream consciousness through political confrontation and 

art, including: the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, ACT UP, Gran Fury, and the Visual 

AIDS Artist’s Caucus with its Red Ribbon Project. 

 In 1985, The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt was undertaken to memorialize the 

dead and, in 1987, was stretched out on the National Mall in Washington D.C. during an LGBT 

March on Washington, to dramatize the scope of the epidemic. In 1987, ACT UP was formed as a 

pressure group. It used direct action to demand that the FDA and the pharmaceutical companies 

speed up clinical trials of new medications.   

 These projects succeeded at raising mainstream consciousness about the effect of the 

AIDS crisis on the gay male community, making it clear that HIV is not spread through non-

sexual social contact. These projects also succeeded at inducing medical and governmental 

institutions to supply research and devise treatments. With the spread into other vulnerable 

groups, AIDS service and education became less focused on, and less solely the focus of, the gay 

community. However, even though treatments for HIV have abated the intensity of the crisis in 

the U.S., AIDS continues to have an increasingly profound effect globally. 

 Other lasting effects of the AIDS crisis on the LGBT movement have been ideological. 

As mentioned earlier, as the AIDS crisis began, the gay movement had developed a culture that 

valued hedonism and a sexual minority identity. As it became evident that the AIDS epidemic 

was being sexually-transmitted, it caused a shift in practice. Gay men undertook to educate 

themselves and others on its prevention. Pleasure was worth a lot, but it was hard to die for. The 

introduction into the gay subculture of a then-untreatable, and still incurable, sexually-transmitted 

infection that killed, and killed rapidly, had a lasting effect on gay male sexual ideologies. Along 
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with demanding help from governmental and medical agencies, activists in gay men’s self-help 

and HIV/AIDS educational organizations undertook to get the word out about safe-sex and began 

to actively promote monogamy as disease-management for survival (Padgug, 1989, pp. 293-313; 

Ericksen & Steffen, 1999). 

 This push for monogamy had a normalizing effect and, over time, became part of the 

genesis of the push for marriage rights. Activists problematized the denial of the ability to marry. 

The argument became that the inability to marry creates a form of perpetual adolescence, and that 

access to the responsibilities of long-term commitment (marriage) would carry with it the ability 

to enact adult spousal roles (Wolfson, 2005; Kotulski, 2004). This emphasis continues to figure 

into the impetus around civil marriage (Risman & Schwartz, 1988, p. 142; Stacey, 2002). 

 

The Marriage Movement 

For gay men, the AIDS crisis brought home the invalidity of their relationships in the eyes of 

mainstream America. This crisis had a profound effect on gay thinking in regard to both 

monogamy and civil marriage (Chauncey, 2004; Rimmerman, 2008, 2007). It was one thing to be 

young and sexually adventurous in an urban gay subculture. It was another thing entirely to be 

denied admission to a lover’s hospital room as he lay dying, or left to the mercy of one’s lover’s 

family – for visitation rights, for decisions about medical treatments or dis/continuing life 

support, for funeral and burial arrangements, and for inheritance of joint (or even one’s own) 

property (Chauncey, 2004, p. 96). As non-kin, physicians and hospital staff could discriminate 

against gay partners and friends, sometimes denying them access and information. This came, 

often, just as they were most terrified of losing their loved ones or of having contracted the “gay 

plague” themselves (Shilts, 1987; Engel, 2007). Many birth families first found out their 

son/brother/nephew/husband was gay when he became critically ill (Chauncey, 2004, p. 99). 

Whether or not they were blindsided by his sexual orientation, some birth families were not 
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amenable toward, or supportive of, a partner that may have represented the disease that was 

taking their family member from them. At his death, it was to the birth families that both the body 

– and the inheritance of his earthly possessions – were turned over. Partners found that they had 

no solid, legal right to input in the funeral or burial plans (Chauncey, 2004). They were often not 

honored as emotionally-significant during the service, and may even have been barred from 

attending (ibid). And any jointly-held possessions (home, furnishings, clothing), or personal 

possessions kept in a partner’s home, were suddenly at the legal dispose of the “legitimate” heirs 

(Chauncey, 2004, p. 110). Except where there was documentation, it didn’t matter who had paid 

for what. There was no socially-structured mechanism for partner inheritance, and the crisis arose 

so quickly, that relatively few victims had established for their partners legal, non-spousal, non-

familial inheritance options: like jointly-owned houses with rights of survivorship or wills and 

trusts. Simply, in a setting where an abundance of gay men were suddenly and profoundly sick 

and dying, they found it mattered, even to long-term lovers, that they were not legal kin. No one 

was bound to honor their relationships and, without legal documents, no one was bound to honor 

the material arrangements they had jointly-constructed or possessions they had jointly-amassed 

(Chauncey, 2004). 

 Another impetus in the shift toward marriage is the aging of the post-World War II “baby 

boom” population. In the United States, there was a dramatic increase in births between the mid-

1940s and the mid-1960s. From the mid-1960s through the 1980s, that population reached the age 

when people generally mate, marry and raise children. By the 1980s and 1990s, early baby 

boomers were also reaching ages in which most people begin to plan retirements. At present, 

even later baby boomers are reaching the age where considerations include the possibility of 

increased need for medical treatment and concerns about retirement and inheritance (Chauncey, 

2004; Polikoff, 2000).  
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 In these same years, dramatic changes in reproductive medicine allowed lesbians and gay 

men increased access to assisted reproduction, including insemination, in-vitro fertilization, and 

surrogacy. Increasingly, lesbians and gay men have been able, as same-sex couples, to become 

parents (Rimmerman, 2007; Blum, 2001). Over the last decades, other lesbians and gay men 

struggled in the courts to retain custody, or visitation rights, to children they had through 

heterosexual unions. Lesbians and gay men, declared unfit on the grounds of sexual orientation 

alone, lost custody or visitation to heterosexual spouses in divorce (Benkov, 1994). Also, co-

parents lost custody or visitation to their same-sex partner in a break up, and co-parented 

children, who lost their birth parent to death, sometimes lost their second parent when the birth 

parent’s family automatically assumed, or was awarded, custody (Chauncey, 2004,p. 111; 

Lehmann, 2001; Maggiore, 1992). Through the 1980s and 1990s, LGBT legal groups fought to 

have parental fitness assessed on grounds separate from parental sexual orientation (Chauncey, 

2004, p. 106). 

 Also, by the early 1980s, lesbians had begun to hold meetings and conferences about 

ways to become mothers outside of heterosexual marriage (Chauncey, 2004, p. 105; Benkov, 

1994; Aizley, 2006; Burke, 1994; Sullivan, 2004). Without access to the social structure of 

marriage, this assisted reproduction created a need for the right of the second-parent, or 

sometimes of both parents in a surrogacy, to adopt (Benkov, 1994; Aizley, 2006). Gay men and 

lesbians also often parent the children of one or both partners that were brought into the 

relationship through prior unions or adoptions (ibid). These are often situations in which a birth or 

adoptive parent retains parental rights, disallowing a second-parent adoption – a situation handled 

for heterosexual couples through the recognition of step-parent status in marriage. For same-

gender couples, these blended family situations have brought into sharp relief the need for a 

mechanism with which to handle custody and visitation issues if there should be a dissolution of 

the couple or a breakup of the home through either death or separation (Chauncey, 2004, p. 108). 
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Difficult situations also arise within a stable relationship when one half of the couple cannot 

legally establish his or her parental relationship – as when a child needs medical care and a non-

birth/non-adoptive co-parent cannot get care for (or receive medical information about) the child 

because without marriage, they are not legal step-parents (Martin, 1993). 

 Both the lesbian baby boom and the AIDS crisis placed marriage on the political table. 

Whatever one’s philosophical position on monogamy/non-monogamy, or the historic oppression 

of women through marriage, it became increasingly apparent that the rights and protections – 

hammered out across centuries and now inherent in a single legal act (marriage) from which 

same-sex couples were excluded – could provide next-of-kin rights to one’s partner, and to one’s 

co-parented children, in a host of legally, medically, financially, and emotionally significant 

situations. Making up for these familial protections, (through a host of documents extraneous to 

marriage: wills, medical powers of attorney, financial powers of attorney, etc.), can be cost-

prohibitive, and they are less likely to be socially-honored without first being questioned 

(Chauncey, 2004, p. 113; Rimmerman, 2007).  

 The tensions driving same-sex marriage cohered into national public visibility in 1987, at 

the third national March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights when thousands of gay and 

lesbian couples enacted a mass “wedding” (Ghaziani, 2008; Taylor et al., 2009, p. 869). And then 

again, in Hawai`i where, in 1993, the Supreme Court of Hawai`i found it unconstitutional, in 

Baehr v. Lewin, to deny marriage on the grounds of the sex or the orientations of the partners and 

ruled that same-sex couples could not be denied equal protection (Taylor et al,. 2009, p. 869). In 

1998, the voters of Hawai`i amended their state constitution, overturning the Court’s ruling. 

However, the demand for same-sex marriage was again brought to public consciousness in 2000, 

with the passage of Vermont’s Act Relating to Civil Unions. And the salience of the gay marriage 

claim as newsworthy increased again, even more dramatically, in 2004, when Massachusetts 

granted same-sex couples civil marriage, and local mayors in California (San Francisco), New 
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York (New Paltz), and New Jersey (Asbury Park) began to issue (non-legal) licenses to same-

gender couples in their municipalities. In 2006, New Jersey’s Supreme Court also handed down a 

ruling that same-sex couples should have all of the protections of marriage, but did not specify 

what this inclusion should be called (Lewis v Harris, 2006). The legislature rapidly passed a bill 

(2007), calling New Jersey’s legal same-sex relationship recognition civil unions, ensuring that 

the debate there would continue, as activists continue to press for marriage and opponents 

continue to resist. 

 Some LGBT activists argue against marriage as an agenda.  This critique comes both 

from activists who were involved in the mid-20th-century liberation movements (including second 

wave lesbian feminists and gay liberationists) and from younger queer activists who oppose “gay 

marriage, arguing that marriage constitutes “a normalizing process that assimilates queers to 

heteronormativity” and provides a stamp of legitimacy to the hegemony of heterosexuality by 

excluding other relationships” (Green, 2008, p.10 in Taylor et al., 2009, p. 869; see also Badgett, 

2009; D’Emilio, 2007; Hull, 2006; Polikoff, 1993; Rimmerman, 2007). They argue that inclusion 

in heterosexual marriage laws and customs is a liberal agenda that fails to deconstruct the 

oppressions within past and current marital and economic systems. They contend that the 

patriarchal history of marriage, and the privileging of long-term, monogamous, legalized 

relationships over all other relationship and family forms, is oppressive. They theorize that 

economic benefit and protection (and the freedom to designate family according to one’s own 

realities) should not be grounded in a particular kind of sexual relationship. Rather, tax laws, 

health insurance, hospital visitation, inheritance decisions, medical power of attorney, and 

pension and social security beneficiary status should not be determined by the next of kin 

privilege of legal, long-term, monogamous, couple status. Instead, they argue that the legal 

connection between economic benefit and coupled-status discriminates against single people and 

against a diversity of family arrangements that have become increasingly prominent in the past 
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half-century (BeyondMarriage, 2006). They challenge the LGBT movement to engage a radical 

agenda that would disconnect economic privilege from marriage, recognize all forms of 

consensual relationships as equally valid, and provide necessary economic protections through 

social safety nets that function independently of marital status (ibid; Green, 2008, p. 10 in Taylor 

et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2009, p. 869; Badgett, 2009; D’Emilio, 2007; Hull, 2006; Polikoff, 

1993; Rimmerman, 2007).  

 

Relationship Recognition Forms 

The access of lesbian or gay couples (and bisexual individuals who are in love with a same-sex 

partner or transgender individuals who, after transition, identify as gay or lesbian) to civil 

marriage is at the center of a complex debate. Decades of legal labor (for the abolition of sodomy 

statutes, the passage of anti-discrimination statutes (employment and housing), for hate crimes 

legislation, and for a multiplicity of city and corporate domestic partnership rulings), laid the 

groundwork for the fight for legal partnership recognition state-by-state. Advocates of same-sex 

civil marriage make a social movement claim for equal protection and full inclusion under all 

laws, including federal law.  

 Since the 1990s, forty-one states have explicitly prohibited same-sex marriage (either 

through legislation (state-level DOMAs), or constitutional amendment, or both (see Table 10). 

The states that did not do so became the focus of most movement activity. At this writing, five 

states (and the District of Columbia) have marriage. The four remaining states without marriage, 

and without marriage prohibition, remain the primary focus of current movement activity: New 

Mexico, Rhode Island, New York, and New Jersey.9 

                                                      
9     Nine states have both some form of marriage prohibition and some form of same-sex 
relationship recognition: California, Oregon, Washington, and Nevada have equivalent state level 
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 State to state, the differences between the available forms of relationship recognition are 

ideologically and analytically important. Deficits and inclusions differ state to state. In different 

states, under overlapping names, LGBT couples can access different packages of state-level rights 

(see Table 8).  

 After voters amended their state constitution (1998), undoing the marriage recognition 

granted by the state Supreme Court (1993), Hawai`i passed a reciprocal beneficiary law (1997), 

still in effect, that grants state-level rights similar to a limited domestic partnership bill. It grants 

freedom from state inheritance tax, the right to hospital visitation, limited rights in medical and 

post-mortem decision making, and access to health care benefits only if one’s partner is a state 

employee. 

 In California (2000), most, but not all (about 300), state-level rights were granted under 

the term “domestic partnership.” Like Hawai`i, by state Supreme Court order, California won 

same-sex marriage in early 2008, then lost it again, by a voter referendum that amended its state 

constitution (Proposition 8) in Election 2008. On May 26, 2009, the California State Supreme 

Court (Strauss v Horton) upheld the constitutionality of Proposition 8, disallowing marriage for 

same-sex couples in California. However, it also ruled that couples, married in the window 

between the court’s initial ruling and the passage of Proposition 8, remain married. So an 

approximate 18,000 same-sex couples in California remain civilly married.10 The state also 

                                                                                                                                                              
rights, and Hawai`i , Colorado, Maine, Wisconsin, and Maryland have limited state-level rights 
(Table 8). 
 
10     In 2009, conservative former U.S. Solicitor General, Ted Olson, and progressive trial 
attorney, David Boies (former opponents in Bush v Gore) filed suit on behalf of two California 
couples (Kris Perry and Sandy Stier, Paul Katmi and Jeff Zarrillo) kept from marrying by 
Proposition 8. On August 8, 2010, Olson and Boies won in U.S. District Court when Chief Judge 
Vaughn Walker ruled Proposition 8 unconstitutional “under both the Due Process and Equal 
Protection Clauses of the U.S. Constitution (U.S. District Court (Northern District of California) 
3:09-cv-02292 Perry et al. v. Schwarzenegger et al.:  p138). Supporters of Proposition 8 
immediately appealed to the 9th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals. New marriages in California 
remain suspended, and it is expected that, whatever the decision of the Court of Appeals, that 
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recognizes out-of jurisdiction same-sex unions contracted before the November 5, 2008 passage 

of Proposition 8 as marriages and those contracted after that date as domestic partnerships. 

 At the outset of this research (2006), same-sex couples had been able to marry legally in 

only one state, Massachusetts, and that, only for a short time (from 2004). During this research, 

the number of states extending recognition to same-sex relationships as marriage has increased. 

At this writing (early 2011), same-sex marriage is legal in five states: Vermont (2009), Iowa 

(2009), Connecticut (2008), New Hampshire (2007), and Massachusetts (2004), and the District 

of Columbia (2010).  

 In five more states, California (2005), New Jersey (2007), Oregon (2007), Washington 

(2007/2009), Nevada (2009), couples can access all, or most, state-level rights under a title 

different than marriage (civil union, domestic partnership, reciprocal beneficiaries). On December 

2, 2010, the Illinois state legislature passed a civil union bill, providing all state benefits (the 

Religious Freedom and Marriage Fairness Act, due to take effect in June 2011). The governor 

has promised to sign the bill. The Illinois law will be the first civil union bill to apply to both 

same- and other-sex couples (ILGA, 2009; HuffingtonPost, 2010; ChicagoBreakingNews, 

2020).11 Also, same-sex couples in Hawai`i are expected to be able to enact civil unions 

beginning in January 2012 (HRC, 2011).  

 In four more states, couples can access limited state-level spousal rights (usually those 

involving hospital visitation and partner health insurance access for state employees12), Maine13 

                                                                                                                                                              
decision will be further appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. Many worry about the outcome in 
that court (Dean 2009). 
 
11     It also specifically protects the rights of religious organizations to refuse to solemnize or 
recognize same-sex unions. 
 
12     As an example, the New Jersey Domestic Partnership Bill (still in effect for heterosexual 
couples over age 65), even after its 2006 revision, provides only: joint state tax returns, 
exemption from state inheritance tax, funeral arrangement rights, hospital visitation rights, 
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(2004), Maryland (2005), Wisconsin (2009), and Colorado (2009) (HRC 2010a). Until its new 

civil union law takes effect next year, Hawai`i also provides only limited state-level rights. In 

addition, while same-gender couples cannot marry there, New York State (2008) and Maryland 

(2010) have begun to recognize marriages performed elsewhere (HRC 2011). The state of Rhode 

Island also provides limited recognition of same-sex marriages performed elsewhere. 

 In New Jersey, marriage activists fought a multi-pronged attack, asking for domestic 

partnership in the legislature and civil marriage through the judiciary. They won a limited 

domestic partnership bill in 2004 and an expanded version in 2006. Still in effect for heterosexual 

couples over the age of 65, the New Jersey Domestic Partnership law provides: registration for 

joint state tax returns, state inheritance rights/exemption from state inheritance tax, funeral 

arrangement rights, hospital visitation rights, medical power of attorney, state employee partner 

health and partner pension benefits. It also mandates health insurance companies to “offer the 

option” of domestic partner health benefits, but does not require employers to provide their share 

of these benefits. 

 Concurrently, Lambda Legal strategized a push for a state court ruling legalizing same-

sex marriage. On October 25, 2006, the Court granted “equal protection” under the NJ 

Constitution, with the “same rights and benefits enjoyed by opposite-sex [sic] couples.” However, 

the Court left the decision of what to call this “equal protection” to the legislature, which rapidly 

passed the Civil Union Bill on December 21, 2006. New Jersey’s civil union law grants all state 

level rights, but does not grant the use of the word, “marriage.” 

                                                                                                                                                              
medical power of attorney, and partner health and pension benefits for state employees. It 
mandates health insurance companies “offer the option” of domestic partner health benefits, but 
does not require employers to provide their share of these benefits. 
 
13     Like Hawai`i in the 1990s, Maine gained and lost marriage in 2009. 
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 Nationally, in response to the near-success in Hawai`i (1993), in 1996, Congress passed 

and President Clinton signed the federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA).14 Section 3 limits 

marriage, federally, to different-sex couples. It reads, “In determining the meaning of any Act of 

Congress, or of any ruling, regulation, or interpretation of the various administrative bureaus 

and agencies of the United States, the word 'marriage' means only a legal union between one 

man and one woman as husband and wife, and the word 'spouse' refers only to a person of the 

opposite sex who is a husband or a wife.”  

 Section 2 also allows states to ignore other states’ marriage laws (a violation of Article 

IV, Section I of the U.S. Constitution), but only for same-gender couples. Section 2 of the federal 

DOMA reads, “No State, territory, or possession of the United States, or Indian tribe, shall be 

required to give effect to any public act, record, or judicial proceeding of any other State, 

territory, possession, or tribe respecting a relationship between persons of the same sex that is 

treated as a marriage under the laws of such other State, territory, possession, or tribe, or a right 

or claim arising from such relationship.”  

 Since 1996, 37 states have passed their own legislative DOMAs, and 30 states have 

passed constitutional amendments restricting marriage to opposite-gender (and prohibiting 

marriage for same-gender) couples. Because of the provision in the federal DOMA allowing 

violation of the Full Faith and Credit Clause, these states do not have to recognize same-sex 

marriages performed in other states or nations. Even couples wed in the five states where they can 

access full civil marriage have no viable legal status when traveling in, or moving to, a state 

which refuses to recognize same-sex unions.  

 Across the nation, pro-marriage activists argue that no matter the package of rights, in 

any state with less than full marriage equality, couples are still denied the cultural capital of the 

                                                      
14     Public Law No. 104-199, 110 Stat. 2419; 1 U.S.C. § 7 and 28 U.S.C. § 1738C 
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word “marriage,” and that this fact has psychological and social effects on both gay and straight 

perceptions of same-sex unions. They would also point out that, because there is no federal 

recognition, couples lose their recognition rights at the state line and are denied multiple 

inclusions straight couples enjoy. Because of the federal DOMA, couples in all fifty states lack 

federal recognition, without which, they are denied multiple inclusions enjoyed by straight 

couples, including next-of-kin rights to spousal: medical power of attorney,15 health insurance 

coverage, family medical leave, federal tax breaks for filing jointly, conjugal nursing home 

visitation, inheritance rights, freedom from spousal estate taxes, surviving spouse pension 

benefits, surviving spouse veteran’s benefits, a deceased spouse’s social security benefits, and for 

multinational couples, immigration rights (GAO, 1997; HRC, 2010). They discuss staying the 

course until full marriage equality is won, nationally. 

 

Narratives as Data 

In the following chapters, I discuss stories activists tell about their involvement in, and the 

meaning of, activism. Narratives about paths into activism or about motivations for present 

activism may be oft repeated tales, refined in the retelling. Their narratives are tales told in the 

present to explain where they are today. They are their stories about their pathways into activism, 

not facts about individual’s pathways. This is not to cast aspersions on the veracity of my 

respondents. Personal stories are highly likely to accurately represent the truth as an individual 

recalls it. It is important, however, to note that human narratives do not represent empirical truth 

(Ericksen, 2008, p. 37; McAdams, 1999). Rather, research has demonstrated that personal stories 

                                                      
15     Under President Obama’s direction, on January 19, 2011, all U.S. hospitals that accept 
Medicaid or Medicare were mandated by federal regulation to inform all patients that they may 
designate the individuals they wish to visit them during their hospitalization, receive their medical 
information, and make medical decisions for them if gravely ill. Generally, hospitals had limited 
medical information and sometimes, patient visitation, to relatives by blood or by marriage, often 
excluding same-sex partners from patient bedsides at critical moments. 
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are edited across time to bring our sense of the past into line with our sense of the present (Butler, 

1993; McAdams, 1999, p. 486; Sala & de la Mata, 2009; Sala & de la Mata, 2008; Wittig, 1992).  

We use our narratives to help construct our identities (Sala & de la Mata, 2009, pp. 821-22; 

Kitzinger 1987). Patterns arose in the data, yet, correlation is not causation. (Ericksen, 2008, p. 

249). This study does not present a historical exposition of activists’ biographies or a 

psychological examination of activists’ motives. 

 The non-static ways in which people reconstruct memory may also be a special 

consideration when our lived experience has been painful, as is often the case for people of 

divergent sexualities (Cass, 1979; Chapman & Brannock, 1987; Troiden, 1988). When 

interviewing within the LGBT community, we study individuals with (still) stigmatized identities, 

asking, “How do you make sense of your experience?” and “How have you made a place for 

yourself in the world?” People “reconstruct events in order to explain how the [event] happened 

at the particular moment in history and to reaffirm the belief in life as purposeful” (Williams, 

1984 in Ericksen, 2008, p. 36). Narratives are ways of saying, “This is how I ended up where I 

am” or “Everything happens for a reason” (Ericksen, 2008, p. 36).  

 People with stigmatized identities may also seek to construct “non-stigmatized 

representations” of their identities (Sala & de la Mata, 2009, p. 822; Goffman, 1986). Becoming a 

social movement activist may be one way of asserting that one is a person of import, that one’s 

life and work help make the world a better place for others. Engaging in conscious, or 

unconscious, impression management, informants may give interviews so that the researcher may 

carry their voice to the greater world beyond. Ericksen notes that respondents generally share 

with the researcher that which they want “the world to hear” (Ericksen, 2008, p. 36; Goffman, 

1959). 

 It is also important to remember that narratives are “shaped” by cultures. They are 

“linked to the . . . social discourses and representations” of a society (Ericksen, 2008, pp. 36, 257; 
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Sala & de la Mata, 2009, pp. 820-1; Haden, 2003). In the subculture of the present LGBT 

movement, published narratives are expected to reduce homophobia, society-wide. As a 

normalizing impetus, meant to reduce the fear of the unknown (LGBT people), many movement 

organizations encourage their constituents to send their narratives to elected officials and to post 

them on organizational websites. The idea is, if enough gay people come out, straight people, 

overall, will realize that they already know people who are gay (hopefully people they respect), 

and it will be harder to hate, fear, or exclude them from full citizenship (HRC, 2010b).16 This 

thinking may have influenced some of my informants as they shared their stories with me.   

 Further, as the author of this analysis, I myself “must necessarily change [these] stories 

by setting them in a context and by selecting which voices and segments to recount” (Ericksen, 

2008, p. 37). In handling qualitative data, we are faced with the limitations of the stories people 

tell, and with the strictures of our own research questions and the limitations on our own ability to 

see and hear what we observe.  

 As mentioned above, we are limited in the ways we can study stigmatized populations. 

Were we to rule out interview data for these reasons, we would not – at this time – have an 

alternative method by which to investigate this topic. Also, every form of data collection has its 

own set of methodological limitations and complications. Nevertheless, because of the problems 

with memory and narrative-reconstruction, these narratives and my assessment are presented, not 

as objective truths, but as the temporary “truth” of my respondents at the moment of interview 

and my own best attempt at analysis of their reports. Although their stories do not prove cause 

                                                      
16     Also, since fall 2010, when a rash of gay teen suicides made national news, the grassroots  
movement (at the initiation of gay male sex columnist [“Savage Love”] and activist, Dan Savage) 
has directed the use of personal video narratives (via YouTube) to the project of assuring gay 
teens that, once they pass high school and can more autonomously direct their own lives, “it 
[being gay or lesbian] gets better” (ItGetsBetter: Dan and Terry. ItGetsBetterProject.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IcVyvg2Qlo). 
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and effect, and although their stories must, of necessity, pass through the filter of my writing, it 

has been my intention to represent their assessments as faithfully as possible. 

 

Upcoming Chapters 

In chapter 2, I will discuss the qualitative methodology I used to investigate my research 

questions: 1.) What are the early factors that influenced or motivated individuals to activism?  2.) 

What are the factors that motivate their current activism (their cohesion along the continuum of 

hot LGBT movement demands) and motivate them to remain politically involved?   3.) And what 

are the differences between activists who work-for, and those who do not work-for, the marriage 

claim? In chapter 3, Paths into Activism, I will discuss activists’ paths into their initial activism. 

Using the qualitative interview data I gathered, I will examine the core categories and patterns in 

the life trajectories, early ideological orientations, and adult situational factors of the activists I 

interviewed (leader and rank-and-file) to understand the coherence of effects that led these 

activists into activism itself. In chapter 4, The Role of Altruism in General Activists’ Motivations, 

I will discuss the role of altruism in the social movement perspectives and actions of activists who 

do not work-for-marriage (general activists), and the issues to which general activists dedicate 

themselves. In chapter 5, The Role of Self-Interest in Marriage Activists’ Motivations, I will 

discuss the role of self-interest in the social movement perspectives and actions of activists who 

do work-for-marriage (marriage activists), and in their press for the marriage equality demand. 

And in conclusion (chapter 6), I will analyze the similarities and differences between my findings 

and the social movement literature.  
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

 

In this chapter, I discuss the research methodology I employed, the theory behind it, and my 

experiences and decisions in the field. I operationalize the terms specific to my explorations into 

the LGBT movement in New Jersey, including present-day socio-political issues. I describe the 

characteristics of my sample and include a discussion of how and why I chose my activists. 

Finally, I address feminist standpoint theory, my “standpoint,” my status as insider and outsider, 

and the challenges I encountered in the field.  

 I chose a qualitative methodology, modified grounded theory (Burawoy, 1991), to 

explore the LGBT movement in New Jersey, because qualitative methods lend 

themselves to understanding meaning making. Qualitative methods can be an asset in 

interpreting and understanding the ways in which the actors themselves interpret their 

actions and motivations.  

 I wanted to get to know the people of the movement. What motivates some 

individuals to become activists, to give of their finances, time, and energy toward change 

on social issues? What motivates them to become and remain politically involved? What 

factors motivate current activist cohesion along the continuum of LGBT movement 

demands? Who are the activists working-on, or not-working-on, marriage? What are their 

differences? What does each group find important and what motivates support for, or 

critique of, the marriage claim within the broader array of movement demands? 

 To that end, I constructed a plan for non-random, but directed and intensive, 

research in multiple movement sites. Beginning with the most publicly visible outlets of 
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movement activity, and using email lists and prominent movement events, I advertised 

my study to activist networks that work on a range of issues. Further, as early 

respondents recommended other activists, I used a snowball methodology to extend my 

sample. I monitored news sites and organizational email lists, and as participant 

observation offers the possibility of seeing the world from the standpoints (Hartsock, 

1997; Hill Collins, 2004, 2000; hooks, 1984) of respondents, I also immersed myself in 

LGBT social movement events across the state. Using New Jersey as an extended case 

study of the larger movement (Burawoy, 2009, 1991), I remained attentive to emerging 

themes throughout the data collection, coding, and analysis phases.  

 

Use of Modified Grounded Theory 

While qualitative methodologies do not permit generalization from the sample to the population, 

they can provide us with great depths of information. The focus of this study was to tease apart 

the competing narratives and justifications within-movement, and to understand the factors that 

influence activists to mobilize – to become involved and to stay involved.  

 Data collection and analysis can be approached in two ways. The researcher can begin 

with theory, collect data, and test to see if the data confirms or disconfirms the theory (deductive 

research). Or data collection can be the starting point, and the researcher can enter the field 

without theory, prior research, or hypotheses, collect data, and allow both hypotheses and theory 

to emerge from that data (inductive research) (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The modified grounded 

theory approach strikes a middle ground between deductive and inductive research.  

 In the modified grounded theory approach, the researcher enters the field having read 

broadly in the literature. The researcher may also carry a semi-structured interview schedule and 
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a set of general research questions and loosely-formulated hypotheses.  I hypothesized that 

individuals working for different organizations would demonstrate differences in their opinions of 

the importance of various movement demands. I expected, most especially, that individuals with 

connections to political critiques of marriage (e.g. lesbian feminists, gay hedonists) would oppose 

the demand for inclusion in the right to marry. I also constructed comparison groups: two kinds of 

activists (leaders and rank-and-file) and six kinds of organizations.  

 

Choice of Field Site 

As I made the choice of New Jersey as my field site in 2006, activists there had already won a 

series of state-level rights—including adoption rights, anti-discrimination and hate crimes 

legislation (trans-inclusive by the end of that year), and domestic partnership benefits (begun in 

2004 and expanded in 2006). And while this did not happen, they stood on the verge (through a 

pending state Supreme Court decision) of becoming the second state in the Union to grant civil 

marriage to same-sex couples (Massachusetts had become the first in 2004).  

 New Jersey has been a suitable location for this research. It is part of a vast region of 

urban centers and suburban sprawl that extends essentially unbroken from Boston, Massachusetts 

to Washington, D.C.  In terms of legislative and judicial strictures, and because of its track record 

on LGBT rights, New Jersey has been counted by the national LGBT movement as a site in 

which they are very likely to succeed. 

 New Jersey had provided a number of lesbian and gay protections and inclusions, often 

earlier than other states. Its Law Against Discrimination includes “sexual orientation” as a 

protected category for housing, employment and public accommodations (NJ.gov, 2010). On 

December 19, 2006, this statute was rewritten to include transgender as a protected category. 
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Sexual orientation is not admissible in child custody proceedings, and the New Jersey court (in 

Kozlowski v. Kozlowski, (1979) and in Dey v. Varone, 333 N.J. Super. 616 (2000)) has 

demonstrated a recognition of multiple family structures.  

 New Jersey has a relatively dense network of LGBT social and political organizations. 

Haider-Markel collected data on organizational density for the LGBT movement on a state-by-

state basis (in Rimmerman et al., 2000). Using the measure of members of a primary national 

organization (the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force), per 100,000 in the state population, 

New Jersey ranked as the 7th most densely organized state in the nation (ibid). Like the six states 

with higher organizational density (1.New York, 2. California, 3.Massachusetts, 4.Connecticut, 

5.Maryland, and 6.Vermont), early on, New Jersey repealed its sodomy law (1975) and covered 

sexual orientation in its hate crimes law (1990).17 It also did/does not have a ban on same-sex 

marriage (Haider-Markel in Rimmerman et al., 2000, pp.  298-99).  

 New Jersey has been a central focus of activism for relationship recognition since 1999, 

when Lambda Legal began a legislative push for domestic partnership (won in the Domestic 

Partnership Act of 2004 and updated in 2006), and 2002, when Lambda Legal first filed suit in 

court to demand civil marriage rights. At the time I began this study, not only was New Jersey 

one of only a few states with a domestic partnership act, it was also one of only six states without 

a legal barrier to gay marriage. It is reasonably representative of that subset of states ( more 

populous, more politically liberal, and mostly coastal (Massachusetts, Connecticut, New 

Hampshire, California)) that did not pass a state-level Defense of Marriage Act or a constitutional 

amendment defining marriage as heterosexual in the wake of the 1993 state supreme court ruling 

in Hawai`i , the 1996 federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), the Vermont’s 1999 civil union 

law, or the Massachusetts 2004 marriage law (see Table 8). And it was one of only a few states in 

                                                      
17     Gender identity was added to the protected categories of the New Jersey hate crimes statute 
in 2006. 
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which Lambda Legal had succeeded at pressing a marriage equality lawsuit to the state supreme 

court level (others include New York (denied 2006) and Washington (denied 2006)).  

 Because there is still no legal ban on marriage, and because of its history of LGBT 

protections and inclusions, New Jersey is one of the few states where marriage is an expected 

likelihood. Therefore, there continues to be a concentration of the resources of the marriage 

movement in New Jersey (Fieldnotes, 2006b). By 2003, Lambda Legal initiated “town hall” 

meetings across the state to discuss their two-pronged push for relationship recognition in the 

legislature and in the courts. These meetings crystallized into the (now 77,000 member) 

organization, Garden State Equality, which organizes, lobbies, and develops rationales for 

marriage full time.  

 In the spring of 2006, the New Jersey Supreme Court heard Lewis et al. v Harris, a case 

brought by seven plaintiffs, with the help of Lambda Legal, asking for the “right to marry.” The 

Court ruled on Wednesday, October 25th, 2006. In a unanimous decision, all seven justices found 

that “denying committed same-sex couples the financial and social benefits and privileges given 

to their married heterosexual counterparts bears no substantial relationship to a legitimate 

governmental purpose,” and held that “under the “equal protection guarantee” of the New Jersey 

Constitution “committed same-sex couples must be afforded on equal terms the same rights and 

benefits enjoyed by opposite-sex couples under the civil marriage statues” either by writing them 

into current laws or by creating a separate “statutory scheme that provides full rights and 

benefits” (Lewis v. Harris 2006). Three of the seven justices also recommended that the 

legislature call the new inclusion of gays and lesbians “marriage.” With a Supreme Court ruling 

that commanded full legal equality, the movement came close to a solid win (Lewis v Harris, 

2006). However, in December of 2006, the New Jersey legislature enacted a statute calling the 

newly-recognized legal-relationships “civil unions.” Conservative groups in the state promised to 

initiate the constitutional amendment process in the attempt to rescind these civil unions 
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(Fieldnotes, 2006a). So far, this has not materialized, in part, because (unlike Hawai`i, California, 

and Maine) it is not easy to amend the state constitution in New Jersey (or Massachusetts). 

 Throughout my fieldwork, gay marriage advocates in New Jersey continued to lobby to 

change the statutory term civil union into the term marriage (Fieldnotes, 2006b; GSE, 2010c). In 

the last year, there have been setbacks for the movement there. The current New Jersey governor, 

Republican Chris Christie, is opposed to changing civil unions into marriage (AP, 2009), and on 

July 26, 2010, the New Jersey Supreme Court refused to revisit their initial ruling and address the 

issue of whether or not civil unions are functionally discriminatory (GSE, 2010b; Colletta, 2010). 

However, the movement keeps pressure on the legislature to change the words “civil union” to 

the word “marriage,” and the door remains open to bring another law suit up through the courts 

(GSE, 2010c).  

 

Sample Description and Recruitment 

It is not presently possible to sample the LGBT population, activist or non-activist, randomly. 

Coming out is a process (Cass, 2002). In the initial stage of that process, individuals who are (or 

who will come to identify as) gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender are not yet out to themselves. 

Further, as they do come to identity, they come out in stages to those around them: hoped for 

allies, others they perceive or know to be LGBT, friends, family, colleagues, and authority 

figures. Even personally “out” cohabiting gay men or lesbians may not be publicly “out” enough 

to identify themselves as same-sex couples on the U.S. Census (a possibility only in Census 2000 

and Census 2010). And no national data exists on the number of LGBT individuals in the 

population at large.  
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 Probability sampling was not a viable option. Therefore, respondents were recruited 

using a qualitative methodology, which by definition is non-random and therefore non-

representative of the (unknown) underlying population. I used a stratified convenience sample. As 

with purposive sampling, I stratified the sample by seeking out activists across a range of 

organization (those that primarily worked for marriage and those that did not) and at different 

levels of movement involvement (leader/rank-and-file), who I judged to be likely to be typical of 

the larger, underlying population of gay and lesbian activists. I sought interviews with activists, 

prominent and less-prominent, paid and volunteer. Nevertheless, stratified qualitative sampling 

does not lead to data that is generalizable to the underlying population. It can also be biased and 

may not be externally valid. I used a convenience, or snowball, sample in that, from my initial 

interviews of individuals connected to different kinds of LGBT organizations, I gained referrals 

to other individuals, who then contacted me for interview.  

 As online contact has become more and more important in breaking LGBT social 

isolation, at the outset, I posted a notice describing the study on gay and lesbian email groups and 

listserves that serve the New Jersey LGBT community. When attending movement events, I 

informed those I met about my study, and provided my contact information to those who 

indicated interest in participation. At the end of individual interviews, if they did not immediately 

volunteer (many did), I asked respondents to suggest to fellow activists that they felt would be 

important and interested in participating that they contact me. I provided them with information 

about my study and my contact information for those they thought should participate. No 

monetary compensation was involved in any interview or fieldwork. Respondents offered 

interviews out of their own concern for the topics and their desire to add their input on issues they 

perceived as socio-politically important. I encountered no difficulty in securing sufficient 

numbers of interviews. The next section will describe my purpose and thought in the stratification 

of my sample. 
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 I began interviewing in the spring 2008 and completed the bulk of my interviews by 

February 2009. Over the course of one year, I conducted 54, in-depth, semi-structured interviews 

with lesbians and gay men, paid and unpaid, and active at varying levels (leaders and rank-and-

file) across a range of social and political issues in New Jersey.18 This research was qualitative 

and based on a convenience sample, yet I endeavored to stratify informants across diversities of 

gender,19 race, ethnicity, socioeconomic class, age, religion, and politics, and to analyze how 

demographic differences did, or did not, appear to affect the perspectives of my sample.  

 While engaged in data collection, it became apparent that marriage formed a politically 

salient disjuncture between kinds of activists, and activists from the six kinds of organizations 

were found to sort into two categories – those who worked-for, and those who did not work-for, 

marriage rights. These two kinds of activists were found to be different, with general activists 

more often working out of an ideological commitment to changes that want to see in the society 

as a whole and marriage activists more grounded in the instrumental change they expect that 

winning marriage equality will provide. As the research continued to evolve, it became more and 

more clear that this divide between the ideological and the instrumental, between the altruistic 

and the self-interested, between a coalitional perspective (over multiple issues) and a focused 

perspective (over a single issue), was at the heart of what I found in the field.  

 Also, because my initial convenience sample of 54 yielded a 2/3 to 1/3 gender divide 

(more lesbians than gay men), to better analyze for gender differences in the data, further male 

interviews were required to bring the gender mix of the sample into greater balance and to see 

what further perceptual differences among activists may have been formed by gender and/or age 

                                                      
18     See ch 4, pages 87-88, for a list of primary issues to which general activists dedicate their 
time and labor, and ch 5, page 100-01, for a list of the secondary causes of marriage activists. 
 
19     19 lesbian leaders, 17 rank-and-file lesbian activists, 14 gay male leaders, 16 gay rank-and-
file activists. 
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cohort. Therefore, while the initial 54 interviews were conducted in summer 2008, an additional 

12 interviews were added in spring and summer 2010, bringing the total interviewed to 66 (36 

female and 30 male). 

 In the same way that I used a snowball methodology in 2008, in 2010 I asked activists 

that I was already in contact with to recommend my study to male activists, thus increasing the 

male cohort in the snowball sample. I remained particularly attentive to themes of gender and age 

cohort. I also continued to monitor news sites and organizational email list and continued my 

participant observation in LGBT movement events. 

 

Sample Stratification 

As part of my research methodology, I employed a stratified research design. To fulfill that 

purpose, I sought my respondents and events along a continuum of movement organizations, both 

political and social/cultural. I sought approximately equal numbers of leader and rank-and-file 

activists in each organizational category. And I sought approximately equal numbers of gay men 

and lesbian women. 

 Four respondents were transgender. I interviewed three transwomen (male to female 

transgender)  At time of study, each transwomen either identified as lesbian or was active in an 

ongoing partnership with a female spouse (e.g. had remained in a marriage begun as a 

heterosexual male and, after transitioning, remained in intimate partnership with the original 

spouse despite a new identity as, also, a woman). A fourth respondent was a transman (female to 

male transgender). This respondent was active in a lesbian relationship and just beginning to take 

hormones to transition from female to male. After transition, this informant expects to still be 

attracted to his partner, at which time his sexual orientation may be identified as heterosexual. 
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However, at the time of interview, this respondent’s sexual orientation had for many years been 

(and remained) lesbian. He and his partner were planning a New Jersey civil union, rather than 

planning to wait for his legal status to change to male. I included these transgender informants in 

the study.  

 Activists varied in rank and movement responsibility. For purposes of this study, I 

broadly defined gay activism. Individuals were defined as activist if they were gay or lesbian,20 

held positions of movement leadership within or without organizations, or if they cared enough 

about an issue to extend themselves to dedicate either time or effort to organizing or to enacting 

social or political movement repertoire (lobbying, rallies, demonstrations, educational 

conferences, etc.) within the state of New Jersey. Activists did not have to reside within New 

Jersey, but all or some of their efforts had to be directed toward affecting public policy and law 

within that state.  

 For purposes of comparison, it is necessary to look at more than one kind of activist. I 

found it pertinent to include individuals at the forefront of change and individuals who “merely” 

show up to support the demand for change. A study that focused exclusively on leaders, that 

looked at only high-profile individuals who dedicate relatively large quantities of time/energy to 

the movement, would miss the key component of the concerned individual who keeps him/herself 

informed and puts forth the effort to attend, to demonstrate, and to donate as able. Mobilized 

grassroots constituents are the engines of social movements. Therefore, I sought respondents 

across a range of activist involvement. 

                                                      
20     Though four were also transgender, all informants identified as either gay or lesbian. One 
respondent who volunteered an interview at an LGBT event, whom I had assumed to be gay, 
revealed at time of interview, that she was a straight ally. I continued the interview, and allowed 
myself to be informed by her straight ally perspective, but for purposes of the study did not count 
her in the sample. 
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 In addition, the LGBT movement itself is more than its organizations. Designation as a 

leader could not be made solely on the grounds of employment by a social movement 

organization, since the movement is the largely-volunteer, grassroots endeavor of those who have 

developed an oppositional consciousness in support of LGBT equality. A study that looked only 

at those who earn their income from an organization would not be representative of that reality. 

Thus, salary and full time status proved insufficient indications of actual movement influence or 

status. Also, in movements, paid staff can be somewhat limited (Smith & Haider-Markel, 2002).21 

Both peripheral, low-keyed individuals and central, high-powered individuals are unlikely to be 

paid. Grassroots constituents with an active devotion to the cause are unpaid. And some paid 

staffers may be low in influence, status, or relative dedication. 

 Therefore, I sought to insure that the sample I interviewed included both paid and unpaid, 

staff and volunteer, full time and part time activists. These individuals then naturally divided into 

two groups: those who led (forged new pathways), while dedicating relatively more time and 

energy to their activism, and those who followed the lead of others, while dedicating relatively 

less time and energy to activism. Based on how central or peripheral, how high-powered or low-

keyed an individual was, and how much time and energy an individual expended (+ or – 30 hours 

per week), I divided those I interviewed into the categories of leader or rank-and-file. 

 While a movement is not limited to its organizations, in that movements can be entirely 

grassroots, the LGBT movement is not lacking in organizational structures. Neither is the LGBT 

movement led by a single individual or organization. And, as with many movements, the LGBT 

movement is not limited to politics alone. Rather, it is both situated-within, and contains, a broad 

and complex cultural side.  

                                                      
21     Garden State Equality claims to be the only New Jersey LGBT organization with “full time 
staff.” (http://www.gardenstateequality.org/about.html). 
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 I sought to stratify my interview sample across six kinds of organizations, theorized as 

different based on their relation to social movement claims and whether they do, or do not, work-

for marriage equality (see Table 1 & 2).22 My leader and rank-and-file respondents came from 

within six different categories of social movement organization: organizations whose primary 

focus is marriage (like Garden State Equality or Plainfield Equality), LGBT organizations with a 

range of claims including marriage (like Lambda Legal,23 the Human Rights Campaign,24 the 

New Jersey Lesbian & Gay Coalition,25 and the Gay and Lesbian Alliance against Defamation),26 

LGBT organizations without marriage as an organizational focus (like the South Jersey AIDS 

Alliance or ACT-UP),27 non-LGBT organizations with marriage as an included organizational 

focus (like the ACLU28 and NOW29), grassroots groupings that have historically opposed 

                                                      
22     Thirty respondents had connections to organizations that do not work-for-marriage. Thirty-
six respondents had connections to organizations that work-for-marriage. 
 
23     Lambda Legal is a national organization, modeled after the NAACP, using litigation in the 
courts to combat employment and HIV discrimination, and establish parenting and relationship 
rights, health care access, immigration rights, military service rights, and the rights of LGBTQ 
youth and students (LambdaLegal 2003-2011). 
 
24     HRC (the Human Rights Campaign) supports political candidates who support pro-HIV 
legislation and addresses the issues of coming out, workplace discrimination, hate crimes, heath, 
HIV, immigration rights, living out in the military, parenting rights, religion and faith, 
transgender rights, gay teen bullying, suicide prevention, welcoming schools initiatives, campus 
activism, and marriage and relationship recognition.\ (HRC 2010c). 
 
25     The recently-deactivated  NJLGC (New Jersey Lesbian & Gay Coalition) was the first New 
Jersey statewide organization fighting LGBT discrimination, and fought for many anti-
discrimination statutes and a end to “harassment and entrapment of gays in public places” (Frycki 
2010). 
 
26     GLAAD (the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation ), modeled on the Jewish Anti-
Defamation League, holds “the media accountable” for the “images,” or lack of images, of LGBT 
individuals and groups on television, in film, and in print (GLAAD 2010). 
 
27     Which focus exclusively on HIV-AIDS (http://www.actupny.org/). 
 
28     The ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union) is a legal advocacy group, working in the 
courts on issues like capital punishment, prisoners’ rights, drug law reform, racial justice, free 
speech, freedom of religion, immigrant rights, reproductive freedom, human rights, women’s 
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marriage as an institution (like Radical Lesbians30), and LGBT social organizations for whom 

politics is not a primary focus (like Jersey Pride, the New Jersey Pride Center, the Trenton Gay 

and Lesbian Civic Association, and the Central Jersey Lesbian Alliance31). 

 It is important to note here that, while there is a radical and academic critique of the 

marriage equality claim, there are no apparent, organized, LGBT (or LGBT-friendly) political 

groups that oppose the demand for marriage equality. All organizations of which I am aware, that 

are publicly opposed to the same-sex marriage claim, are organizations that are located outside of 

the LGBT movement. The release of a public document entitled, Beyond Marriage (2006) that 

discussed problems perceived to be inherent in the demand for inclusion in civil (heterosexual) 

marriage, indicates that there is some critique of the marriage demand. Nevertheless, the Beyond 

Marriage document does not represent an organization, and given IRB restrictions against cold 

calling individual respondents, I was unsuccessful in being directed (via snowball sampling) to 

out gay and lesbian signatories of the Beyond Marriage statement who reside or work in the state 

of New Jersey. Neither did I become aware of any LGBT-organized, or LGBT friendly, anti-

                                                                                                                                                              
rights, HIV-AIDS, voting rights, and LGBT rights.  The ACLU was involved in the U.S. 
Supreme Court decision decriminalizing sodomy nationwide (Lawrence v Texas 2003). 
 
29     NOW (National Organization of Women) works to bring an end to discrimination against all 
women, across intersections of race, class, and sexual orientation. Their issues include getting 
women elected or appointed to political posts, increasing employment/business opportunities for 
women, defending reproductive rights, ending  violence, harassment and sex discrimination 
against women, for economic justice (welfare reform, a living wage, pay equity, housing, social 
security, pension reform), promoting diversity/ending racism, for constitutional equality, and for 
lesbian rights (in employment, education, child custody, the military, lesbian/gay political 
candidates, hate crimes legislation, and partner rights/marriage) (NOW 1995-2011). 
 
30     I was able to interview 2nd wave feminists who had revived the consciousness-raising group 
model and were (again) reading and discussing 2nd wave literature. 
 
31     While none of these organizations were overtly political, or had a list of issues they 
addressed, social organizations and social events were counted as within-movement because of 
the history of LGBT social isolation. Providing or joining spaces of LGBT community, and even 
coming out, may be constructed as political, in that social event planning and/or attendance works 
against lesbian and/or gay isolation and invisibility. 
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marriage organizations or events. However, I was able to interview 4 lesbians who presently 

identify as Lesbian Feminists in the way the term was meant at mid-century, and who expressed a 

second wave feminist critique of marriage (Brownmiller, 2000; Taylor & Whittier, 1999; Crosbie, 

1997; Adam, 1995; Shugar, 1995; Kitzinger, 1987; Cruikshank, 1980; Wolf, 1979; Katz, 1976; 

Freeman, 1975; CWLU, 1971; Radicalesbians, 1970). This is not to say that no other lesbians I 

interviewed presently-identify as feminist. It is to say that these four in particular had a critique of 

marriage that was: 1) based on their participation in that movement at that time, and 2) based on a 

present-day re-reading of mid-century Lesbian Feminist literature that they were actively 

studying in a group constructed for the purpose of lesbian feminist “consciousness raising” 

(Sarachild, 1973). Nevertheless, they did not organize against, or individually oppose, the 

marriage equality claim. Each also expressed a rights-based agreement with winning marriage, as 

long as nothing more transformative could be enacted. I remained alert for any respondent’s 

expression of opposition to the same-sex marriage demand as a movement claim.  

 In the course of this study, I conducted participant observation at numerous LGBT events 

across the state. I attended lobbying events at the Trenton State House, rallies, demonstrations, 

award banquets, educational forums, town hall meetings (hosted by organizations like Garden 

State Equality, Lambda Legal, and the NJ Gay and Lesbian Task Force), press conferences, Pride 

events, HIV-AIDS fundraising events, educational lectures, and secular and religious civil union 

ceremonies. I took part in lesbian feminist discussion groups. I attended events meant to reduce 

LGBT social isolation. And I attended and participated in numerous civil union and holy union 

ceremonies.  

 I also joined the email lists of multiple LGBT organizations with branches in, or 

connections to, New Jersey. And I set my web browsers to open multiple homepage windows to 

Google and Yahoo news for the search terms “gay,” “lesbian” and “gay marriage.” I received 

news articles from national and international press agencies, magazines, newspapers, and blogs, 
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daily—keeping me abreast of issues and the rapid legal changes for LGBT individuals, and 

couples, in New Jersey, in the nation, and around the globe. 

 Approaching the movement in this way gave me access to leader and rank-and-file 

activists working on many issues. Because respondents sometimes had connections to multiple 

organizations, the assignment of activist to a primary organization is based in good measure on a 

judgment call by the researcher. For some respondents, assignment to an organizational category 

was relatively straightforward (e.g. if they were being paid by a single organization or if, as a 

volunteer worker, they had a title for their position in that organization). For other respondents, 

assignment was not so straightforward, especially for the rank-and-file activists who were likely 

to do sporadic volunteer work, attend events for, or donate money to multiple organizations (see 

Table 2).32 I hypothesized a divide between leader and rank-and-file activists and another divide 

between marriage activists (primarily working on marriage) and general activists (primarily 

working on other issues). As this divide held true in the field, organizational categories were 

simplified to organizations that include marriage in their agenda and organizations that do not 

(Table4).33  

 Many respondents noted more than one religious affiliation across the lifespan. 

Approximately two fifths of respondents were Christian, one third was Jewish, one fifth was 

Roman Catholic, and one fifth Agnostic. Two respondents were atheist, two respondents were 

                                                      
32     16 respondents were connected to organizations that work primarily for marriage, 12 
respondents were primarily connected to LGBT organizations that work for a range of issues 
including marriage equality, 13 respondents fell into the category of connection to organizations 
that work for LGBT issues but not for marriage equality, 8 respondents were connected to 
organizations that were not primarily LGBT, 6 respondents were connected to organizations that 
(while not actively working against the marriage equality claim) have historic connections to 
opposing marriage itself as an institution (e.g. lesbian feminists), and 11 respondents were 
connected to organizations that work to reduce LGBT social isolation. 
 
33     As shown in Table 4, 36 respondents (21 leaders and 15 rank-and-file) had connections with 
organizations that work (in varying degrees) for the marriage equality claim, and 30 respondents 
(12 leaders and 18 rank-and-file) were connected to organizations that do not work for marriage. 
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“spiritual but not religious,” and one respondent each was spiritualist, Eastern Orthodox, 

Buddhist, or Shinto. 

 While many of the online social networks through which I invited respondents to my 

study were majority White, I sought out other social networks of which I am aware, that are 

majority Black. Twelve of my respondents were Black, about the same proportion as in the state. 

I also had three Latinos and one Asian, both under-representative of their proportion in the 

population.  

 My respondents were remarkably homogeneous in their political perspectives. They 

overwhelmingly (92.6%) considered themselves progressive or liberal/very liberal, 96.3% were 

registered as Democrats, and 98.1% were registered to vote. My youngest respondent was 19 and 

the oldest was 70, with a median of 48, a range of 51 years between oldest and youngest 

respondents, and a standard deviation of 10.43. 

 Overall, my informants were well educated, and many reported incomes well above the 

Census mean for household income. This may, in part, reflect the findings of social movement 

scholars that the pursuit of activism requires a certain level of affluence networks (Tilly, 2004; 

Tarrow, 1998, 1994; McAdam et al., 1996; McAdam, 1982). Based on demographic information 

gathered in the interviews (occupation, level of education, and income), 21.21% of my study was 

working class (n=14), 59.09% was middle class (n=39), and 19.69% was upper-middle class 

(n=13) (see Table5). Respondents to whom I ascribed middle class status had attained a 

bachelor’s degree, worked in professional or managerial settings, had mid-range or better 

incomes, and lived in middle class neighborhoods. Respondents to whom I ascribed working 

class status did not complete college, earned incomes at the lower range of my scale, and lived in 

working class or poor neighborhoods. Respondents whom I situated as upper-middle class had 

completed graduate level degrees, had professional or managerial careers, had higher incomes, 
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and lived in upper-middle class neighborhoods. Income in the sample ranged from under $20,000 

to over $160,000, with the median between 80,000 and $99,000. 

 In New Jersey, only 25.1% have completed a bachelor’s degree or higher (Lumina, 

2009). In my sample, although I made no attempt to effect the distribution of educational 

attainment, 84.38% held bachelor’s degrees or higher (bachelor’s degrees 39.6%, graduate 

degrees 45.31%). It is unclear if this difference is a peculiarity of my sample or would hold true 

for LGBT activists across the movement in New Jersey. Eighteen respondents held doctorates: 

nine Ph.D.’s., one ABD, two physicians (both osteopaths), and six doctors of jurisprudence (three 

of them working in law, two as politicians, and one as organizational staff). Eleven respondents 

held master’s degrees (seven masters’ of art, one master’s of science, one master’s of fine arts, 

and two masters’ of social work). The majority of informants (n=25) had earned bachelors’ 

degrees, two had earned an associate’s, six more had some college, and four had only completed 

high school.  

 Very few activists in my sample were paid for their activism, even when they were 

clearly movement leaders. There are a number of national social movement organizations with 

branches in New Jersey, but the movement remains very grassroots. In addition, I did not simply 

set out to interview organizational employees, as organizations alone do not comprise or even 

represent “the movement.” A majority of the activists in my sample funded their own movement 

endeavors, even when they had titles within social movement organizations and were strategists, 

planners, and executors of movement activism.  

 Six respondents owned their own businesses. Six were college or university professors. 

Five were counselors or therapists, five high school teachers, and five in 

management/administration. Four were pastors/chaplains. Three worked in internet technology. 

Three were corporate employees. Three were editor and/or publishers. Three worked as lawyers 
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and three as politicians. There were also two social movement organizational staff members, two 

physicians, two students, two police officers, two retail clerks, two diversity consultants, and two 

who received social security disability compensation. There was also one dean, one cultural 

anthropologist, one engineer, one social worker, one HIV educator, and one personal care 

assistant for a disabled consumer. 

 Each interview lasted one to three hours, with most taking about two hours of respondent 

time. In each interview, I followed an open-ended interview schedule that evolved over time. 

(When discussing the sociopolitical issues that they found politically significant, I found that if I 

probed from a long list of LGBT and general issues, most, to all, issues seemed important to my 

respondents, so I stopped prompting and allowed respondents to spontaneously generate their 

own verbal lists of sociopolitical issues, LGBT and general, that were of the most importance to 

them personally.) In analysis, I compared these with the issues to which they have actually 

contributed time, labor, or finances over time. The interview schedule (appended) was used as a 

guide to insure that informants covered the topics I intended and less as a list of questions that 

had to be asked in verbatim language. I reworked the schedule several times along the way, as I 

learned from my informants to see the themes that they found most important.  

 I wanted to know what leads activists to dedicate their time, energy, and money, their 

reasons for remaining involved, and what motivates the cohesion around the hot LGBT issues, 

and their thoughts on the marriage claim. Three themes emerged as most significant: their paths 

into activism, the present-day motivations of general activists (those not working-for-marriage), 

and the present-day motivations of marriage activists. Three substantive chapters follow on these 

themes.  

 For the purpose of data analysis, I transcribed the data and, based on the questions and 

demographic information in the interview schedule, I built a data matrix in an Excel spreadsheet, 
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coded informant responses (without a qualitative software program), and analyzed the data for 

emerging themes. Based on those themes, and on themes in the social movement literature, I 

further constructed an interview code sheet (a word processor document), into which the specific 

responses in the interviews, that addressed themes of interest to the emerging chapters, were also 

added and further analyzed. 

 In that a social movement is an outbreak of collective action to press specific 

sociopolitical demands within a specific sociopolitical and legal context, a social movement is not 

its organizations, and a social movement is not limited to politics alone. A social movement is a 

collectivity of concern strong enough to lead to action and can be entirely grassroots and played 

out in sweeping social and cultural change in the streets and homes, whether or not it is played 

out in the halls of legislatures, judiciaries, or executive offices.  

 Social movement organizations mobilize networks of constituents to undertake direct 

action against perceived or entrenched power in support of a social movement claim. This can 

happen through the leadership of an individual or an organization. However, social movement 

organizations are not movements in and of themselves. Movements are the dramatic coherence, 

around an ideological claim, of disparate individuals with one or more social statuses (or 

identities) in common. Movements can spring up nearly spontaneously from the “grassroots,” 

often without top-down organization. They may therefore be effectively leaderless, as with 

second wave feminism, or have multiple and contradictory leaders, as with the mid-century 

African American movement. As Anderson argues, social movements may be so grassroots that 

there is not even a primary organization at the helm, as with much of the anti-Vietnam war 

movement and lesbian feminism (Anderson, 1995, 1994; Goodwin & Jasper, 2003). 
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 While the cultural side of the same-sex marriage movement has been more grassroots, in 

contradistinction, its political-legal side has a number of strong organizations and state and 

national organizational leaders driving both its direction and direct action. 

 I sought my respondents and events along a continuum of movement organizations, both 

political and social. For purposes of this dissertation, I sought respondents who demonstrated 

some degree of commitment to participating in, or stirring up, collective action. Also for the 

purposes of this dissertation, I defined as part of the movement all groups and individuals who 

acted on their concern for bringing further change in the freedom of LGBT people to live open 

lives with dignity and equal access to the resources others share. In the next section, I will discuss 

methodological challenges I faced in the field.  

 

Methodological Challenges 

New Jersey divides into quite different regions. Because of their proximity to large urban areas, 

the northeastern part of the state serves as suburban New York City, while the southwestern 

region serves as suburban Philadelphia and much of the south and central part of the state is under 

populated. Most of the collective action of social movement organizing occurs more naturally 

near these populated metropolitan regions. With my location closer to the southern region of the 

state, about two thirds of my interviews were conducted in the southwestern region of the state 

and the other third were conducted in the northeastern region, and it was sometimes a financial, 

time and transportation challenge to schedule and reach the interviews closest to New York City. 

 Feminist theory brought a critique to positivism in research. The assumptions of 

positivism, common within the scientific method, that the researcher can separate her/himself 

from their own biases and be truly objective and detached is a form of mythology. Every 
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researcher, by virtue of her humanity, comes to the field with her own particular set of biases or 

expectations – her own view of reality, her own perspective, point of view – “or standpoint” 

(Hartsock, 1997, 1983; Hill Collins, 2000). Feminist researchers challenge us all to be self-

reflective and transparent about our own standpoints as we write. As with any other researcher, I 

brought my own standpoint to the field and in good faith, struggled to see past it and see the field 

through the lens of my respondents.  

 It requires both immersion in a field and multiple mental leaps from insider to outsider 

and back again, to be able to put ourselves in the shoes of our respondents and see the world from 

the point at which they stand. Attempting these analytical, perceptual leaps increases our vision 

and expands our perspective.  

 Society is stratified by ascribed master statuses. Along with individual differences arising 

from lived experience, group to group, oppression is a contributing factor to differences in 

standpoint. By doing the work of looking from the perspective of both the insider (emic) and the 

outsider (etic), we hope to increase our knowledge and understanding of how society works, 

producing results that are fuller and richer, more complete, more accurate. In any given field site, 

any given researcher may be both emic and etic at once (Goodenough & Harris, 2006; Fetterman, 

2009; Headland & Harris, 1990). 

 Individuals are multiply-constituted by race, ethnicity, nationality, class, gender, gender 

identity, gender presentation, sexual orientation, alignment with standards of beauty, degrees of 

mental and physical ability, age (and more), and we live our multiple-constitutions at once. bell 

hooks (1984) notes that oppressions don’t compete, they intersect or interlock as systems of 

domination in which individuals have the likelihood of being the dominated in one master status 

even as they find themselves in the role of dominator in another status (e.g. White women being 

in the oppressed group on grounds of gender and the oppressor group on grounds of race). 
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Patricia Hill Collins (2004, 2000) notes that the intersections of race, class and gender “mutually 

construct one another in historically distinct ways” creating “unjust power relations” within a 

social “hierarchy.” Audre Lorde (1983) notes that as an individual facing three historic grounds 

of oppression (black + female + lesbian), if someone responded to her with expressions of 

prejudice or acts of discrimination, she would be hard pressed to know for which of the three, or 

for which combination, she was facing oppression.  

 I was both insider and outsider to this field. Like all researchers, I brought my own lived 

experience – or standpoint – in which I am multiply-constructed as female, White, native born, 

Northeastern North American, a single parent, a heterosexually-married but separated (divorced 

9/2010) and intentionally un-partnered lesbian, and more.  I struggled in this research to maintain 

distance from the issues.  

 As an out-lesbian, I am an insider to this field, in that, in varying degrees, I resonate with 

many of the same sociopolitical issues, in much the same way that my respondents do. I was also 

an outsider in the field. I was an outsider because my academic pursuits do not allow me the time 

to participate in any of the six types of LGBT organizations from which I sought activists for 

interviews. I was an outsider because, being heterosexually-married during the 1980s and most of 

the 1990s, I did not have insider memories and lived-experience of the AIDS crisis. Dramatic 

changes also took place within lesbian and feminist movements during those decades, often 

leaving me with a Rip VanWinkle effect (Irving, 1880), a feeling of having been asleep twenty 

years only to awaken and find the world changed.  

 And often, when my informants discussed their opinions, beliefs, and hopes for the same-

sex marriage claim, I found myself an outsider in the field because, having experienced, and 

abandoned, civil marriage, I did not share the hopes of many of my respondents in regard to 

marriage. More often, I resonated with the few who critiqued that social movement claim and had 
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to work to see what the vast majority were saying in regard to their view of the importance of that 

claim.  

 I experienced no challenge in finding sufficient numbers of informants and easily could 

have continued interviewing well beyond the time constraints allowed. LGBT activists, both 

leaders and rank-and-file, are eager for the opportunity to address their concerns in anything 

resembling a public forum—and a dissertation seemed like such an opportunity to them. I was 

often humbled by the breadth and import of the socially significant contributions my informants 

had made (even to my greater well-being as a lesbian woman) across their lifetimes.  

 In the next chapter, I will discuss the core categories and patterns in the paths that 

activists I interviewed took into their own forms of activism. I will examine history effects, their 

trajectories, and other potentially contributory factors, as I analyze their narratives to understand 

the factors contributing to one individual becoming politically active while another does not. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PATHWAYS INTO ACTIVISM 

In this chapter, I will address the core categories or themes that emerged in the field when 

respondents were asked about their personal histories of activism. In the open-ended and 

conversationally-conducted interview schedule, I asked them about their earliest history of 

activism. We discussed when they first became politically active or aware, the earliest issues or 

movements they worked on, and where they located (how they explained) their own urge or 

motivation to social or political activism. I asked what they believed led them, as individuals, to 

expend the energy necessary to work for change rather than simply staying (perhaps more 

comfortably) at home (see Appendix A). 

 For purposes of analysis, I divided my respondents into four categories (marriage 

leaders, marriage activists who are not leaders, general leaders who work for a host of issues, 

and general activists who are not leaders). Strong differences arose between marriage and general 

activists in their narratives of their pathways into activism. Four primary pathway narratives 

emerged in the data. Individual activists often reported more than one path into activism (or 

overlapping motivations). 

 

Response To The Experience Of Discrimination (Collective/Oppositional Consciousness) 

My personal experience of the good activist, 
it is all driven by rage, righteous indignation.  

(Roger McFarlane, 2009, Former Ex. Dir. Gay Men’s Health Crisis) 

 

Activism is about anger. Activism is about responding  
to something that you know is wrong and you don’t like it. 

(Larry Kramer, 2009, Founder, ACT UP)) 
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This first pattern was widespread, with almost all of my activists (general and marriage, leader 

and rank-and-file) reporting that part of the genesis of their involvement in social/political 

activism lay in their own personal experience of discrimination, from which they developed a 

sense of collective identity. Respondents with multiple oppressions (at the intersections of race, 

gender, gender identity, religion, and sexual orientation) often first formed their collective 

consciousness as a person of color or a woman, and only later came to also understand 

themselves as also part of a collectivity known as gay or lesbian. Coming to collective/ 

oppositional consciousness differed from being politicized by active social movements, in that 

coming to consciousness involved the personal experience of discrimination, while being 

politicized by movement exposure involved being inspired by the activism (or political analysis) 

of others and did not require the individual activist to be the subject of the discrimination. In other 

words, social movements can inspire an individual (who is not a member of the oppressed group) 

to become an ally with that oppressed group. 

 Most respondents of color defined reported developing collective consciousness in the 

early and ongoing experience of racial discrimination and disadvantage. When asked when she 

first became politically active or aware, Jennifer, a 47-year-old Black marriage leader, responded, 

“What’s coming to my mind is the first time I was ever called a racial slur by a white person.” 

Jahlil, a 19-year-old Black rank-and-file general activist said,  

I felt different, you know? I liked boys. . . . But the girls were all over me, so 
nobody gave me any grief. As I got older though, I got angry. I got pissed when 
people started popping their [car door] locks whenever I got close. I thought, 
“We aren’t past this yet?” 

 

Yvonne, a 55-year-old Black general leader, answered the same question, by saying, “My sister 

and I went to a mixed race school. When we would try to play after school, we would get chased 

home by our friends’ parents and called names. I still get very resentful, but it made me aware.”  
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 Some lesbians highlighted the experience of gender discrimination in their coming to 

political consciousness. Sarah, a 46-year-old White general leader who grew up in a 

fundamentalist family, reported developing an oppositional consciousness when, as a married 

woman with children, she experienced gender discrimination in her own family: 

In 1991, being a woman and having lived through some of the same things, I 
totally believed Anita Hill. The way the male conservative senators treated her –  
I was outraged! And then my family—my parents, my in-laws, my husband—all 
started deriding Anita Hill and calling her a lesbian and saying she was just 
making it up. And I was completely overwhelmed. . . .  I experienced a huge 
disconnect. All of a sudden I started questioning everything, everything I was 
believing, everything I was doing. And everything since has flowed from there.  

 

Janice, a 40-year-old Black general rank-and-file activist, told of being politicized early on the 

grounds of gender. She said, “Having been born into an abusive home, I became aware of the 

domestic violence issue. I became protective of women who were unable to protect themselves.” 

Susanne, a 45-year-old White general leader, reported being radicalized by an oppositional 

consciousness as a member of a subordinate group, when her parents made gender distinctions 

that violated her sense of gender equity through differential treatment of her brother.  

My activism came from the life I lived. I became a feminist experientially, 
because my brother only had to take out the garbage twice a week, and I had to 
clean up every night after dinner. And he could just leave stuff, and I was made 
to clean up after him. I had to fold his towels! That's how I learned it wasn't fair 
between the genders. And there was only one TV in the house, and he got to 
watch what he wanted, and I had to let him. We weren't treated equally. 

 

Sherri, a 55-year-old White marriage leader, reported first becoming aware of discrimination on 

grounds of religion, when her parents sent her to a religious school outside of their 

denominational affiliation. She described her experience of coming to consciousness in this way:   

One of the things that made me an activist was the two years I spent in Catholic 
school. . . . I learned the discrimination of being Protestant in a Catholic school. . 
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. . To be in a group of people who called themselves Christian, but had the 
attitude of “We’re better than you,” really formed a core revelation in me—an 
understanding about discrimination. . . . Discrimination is always about someone 
feeling superior, when really, they’re just the same. 

 

Gender identity was reported as important in the politicization of respondents who transitioned 

from one gender to another. The process of transitioning from bodies of one sex, into bodies 

surgically-constructed to line up with an internal sense of being the other sex, appears to have 

opened respondents up to politicization in ways that were experientially different.  

 Heidi, a 65-year-old White marriage leader, tells of becoming politicized after 

transitioning, and the death of her longtime wife (whom she had married as a man), when she 

faced being single as a lesbian transwoman: 

The process of transitioning made me political . . . . And I became much more 
politically aware as an LGBT person after my wife died. It was then that I 
realized I wasn’t a first class citizen anymore. I started to realize, “If gays and 
lesbians are second class, where am I as a lesbian transwoman? Wherever I was, 
I didn’t like it. It was just not acceptable. 

 

While a number of respondents located their initial development of oppositional consciousness in 

moments around race, gender, religious exclusion, and gender identity, the majority located their 

oppositional consciousness in their experience of same-gender orientation in a heteronormative 

setting. In his work, The Social Construction of Sexuality (2009), Steven Seidman discussed the 

structural disadvantages for gays and lesbians. While not gone, these factors are continually being 

mitigated by shifts in public awareness, public acceptance, and legal changes. Yet, however 

rapidly things are changing, my respondents’ experiences are firmly rooted in life experiences in 

which heterosexuality “organizes” the social world, is legally and economically supported, and is 

shorn up by its juxtaposition to homosexuality. A majority of my respondents discussed 

experiences that included recognition of the differential treatment Seidman notes, including: an 
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early sense of isolation or difference, silencing, ascribed status as perpetually single, inability to 

marry, differential treatment of disease (AIDS), and actual physical assault.  

 Pam, a 58-year-old Black general rank-and-file activist, discussed how she came to 

consciousness after being treated differently for being same-gender attracted, saying “My 

activism started early on. I was different, because I liked women. I was treated as an outsider, but 

it wasn’t okay with me for them to treat me differently.” Geoff, a 56-year-old White marriage 

leader, discussed the impact of social isolation, and the implications of being perceived as 

perpetually single, on his oppositional consciousness, when he said:  

When I was growing up, no one talked about it. You had no gay exposure on 
television. I thought I was the only gay person on the planet. I thought, “Oh, my 
god, I don’t dare share these feelings!” [Later], I had a break up, and I thought, “I 
can’t even talk to my family about something this important to me!” As I started 
my current relationship, I thought, “My brother is married, with a child. My 
parents are aging. My family’s going to assume that I’m single, and all of it will 
be on me. This is really unfair. I’m in a relationship, too.” So I came out to my 
family. After that, I started thinking, “It’s time for me to give back to my 
community.” So I got involved in raising awareness of our issues. 

 

Geoff also noted another epiphany of consciousness, this time in relation to the marriage issue, 

when he compared his legal status as a tax-paying citizen to that of his straight neighbors: 

We know people who can’t get a civil union in their town because, to get out of 
doing civil unions, their mayor is refusing to do [heterosexual] marriages. A 
mayor should not be able to discriminate by refusing governmental services! We 
bought a house, and I asked myself, “What difference is there between . . . [us 
and our neighbors’]?” We pay taxes. We contribute to our community. Our grass 
is as well cut! But we are discriminated against. Why? . . . Because someone has 
a religious belief that homosexuality is immoral? That’s why [we] don’t have 
basic fundamental rights? This is supposed to be a democracy! We own land 
here. The government that we support financially should support us equally. We 
should be able to get whatever anyone else can. 
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Other respondents reported developing an oppositional consciousness when the AIDS crisis 

bonded them together as a group and affected their lives in the late 80s/early 90s, losing friends 

and partners and living in the eye of the storm. Alex, a 55-year-old White rank-and-file marriage 

activist, remembered being politicized at the personal level by the death of his partner, and at the 

professional level by the experiences of his patients, their partners, and their extended families, 

and by his ongoing run-ins with health insurance companies. He himself, and his patients, faced 

the death of their partners without the right to make healthcare decisions, cover them on their own 

policies, bury them, or inherit their joint possessions. These interactions heightened his sense of 

group identification when he was first coming out, causing him to develop an oppositional 

consciousness and an ongoing need to take personal action. He describes his experiences: 

My activism was mostly health related . . . . In the late 80’s, I met a young guy, 
HIV positive, who became my first lover. He went out on disability and had the 
COBRA [insurance], and there was an issue with his paperwork from his 
employer, so they used it to terminate his benefits. Then his employer terminated 
him. People at that time were racking up huge medical bills. Coincidentally, I’m 
a physician. When he lost his benefits, I flipped a gasket. I called them [insurance 
company] up. I said, “Let me explain something to you. I have resources. And 
you don’t want 10,000 gay men marching on your corporate headquarters 
tomorrow. You’re going to reinstate him.” They reinstated him. 

 

When his partner died, his role as warrior with the insurance companies continued: 

I started having a big HIV practice. All I could do was be the middle man. I tried 
to mediate between the partners and the families. I made sure the partners had 
visiting rights and weren’t shut out of decision making . . . .  I did my best getting 
AZT for everybody, and I’d call and fight with the insurance companies, where it 
was just blatant discrimination. I fight for marriage now because I saw how 
differently they would have been treated if this disease had hit straight couples, 
how different for spouses, how different with the providers. 

 

Other activists located their activism in their experience of physical discrimination, of facing 

violence for being perceived to be gay in childhood and/or adolescence. Michael, a 46-year-old 
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White marriage leader, located his urge to activism in his childhood experience of being bullied, 

beaten, and rejected for being gay, and in his dual desire to both create change for others and to 

affirm himself – in response to his experience of that very physical social ostracism: 

I had a difficult childhood. . . . I literally had the shit kicked out of [me] in the 
public schools . . . because [I] was gay . . . [I] faced rejection from parents and 
peers. Activism became my haven . . . a way to love and affirm myself, to stand 
up for myself, and . . . my way of getting people to love and embrace me. . . . . 
This holds true for so many activists I know. [We] do want to change the world, 
but it’s more than that. [We] want to be part of a family bigger than [ourselves] . . 
. to be loved and affirmed. 

 

In this category, activists came to consciousness, or developed an oppositional collective 

consciousness, through their own personal experiences of discrimination as members of a 

subordinate group – whether for being gay, transgender, female, or of color. This 

consciousness can develop in a moment of epiphany or over time. My respondents 

highlighted the empowered mental state and righteous indignation, fueled by personal 

indignities, of oppositional consciousness, including four elements that specifically 

contribute to activism: group identity, an identification of injustice, opposition to that 

injustice, and a shared interest in ending or diminishing that injustice (Mansbridge, 

2001).  

 

A Psychological Disposition That Resists Perceived Injustice 

I have coded as activists by (self-reported) psychological disposition those whose remarks locate 

their activism within their own sense of self, within an internally-driven response. This is an 

essentialist argument. Nevertheless, some respondents reported their activism as arising out of a 

trait in their own character – out of a sense of a just self (perhaps seen as superior) in an unjust 

world), or even a sense of a cantankerous personal disposition or a tendency toward rebellion 
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against authority. The majority of activists who reported this pattern were leaders. Three quarters 

of general leaders and one half of marriage leaders located their activism in this way. 

 Marissa, a 45-year-old Black marriage leader, reports that she began “sticking up for” 

others as a child. She notes, “My activism starts when I was a kid, sticking up for people in 

school. Standing up for people, and it ain’t even my fight.” Lisa, a 57-year-old White general 

leader, claims that, as far back as the school yard, she couldn’t help but get involved when she 

saw unfairness or meanness. She wondered aloud, “I don’t know if you’re born with these 

predispositions,” but remembered being “pretty passionate, pretty young.” She also “remembers 

always sticking up for the underdog, even before kindergarten,” and marked that, “even from a 

tiny kid, fairness and unfairness mattered to me, even in games on the schoolyard. I never liked 

the games that picked on people.”  

 Vicki, 42-year-old White general leader, identifies as a person who is internally driven to 

do what she considers to be “right,” no matter the personal cost. She tells how, “From early on, I 

had conflicts with authority figures, when I didn’t think they were right. There has always been 

this feeling of contrariness. I’m not gonna’ do what you expect me to do. I have to do what’s right 

instead.” Perry, a 60-year-old White marriage leader noted, “I’ve just never been able to sit down 

and be quiet. Whatever’s been going on, I have to stand up for what’s right, no matter what it 

costs me. I’ve gotten myself kicked out of more places that way!” And Dean, a 57-year-old White 

marriage leader said,  

I always led the resistance. From kindergarten on . . . .  I lobbied for strawberry 
milk with the cookies! I wore a black armband on Moratorium Day [to protest the 
Vietnam war] when nobody else [in my high school] did. I stood up and spoke 
out at every turn. When they made me sit down on the outside, I was standing up 
on the inside. 
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Joanne, a 62-year-old White general leader, perceives herself to have been political “always.” 

And she identifies resisting injustice as “first nature,” even to the point of having her resistance 

marked by others as early as childhood:  

I pretty much always stood up against injustice. It just seemed, not second nature, 
but first nature to me. I had a reputation in my family for being—I guess the 
word is—strident? I’ve always embraced the idea that you’re either part of the 
problem or part of the solution. I've just always been a political animal. Even as a 
kid, politics fascinated me. . . . That’s just who I am. 

 

Growing Up In A Political Home 

Activists who grew up in a political home located their activism in the modeling of those who 

raised them. They described their impetus to activism as arising in a socialization experience – 

 in a learned experience that is generationally passed down. This pattern predominated among 

general activists. More than half of all general leaders, and more than half of rank-and-file 

general activists, reported this pattern.34 

 Leah, a 55-year-old Black general leader, located her activism in her mother’s modeling. 

She saw her mother as someone who would fight in a collective way for what she believed was 

right, “My mother was very into being out there, fighting for rights. I asked my sister, “Where did 

I get this whole advocacy thing?” She said, “You know. Remember when Mommy did the rent 

riot at the apartments?” Some of that rubbed off on me.” Alyssa, a 46-year-old White general 

leader, recalls being encouraged by her mother to a vision of public service as a way of life, “I got 

programmed pretty young to just see activism as a normal part of life. My mom had me on school 

bond floats by the time I was in kindergarten. You were supposed to speak up for things and get 

involved in your communities.” Ann, a 51-year-old White general rank-and-file activist, locates 

                                                      
34     For most, but not all, the social or political activism of their elders was liberal or progressive. 
For two, the activism of their elders was conservative. However, those two activists are liberal in 
their own activism focus today. 
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her own activism in her mother’s example and teaching. She says, “My mother . . .  encouraged 

us to pay attention. By seventh grade social studies, I was giving speeches for George 

McGovern.” For Janice, a 40-year-old Black general rank-and-file activist, the women in her 

family set the tone. She credits the input of strong female role models with politicizing her:  

The women in my family have always been very strong. My mother left an 
abusive marriage before the age of 21 and became the sole breadwinner. Her 
struggle still speaks to me today. My grandmother and my aunts have all helped 
shape the activist I am. They raised me to speak my mind, to help others, and to 
take risks. 

 

Jerry, a 50-year-old White general leader located his activism in the example of his father, a local 

politician, who involved him in his campaigns, took him with him to meetings, and helped him 

with his own run for local office in his late twenties. He said,  

My father was my shining star. To me, he was always just larger than life. It was 
like being the son of a celebrity. Everywhere I went, people recognized me as his 
son. I wanted to be like him, to passionately care, to make a difference for others. 

 

Bernie, a 43-year-old White rank-and-file general activist, also noted the influence of his father. 

He said, “My dad just always talked politics around the dinner table. We had very different ideas, 

but he gave me a taste for it and even though we disagreed, he still respected me for caring.” 

 Other activists credited both their parents. Helene, a 51-year-old White general rank-and-

file activist, credits her interest in political awareness and activism to her parents, and their 

courage to set an example of political engagement and critique in a time and a location that 

mitigated against non-conformity: 

My parents taught me to pay attention. They had me making phone calls for 
Eugene McCarthy when I was a child. We lived in a very conservative part of the 
country, so just by being Democrats, my parents were being radical. They were 
also radical because they were feminists. . . . My mother wanted a career, but the 
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reality of the times was that she couldn’t really pursue it, but both [my parents] 
wanted something different for us. . . . They had three girls, and we were told all 
our lives, “You can be whatever you want to be. Girls can do math and science 
too.” 

 

Joe, a 34-year-old White rank-and-file general activist said, “I never actually agreed with my 

parents. In fact, their conservatism kind of freaked me out. But I really feel like they inspired me 

to think about politics in ways I would not have, if I hadn’t been their son.” He added, “Their 

being evangelical, gave me a worldview focused on the importance of living for others. The 

evangelical sense of mission still drives my activism. I want to change the world.” Alice, a 52-

year-old White general leader, describes a very political childhood with two parents to whom 

political involvement meant enough that they would even sacrifice time in the service of her 

political participation:  

I was born an activist. I was raised in smoke-filled rooms. There are pictures of 
me, at age 3, sitting on a Democratic donkey. My parents were very politically 
involved. We went door to door in our neighborhood collecting Dollars for 
Democrats. They coordinated our election district.  My mother was a delegate to 
the 1972 Democratic National Convention. As I got older, we were involved in 
the civil rights movement, and my parents took me to antiwar demonstrations.  

 

Affected by Social Movements 

In this fourth pattern, exposure to political movements, activists whose reports I coded as 

connected to the social movement climate recalled being first politicized by exposure to active 

social movements in adolescence or early adulthood. These last two patterns are similar. Both are 

socialization experiences. Nevertheless, they are still distinct. The primary differences between 

this pattern and the pattern of growing up in a political home, is that this pattern does not take 

place in the formative, early childhood experience of the family, but rather, reports its locus in a 

later (adolescent or adult) exposure to the drama of political movements as they play out on the 
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national stage—and often set respondents at odds with their families of origin—which were 

generally not political. This pattern was also less about involvement in electoral politics. It was 

more likely to be about involvement in, or simply exposure to, radical and liberationist 

movements. The overwhelming majority of general leaders, and more than half of rank-and-file 

general activists, reported this pattern. In the case of my sample, coming of age during active 

movements generally meant either the mid-20th century flurry of multiple movement activity or 

the LGBT response to the AIDS crisis.35  

 Karen, a 60-year-old White general leader, reported being politicized by her exposure to 

the social protest climate of her times during the anti-Vietnam war movement and she, along with 

much of her generation (Mansbridge, 2001), remembers taking hold of a will to change the world 

as it was then:  

When you went through the Vietnam era, you faced a great divide, and it 
changed you forever. . . . I feel tremendously influenced, and blessed, to have 
grown up in that era, tragic as it was—to have experienced all that the 60s 
encompassed. Living through it gave you a totally different perspective on the 
world that’s just not comparable to anything else. We believed we could change 
things, and we have. I have.  

 

Matt, a 51-year-old White general leader reminisced,  

It was exhilarating to hear those first rumblings of [gay] liberation! I remember 
when I first heard about the parades. I was depressed, struggling to come out. 
Even though I was too young, the thought of hundreds of gay people in the 
streets gave me hope. It made me feel less despised. And less despicable. Less 
deserving of the hate. I couldn’t wait to leave home and join the movement! 

 

                                                      
35     The median age for respondents within each pattern was the same as that for the sample 
overall, with the exception of the category social movement climate, where the median for the 
pattern was higher, with a majority of respondents falling at the end of the post-World War II 
baby boom, bringing them of age during the mid-20th century movements.  
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Penny, a 56-year-old White general leader recalls being influenced by the second wave of 

feminism. Speaking of her early politicization, she said, 

Boys were treated differently where I grew up: my church, my school, my home. 
I had anger, but I didn’t know how to analyze it. Then, there started to be books, 
right on my suburban drugstore spin rack. . . . I remember The Feminine 
Mystique and The Second Sex and Sylvia Plath. But then I found Sisterhood is 
Powerful, with a piece by Radicalesbians, and suddenly, I had a name for myself! 
Lesbian feminist. . . . It gave me an analysis. And it gave me the feeling there 
was a community out there. It took about two years, but I got there. And we 
marched for the ERA and used guerilla tactics to invade the [then all-male] 
Mummer’s Parade. . . . Those days changed me. That’s where I cut my teeth. 

 

Sam, a 58-year-old Black rank-and-file general activist said,  

I got involved with the Panthers. I was out in college . . .  and the Black students 
were getting crap. . . . King had died, and it just made sense to stand up like we 
never had before. I never looked back. If I could be Black and proud, I could be 
gay and proud too. 

 

Janice, a 40-year-old Black rank-and-file general activist, who reported being politicized first on 

grounds of gender by her childhood in an abusive home, remembers being further politicized by 

exposure to knowledge about apartheid in South Africa. She said, “The movie, “Cry Freedom,” 

had a profound impact on me, and became the springboard for my work against apartheid.” 

 While none of my informants served in Vietnam or described avoiding the draft, some 

informants reported being affected by close relatives who faced conscription in that war. Miriam, 

a 47-year-old White general leader, remembered becoming “politically aware” when her “cousins 

were sent to Vietnam.” And Gena, a 48-year-old White general leader, recalled being affected by 

both a cousin who went to Vietnam and another who “resisted the draft by fleeing to Canada.” 

 Other respondents in my sample reported coming to activism in the late 80s/early 90s as a 

result of the AIDS crisis and being given new hope by the politics of protest. Davis, a 45-year-old 
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Black general rank-and-file activist, recalled being affected by the social movement climate when 

he was politicized by the resistance of ACT-UP, to the apparent lack of concern on the part of the 

government and the health care system. He said: 

I was watching the AIDS crisis unfold. . . . Reagan acted like. . . there weren’t 
Americans dying. And until we took to the streets, the medical profession acted 
like, “Oh, well. It’s just those queers. . . .” But then there was ACT-UP! They 
were exhilarating! They gave me such hope. Watching them fight back, trying to 
get the doctors and politicians to care was very self-affirming. It made me want 
to get involved, to be part of the solution. 

 

Generally, whether or not they label it as such, every member of a socially-subordinated group 

experiences discrimination. Yet, not every member of a socially-subordinated group turns to 

activism. Those who do, report coming to that place through a confluence of influences. 

Predominate among the influences they report is a sense of self (a collective consciousness) that 

labels one’s experience as structurally-situated, as political. By their report, it is the recognition 

that the personal is not personal alone, but is politically-originated, that organizes individual 

experience into collective ideology, and permits the individual to cast off self-blame and engage 

with the broader culture in a clash of worldviews to demand that one’s politically-suffered 

wrongs be righted.  

 Overall, 12 general leaders, 18 general rank-and-file, 21 marriage leaders, and 14 rank-

and-file marriage activists reported their experience of discrimination as significant in their 

political trajectory. Seven general leaders, 10 general rank-and-file, 2 marriage leaders and 1 

marriage rank-and-file activist reported having grown up in a political home. Eleven general 

leaders, 10 general rank-and-file, 3 marriage leaders, and 2 marriage rank-and-file activists 

reported being affected by social movements as they came of age. And 9 general leaders, 1 
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general rank-and-file, 11 marriage leaders and 1 marriage rank-and-file activist reported having 

been motivated to political activism by a disposition that resists injustice.36 

 In a democracy, where ideology already puts forward a public religion of equal civil 

rights for all, and where governmental structures disallow the elimination of groups of political 

opponents (through genocide or martial-law suppression), and where relatively-adequate 

affluence and leisure allow for the pursuit of more than subsistence, history demonstrates that 

potential movement constituents may begin to gather together to publicly address their shared 

grievances. In such a setting, with the additional resource of pre-existing organizations dedicated 

to the interests of one’s subordinated group, potential movement constituents who have 

developed a collective consciousness may be brought into those organizations, provided with a 

social movement analysis, and developed for the purposes of collective action. 

 If along with a collective consciousness, the individual activist considers her/himself to 

be a champion of the underdog, that activist may be even more likely to take a leadership role in 

movement endeavors. If, further, that activist has been nurtured in a home where civic 

involvement was treated as a public duty, the sacrifice of the personal to the public has already 

been modeled. Or, if an individual activist has internalized the successes and/or heroism of other 

social movements, that activist is likely to have developed a sense of personal political salience – 

the sense that the individual, in concert with the collective, can make change. 

 In the next chapters we will look at two more motivations to activism. In probing 

respondents for their pathways into activism, differences became apparent both in their initial 

pathways into activism, and between those initial pathways and the ongoing motivations 

underlying their present-day activist endeavors. Coming to consciousness, having a psychological 

disposition that resists injustice, growing up in a political home, and being influenced by 

                                                      
36 See Table 9. Pathways to Activism. 
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encounters with social movements and their ideologies first led the activists in my sample to 

identify as activists and to engage in collective action. But, as their activism has been sustained 

across their life spans, two further motivations stood out—that of altruism and/or self-interest. 

We look next at the influence of altruism on general activists.  
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CHAPTER 4  

GENERAL ACTIVIST MOTIVATIONS AND THE ROLE OF ALTRUISM 

 

In this chapter, we will discuss general activists, who work across a range of issues, and address 

the themes that arose in the data when I asked their reasons and motivations for their current 

work. At a time when marriage is at the top of the gay rights agenda, I wanted to know, “Who are 

the activists who do not work on marriage? What are the issues they find important? What 

reasoning and motivations underlie their cohesion around those issues?” And, “What is their 

support for, or critique of, the marriage claim?” 

 In regard to their initial paths into activism, like marriage activists, almost all general 

activists (leaders and rank-and-file) located their entry into activism in their response to an 

experience of discrimination. Three-quarters of general leaders believed themselves (as did half 

of marriage leaders) to be individuals born with a psychological disposition that resists injustice.  

 General activists, however, differed from marriage activists in two distinct ways – their 

likelihood of having grown up in a political home and their likelihood of having been affected by 

active social movements. More than half of all general activists, both leaders and rank-and-file, 

also reported growing up in a political home, and the overwhelming majority of general leaders, 

and more than half of general rank-and-file activists, also reported being affected, in their early 

activism, by exposure to active social movements.  

 For general activists, the early empowerment of political homes and social movements 

appears to have produced a strong sense of both external and internal political efficacy. They 

report that, because of what they have witnessed in their homes and through social movements, 

they believe collective political participation can affect the political system. They feel have 

witnessed the power of collective effort to bring change. They also report the experience, and 
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thus the internal expectation, that they can both understand and participate intelligently in the 

political system and that their own personal efforts can effectively contribute to making change. 

Natalie, a 56-year-old White rank-and-file general activist, who saw action in the second wave of 

feminism, described her sense of personal efficacy through collective action when she said:  

I grew up in a time when things were changing all around me: civil rights was 
nightly news, people marching on Washington, students occupying 
administration buildings, women leaving marriages and going back to school. As 
I struggled with my lesbianism, there was a movement happening all around me. 
. . . We were angry, and we reveled in that anger, and we insisted we were as 
good as anyone. Change was everywhere. And we were part of making that 
change. It was intoxicating. 

 

A majority of activists in my sample, both general and marriage, believe that discrimination, on 

the grounds of sexual orientation can, with time, yield. Many expressed the sense that the 

remaining barriers are already in the process of yielding.  Andrew, a 48-year-old White rank and 

file general activist, who grew up in a political home, believes that thirty years from now “we 

will no longer need a gay and lesbian movement,” because “the younger generation is getting 

used to the fact we exist. Someday, sexual orientation will be a non-issue.”  

 These activists report seeing change in their own lifetime and believe they will continue 

to see change. Their early political experiences seem to have given them the expectation that they 

are entitled, both to legal rights and social acceptance. Jerry, a 50-year-old general leader who 

grew up in a political home, said:  

I learned young, if you want change, you have to make it. But you can make it. 
The thing is, we deserve it, as much as anybody. We deserve full citizenship and 
protection from discrimination. It’s our right, and as we continue to take that 
stand, over time, people will come around. 
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General activists also predominated in another category. When we look at their present-day 

activism, general activists predominate in the motivational category of altruism. 

 

Description of General Activists 

Though activists in both samples were overwhelmingly liberal or progressive in their political 

leanings, general activists were more likely than marriage activists to hold a radical political 

perspective.37  General activists were more likely to retain some of the ideology of the 

liberationist movements and less likely to be content with the ideal of gay assimilation into the 

mainstream. A few expressed fear that the AIDS crisis, and now, the marriage movement were 

causing a loss of gay culture. They mourned the solidarity they had found in the gay liberation 

movement, the “sense of us against them.” And about a third had a critique of heterosexual 

marriage as a model for LGBT relationships. Often, by their reports, the [heterosexual] marriages 

they saw in their youth made them reject the viability of marriage as an institution. A handful 

questioned the ideal of monogamy that attaches to marriage. Matt, a 52-year-old White general 

leader, reflected this thought when he said:  

Why will we be able to get along [as couples] when no one else can? And what 
about sexual fidelity? Does the history of straight marriage prove that human 
beings mate for life? Or does it prove that we all capable of . . . being attracted to 
someone else and acting on it? I don’t expect we would get divorced more [than 
straight couples], but why would we get divorced any less? 

 

And others, especially those who thought of themselves as feminist, questioned whether “an 

institution rooted in the oppression of women” could “lead to freedom for anyone.”  Ruth, a 50-
                                                      
37     No general activists identified as conservative and almost half described their political 
perspective as radical, with the rest reporting themselves as liberal or progressive. All (but one) 
marriage activist described their political perspective as liberal or progressive. That one identified 
as politically conservative. 
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year-old White general rank-and-file activist asked whether, “as an institution,” marriage can be 

“sufficiently restructured,” so that it doesn’t simply bring that oppression into lesbian and gay 

relationships. 

 The ideologies of the general activists were significantly different from those of the 

marriage activists. General activists were more likely to talk about the importance of cross-

coalitional activism. Many of them worked to form bridges to other oppressed communities, and 

most of them donated money and occasional labor to other causes. As part of this trend, general 

activists were more likely to still be involved with causes similar to those they worked on in their 

youth – including reducing LGBT social isolation, anti-war/peace activism, and feminism. The 

lens of the general activist was less likely to be focused on the LGBT movement alone. Instead, 

like Susanne, a 55-year-old White general leader, they were more likely to report seeing a world, 

“Where [if] one is not free, none are free.” 

 All in all, general activists did not describe their identity as LGBT, as the primary or only 

source of motivation for their activist efforts. Instead, they discussed activism as necessary for its 

own sake – whether or not they, personally, were the beneficiaries of the endeavor. Often, they 

reported being politicized (in their childhood homes or by exposure to social movements) before 

they came out to themselves as members of the socially-marginalized group known as gay or 

lesbian. Thus, their sense of the importance of activism developmentally preceded their sense of 

solidarity with a particular sexual minority that experiences discrimination. They hold the belief 

that they have a duty or an obligation to work for change overall and that leads them to work on a 

broader range of issues. It often led them to work with dedication on issues from which they did 

not, themselves, personally benefit. Thus, we can say that, in general, general activists were 

broadly political, not restricting their activities or concerns to issues related to LGBT organizing. 

Many were even critical of single-issue politics, and some expressed the concern that marriage is 

becoming just such a single issue. Many had a strong ideological critique, linked to their days in 
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the radical left, of marriage as a misogynous institution. And some feared that if, as has happened 

with other movements, marriage becomes a single issue, other LGBT concerns may go 

unaddressed and forgotten, especially once marriage is won. 

 Other factors, however, did not prove different between general and marriage activists. 

General activists were not distinguished from marriage activists by their current religious 

perspectives. In both cases, religious affiliation ran the gamut of religious belief in the U.S. (from 

atheist to agnostic to spiritual-but-not-religious to Jewish to evangelical to Catholic to mainline 

Christian). 

 Resource mobilization theorists argue for the impact of factors like higher socioeconomic 

status (Dewey et al., 1992; Duncan ,1999) and higher levels of education (and its attendant 

cognitive flexibility) and lower levels of “rigid adherence to conventional mores” and “obedience 

to traditional authorities” (Duncan, 1999, p. 615; Duncan et al., 1997; Adorno et al., 1950; and 

Altemeyer, 1996). Education and income (or socioeconomic status) may have an effect on 

activism, but they did not distinguish my groups from one another, mostly because the groups 

examined here were relatively homogeneous in terms of education and income. In all groups of 

activists, average income levels were high, and an overwhelming majority held bachelor’s 

degrees or higher.  

 In both samples, the majority were White (more than a third of general activists were 

Black or Black Hispanic and almost a quarter of marriage activists were Black, Asian, or Middle 

Eastern). Other studies have found support for marriage as a movement goal to be affected by 

age, with younger activists and LGBT constituents exhibiting more concern for marriage rights 

than older activists and constituents (Mucciaroni, 2008). In my study, age was not a 
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distinguishing feature.38 I will discuss the implications of age, and the age similarities between 

my general and my marriage activists, at some length in the conclusion (Chapter 6). I will also 

discuss differences between leaders and rank-and-file activists at that time. 

 In my sample, general activist narratives tend to emphasize the importance of altruism as 

a central motivational factor. The preponderance of altruistic narratives are found in the 

interviews of general activists – overwhelmingly in the stories of general leaders. General 

activists often worked for causes from which they did not perceptibly benefit. These testimonies 

are not explained by simple self-interest. Theorists of self-interest argue that, while people may 

see themselves as altruistic and may narrate their lives as such, they may still be motivated in 

unarticulated, but self-interested, ways. For instance, by framing their own work as altruistic, 

they may gain an ego boost and/or the recognition of others for an apparent self-sacrifice. I 

cannot prove that there is no level of self-interest in those I perceived to be altruistic. 

Nevertheless, while some self-interest may be inevitable in any motivational mix, I argue that 

many of my general activists passionately care about and pursue change in political causes from 

which no personal benefit is apparent and for which I could discern no particular self-interested 

motivation.  

 Three-fourths of general leaders, and more than half of general rank-and-file activists, 

worked on issues that do not directly affect their present-day lives or personal expectations for 

the future, and/or expressed a motivation I coded as altruistic. The issues to which these activists 

devoted their attention sorted into three levels (national, state, and personal) and two kinds (the 

burning LGBT-specific issues of the day and more universal issues that are not-LGBT-specific).

                                                      
38     The youngest general respondent was age 19, and the oldest was 70, with a range of 51 years 
and a mean of 48 with a standard deviation of 10.6. The youngest marriage respondent was age 
25, the oldest 65, with a range of 40 years and a mean of 49.0 with a standard deviation of 10.3. 
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 The national, LGBT-specific issues these activists worked on included39 hate crimes 

legislation (passed October 28, 2009,), a national trans-inclusive ENDA (Employment Non-

Discrimination Act) [New Jersey already has a state-wide, transgender-inclusive LAD (Law 

Against Discrimination)], and the repeal of Don't Ask, Don't Tell (repealed by the U.S. Senate 

12/18/2010 and by presidential signature 12/22/2010; O’Keefe, 2010). At the national level, they 

also worked for non-LGBT-specific issues including women’s pay equity, a living wage, 

women’s reproductive rights, the environment, universal healthcare, and against the war in Iraq. 

General activists were passionately concerned about the national LGBT issues on which they 

work. However, by their self-report, they are, also, equally passionately concerned about the non-

LGBT-specific issues on which they work. Their personal likelihood of benefiting from change 

in any given issue did not appear to be their prime motivating force. Rather, many discussed 

working on causes because they “are right and just.” 

 At the state, or local, level, the LGBT-specific issues these activists worked on included 

the issues faced by LGBT youth in schools (bullying, formation of Gay Straight Alliances, 

LGBT-inclusive diversity curriculum. They also worked for the rights of LGBT teachers. They 

worked against social isolation. They worked to improve the image of LGBT people in their 

neighborhoods and communities. Non-LGBT-specific state or local issues that drew their 

attention and efforts included working with victims of domestic violence, HIV education, testing, 

and counseling, and coalition building across movements (e.g. racial equity and immigrant 

rights). General activists demonstrated equal passion for state-wide issues as they did for national 

issues. 

 At the personal level, the LGBT-specific issues they worked on included breaking out of 

social isolation by directing LGBT social organizations and planning and hosting LGBT events. 

                                                      
39     See ch 5, page 100-01 for a description of the secondary causes worked on by marriage activists. 
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They worked for the inclusion of LGBT people in local congregations and confronted LGBT-

exclusion in religious settings. They also considered their “personal” efforts to “live out” in their 

daily lives to be “political” and politically significant toward achieving LGBT acceptance. Non-

LGBT-specific, personal level issues included racial and gender equity and domestic violence 

recovery. 

 The concerns of general activists are wide-ranging. The issues that made these lists, 

national, state, or personal, were each the passion of multiple general activists. Clearly, not all of 

these national/state/personal issues can be deemed altruistic causes, since many of them affect 

LGBT people. But as we shall see, general activists are much more likely than marriage activists 

to work on issues that benefit others (and non-LGBT others) more than themselves. 

 

General Activists and Altruism 

Brian, a 70-year-oldWhite general rank-and-file activist, who was affected by the political 

undertones in the evangelicalism in which he was raised and by the post-Stonewall gay liberation 

movement, has worked across the years for LGBT acceptance in several professional 

organizations and has worked in HIV/AIDS activism since the mid-1980s. Arguably, his work for 

LGBT acceptance has been connected to the collective identity he holds as a gay man. Also, 

while HIV/AIDS is no longer a “gay disease,” his involvement with that cause began at the start 

of the AIDS crisis, to which he lost many loved ones and friends. But Brian has a third 

involvement, volunteering at a homeless shelter. He donates three hours a week to helping cook, 

clean the kitchen, and serve meals. When asked, Brian denied ever having known poverty or 

hunger. Brian also denies that his motivation is religious in origin. Brian says: 

I have been so blessed in life. I dodged so many bullets. I was sexual active at the 
outbreak of the AIDS crisis, but I escaped. Despite living out in professional 
spaces, I was never fired or seriously harassed in the workplace, and I know so 
many who were not so lucky. I just feel, at this point in my life, that I need to 
give something back, and it struck me one day that those who are living with 
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homelessness just weren’t as lucky as I was. My grandmother used to say, 
“There, but for the grace of God, go I.” I’m not so sure about the God part . . . but 
I figure the core of what she was saying is still true. . . . You can’t judge. You 
just gotta help out. 

  

Helene and Ann, 51-year-old White general rank-and-file activists, both grew up in households 

where their parents involved them in electoral politics. As rank-and-file activists, with a shared 

concern for the issue of coming out, they each make ongoing choices to live their politics in their 

everyday lives. Helene, who does not feel comfortable actually coming out to her classes, still 

lives her activism by refusing to deny her life or her partner and by introducing examples of 

diversity into her teaching. She says,  

I’m teaching at a two year college that’s way behind the times. They haven’t had 
a sexual diversity policy. . . They haven’t been able to get their gay straight 
alliance going. There are a lot of gay faculty, students, and staff, but they aren’t 
out. So there’s just an incredible lack of awareness. I’m not out in the classroom, 
but . . . there’s a picture of my partner on my desk when students come to office 
hours. They ask, and I don’t lie. And I teach gay content, but I don’t teach it as 
gay content. . . . I try very carefully to integrate diversity into my examples. So, 
instead of saying, “Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” I say, “Ms. Lee and Ms. Hernandez.”  

 

When she discusses her motivations, she adds, “For me, that’s activism. It’s classrooms-

full at a time. Over a few years, I’m affecting hundreds of people. And for students who 

might be gay, I’m getting the message out that we exist.” Her partner, Ann, who teaches 

at a more politically-savvy university, says,  

The personal IS political. . . . Visibility is my activism. I believe in being in the 
world in a way that is activist. I believe in microactivism at a one-to-one level. In 
terms of my personal and professional life, I sneak it in, right on the first day of 
class. I do interviews with my students, so they talk about themselves, like an 
icebreaker. I’ll ask them about their favorite TV shows, and then I’ll say, “Oh, 
yeah. [That’s] my partner’s favorite show, because she used to be a dancer.”  

 

And she added, “I do it to be a role model, to demonstrate not being ashamed.” She notes, 

“There’s going to be a certain percentage of students in the classroom who might be 
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LGBT as well,” and adds, “I like to . . . say, “You know, it’s fine. The heterosexual 

students talk freely from the very first day. We can be that free too.” 

 Irene, a 52-year-old Black general rank-and-file activist, who grew up defining 

herself as “mischievous and rebellious by nature,” became and stayed involved with 

AIDS activism and HIV education because she “lost people to the virus. She notes, “HIV 

isn’t a gay issue. It was thought of as a gay issue. Not any more. It’s a people issue, so to 

put it under the umbrella of LGBT is inaccurate.” While it is affecting many women in 

the African American community, as a lesbian, she is personally in the lowest risk 

category. When asked about her motivations for HIV advocacy, she said: 

In one way, it's my way to pay my respects to those who died alone early in the 
epidemic. On the other hand, I feel gratified, because I'm helping somebody find 
their way through it. I help people who don't have funds get access to resources 
for housing and medications. I get gratification out of helping someone who’s 
positive, and that’s really the reason I do it. 

 

Some might argue that the gratification Irene gets is a form of self-interest. Others would 

distinguish between narrow and broad or enriched self-interest (Kelman, 1988; Sen, 1977). 

Clearly, Irene’s is not a narrow self-interest. It is enriched or enlightened by her concern for those 

she gets gratification from helping. Like Kelman’s public spirit, her self-interest takes into 

consideration what is right overall for others, not simply for herself (ibid). This is similar to what 

Miller argued about the difference between selfishness, self-interest, and altruism, that to work 

for change one must see their own life as connected to the lives of others (2002). Or as Sears & 

Funk argue, non-material benefits, like Irene’s gratification from helping others, fall outside the 

narrow definition of self-interest (1990). Irene’s self-report occupies the space between narrow 

self-interest and selflessness, in that, even as she gains the sense of honoring those she lost to “the 

virus,” and gratification from helping people in their hour of fear, she also gains nothing material 

for herself. There is a real degree of altruism in this space in between: the space in which Brian 
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gets to give something back, and Helene and Ann get to educate straight students while creating a 

supportive environment for those who are LGBT. 

 Also in the space in between, Jeremy, a 38-year-old White general rank-and-file activist 

works to prevent future generations of LGBT youth from sharing the experience that was his in 

school. A victim of continual harassment in middle and high school, both for being, and for being 

perceived to be, gay, he said: 

I raise awareness about school bullying, so others won’t have to go through what 
I did. Harassment is devastating. I tried to kill myself three times. During winter 
break of seventh grade, I swallowed a whole bottle of Excedrin. I was shaky for 
days, but mostly, I was disappointed to still be alive. I tried two more times in 
high school. Once with an exhaust pipe, but a cop saw me and stopped me. Kids 
don’t know when they say, “That’s so gay,” or “fag,” or “queer,” how bad it 
hurts. One third of teen suicide is gay kids40 who can’t see a way out of the hate – 
who hate themselves for being the thing everyone else hates. Someone has to 
help the kids who are still going through. 

 

Jeremy’s work for children and teens who are facing harassment in schools, both assuages the 

suffering he experienced in his youth and legitimately serves present-day students at risk of 

harassment and gay bashing. 

 Drew, a 30-year-old Black general leader works on transgender acceptance. He asserts 

that he does not, himself, experience gender dysphoria. He was active in the push to get New 

Jersey to add gender identity to its Law against Discrimination and its hate crimes statutes 

(accomplished in 2006). His work is notably altruistic, in that he was both born male and 

identifies as male. Drew has nothing discernable to gain by his work for trans-acceptance. He 

said: 

So many gays and lesbians are closed-minded about our trans community. We 
say, “GLBT,” but are we really? I’ve seen lesbians absolutely go off, claiming 
that if a lesbian dates a transwoman, she’s really dating a man. And gay men 
don’t necessarily get the trans thing either. Some will date a trans person for a 
thrill, but not necessarily to have a relationship. Like not wanting to date a, quote, 
girly-girl, unquote, it’s about identity. If, as a gay man, I date someone born a 

                                                      
40     Rothaus 2010. 
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woman, who’s now a man, does that make me straight? Am I dating a man, or a 
woman in drag? Or if a gay man dates someone born a man, who’s now a 
woman, is he still gay, because she started out as a man? Or does that make him 
straight, because she’s now a woman? It shakes us up and that isolates trans 
people more. I have a heart for educating our community about transgender. 

 

Lisa, a 57-year-old White general leader has had a very diverse career, working on both LGBT-

specific and non-LGBT-specific issues. She is a committed advocate of building coalitions across 

movements. In the 1970s, she worked “in solidarity with others” against the war in Vietnam, for 

farm worker’s rights, for the rights of women in prison, and in the first South Jersey chapter of 

NOW. In the 1980s and early 1990s, she worked against the mistreatment of prisoners, on “many 

AIDS initiatives,” and for passage of the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination (on grounds of 

sexual orientation). More recently, she has devoted more than 30 hours a week to causes as far-

ranging as community building initiatives, coordinating a local senior citizen association, tenant’s 

rights, environmental protections, domestic violence, and protesting the war in Iraq. Her list of 

causes and her weekly schedule are enough to tire the listener. Some, but not all of her work on 

these issues is directed by the involvement of her private law practice. However, by her own 

report, much of her work (for clients and on causes) is pro bono. 

 Like many general leaders, she describes herself as someone whose path into activism 

began in her recognition that “things were not fair,” her “high sense of commitment” to the 

“ideals of Christianity” (as in helping people, even “injured strangers”), and an inborn desire to 

stand up for the underdog that started even before kindergarten. She notes, “I always had a sense 

that you’re supposed to get involved.” 

 Lisa is not in need of the things she works on. She is too young to “need” the senior 

citizens’ association. She is not in a landlord-tenant dispute. She is not in a violent relationship 

(she was single at time of interview with no history of having experienced domestic violence). 

She is not at risk of being deployed to Iraq and neither were close family members or friends. She 

does share the environment with all of us. Nevertheless, overall, her efforts are given to causes 
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from which neither she, nor her immediate circle, benefit. Beyond her volunteer efforts, she also 

frequently donates her legal services. She describes a lifelong, self-sacrificial pursuit of “justice 

issues” that often leaves her “broke.” 

 I argue that Lisa’s activism is grounded in a sense of altruism. She highlights the point, 

noted by Teske (1997) and Mansbridge (1990a), that part of altruism may be a concern for the 

kind of person one is, or the kind of life one lives. Describing her motivations, she says:  

Growing up, I knew some people stood up for what was right, and some didn't. I 
was inspired by the ones who stood up for others and were not afraid to speak 
out. . . . I wanted to be that kind of person. I still want my life to count, to make a 
difference in the world.  

 

Some might contend that concern for the kind of person you are is a form of self-interest. 

Mansbridge would counter that it is not necessary for altruism to be completely divorced from all 

self-concern in order for it to still be true altruism. Overall, Lisa demonstrates an activist pattern 

that is not focused on what she can gain – in the political sphere – for herself alone. Neither is 

her primary concern for any group with which she has a sense of collective identity or 

consciousness. Lisa’s ever-busy activism springs out of her sense of fairness and concern for the 

underdog. 

 Alyssa, a 46-year-old White general leader, like many general leaders, reported coming 

to activism through growing up in a political home (Her “mom had [her] on school bond floats 

when [she] was in kindergarten”) and coming of age as a lesbian in California at the height of the 

AIDS crisis. Early in her activist career she worked as a peer educator for women’s health and 

contraception issues, and then on sexually-transmitted diseases and AIDS education. Across her 

career she has worked on Pride events and contributed to passage of the New Jersey Law Against 

Discrimination, for protection on grounds of sexual orientation, and later, to extend that 

protection to transgender people on grounds of gender identity. After that, she has dedicated her 

efforts to domestic violence prevention and universal healthcare.  
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 As a lesbian, she has faced little risk of HIV/AIDS and her efforts for the transgender 

community have yielded no legal benefit to her. Her work in the prevention of domestic violence 

does not arise out of her own life experience, and she has good health insurance coverage. When 

asked why and how she chose the issues she has worked on, her response indicates a motivation 

of concern for others – even others who do not share her own challenges. She describes her 

motivations for activism as rooted in a helping paradigm, “I've always been drawn to educational 

roles; being informed about things and sharing that information with people. So often, people 

don’t even realize. . . .” She also describes a concern for the healthcare issue that is not about her 

personal ability to access care. She says,  

Some of the things that seem to be the most important to work on are in some 
ways more universal than LGBT. Domestic violence. . . . Our perspectives on 
relationships are out of whack . . . . We need to move the world in a better 
direction, so there’s less violence, so people are more civilized with each other. 
And national healthcare . . . .  It touches on the gay community – since we can’t 
access it through marriage . . . But these really aren’t LGBT issues. Anything that 
affects people is important. My hope is that we can keep making the world better 
for successive generations. 

 

The motivations of these activists extend beyond the level of self-interest. Their concern 

extends beyond people who are LGBT. General activists often work for multiple issues 

that, even factoring in their other multiple identities, often do not directly affect their 

lives. 

 Rose, a 44-year-old White general leader, who reported growing up aware of the mid-

century rights movements on the evening news, has been active in educating her local 

community about hate crimes. Her primary involvement, however, had been in the peace 

movement since the start of the war in Iraq. Continuing to dedicate significant weekly amounts 

of time to peace, her initial investment was well over 15 hours per week. Across the past seven 

years, she has kept herself attuned to the latest news and casualty counts, helped form and 
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attended strategy meetings of a local peace action group, and stood in all kinds of weather 

holding signs on street corners demonstrating against the war. Rose has demonstrated this 

commitment to this cause despite the fact that she herself has no connections to the military and 

is in no danger of being deployed. Neither did she know anyone among her family and friends 

who were in the military or in danger of being deployed.  

The war just feels very, very urgent to me. My greatest passion is the peace 
movement. I've put more energy into that in the last couple of years than 
anything else. . . . I know that protesting is, in this case, an essentially futile act. I 
know that no one has been paying attention to the peace groups standing on the 
corners. Least of all, in the initial fervor when every car that passed waived an 
American flag (or two) and hurled insults. But peace activism has been the only 
resistance open to me, and the only help I could offer the naive American 
working-class boys the military works so hard to enlist and the innocent Iraqi 
civilians they were primed to kill.  

 

This strong pattern of altruistic motivations occurred again and again in these general activists 

(both rank-and-file, and more strongly, leaders) as they crossed LGBT issues, and worked in 

coalition with other oppressed groups on issues that often had little or no bearing on their 

personal lives, and often, little bearing on the lives of those with whom they share collective 

identity. They cared about, and worked on, a broad range of issues.  

 It is possible that growing up in homes in which political involvement was a virtue, and 

that being inspired early on, or finding an analysis by an active social movement that made sense 

of the personal, may predispose the individual who will experience discrimination to think 

beyond the box of self. It may set into place a worldview in which the activist is a member of the 

human community first, and of his or her own socially-marginalized group/s second. This 

worldview may lend itself to activists working for the good of society overall, even as they work 

for their own good. It may even lead, for the good of the greater collective, to working self-

sacrificially. This pattern of altruism existed but was not prominent in the narratives of marriage 
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activists, where self-interest was a much stronger pattern. We turn to that topic in the next 

chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5 

MARRIAGE ACTIVISTS AND THE ROLE OF SELF-INTEREST 

 

In this chapter, I analyze the narratives of marriage activists about their motivations for their 

present activism, looking at the structural background and ideological differences between these 

marriage activists and the general activists discussed in chapter four. The fact, that what marriage 

activists emphasize in their narratives contrasts with what general activists emphasize, is worthy 

of understanding. We now turn to marriage activists’ self-descriptions, and will, in chapter 6, 

assess the applicability of utility theorists for this group. 

 In their activism, those who work-for marriage strongly articulate motives of self-interest. 

I do not argue that marriage activists are never altruistic in their motivations. However, the 

preponderance of those who reported altruistic motivations, and who worked for causes from 

which they are unlikely to directly benefit, were general activists. Conversely, marriage activists 

clearly work for a cause from which most, in general, hope to directly benefit, and they were 

much more likely to describe motivations that indicate a significant degree of self-interest. 

 There is no judgment or criticism intended in my recognition of the self-interest in the 

marriage equality claim. I cast no aspersions on self-interest. Neither do I suppose that the 

“altruistic” motivation behind working for a cause from which one does not directly benefit is a 

superior, or more “moral,” motive. Adjudging one motive as “self-interested” and another as 

“altruistic,” by no means signifies or assigns a hierarchical rank or value judgment to the 

motivations delineated in my respondents’ narratives. 
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Description of Marriage Activists 

In my sample, marriage activists structurally differed from general activists – not in demographic 

ways (like age or religion) – but in their reports of initial paths into activism and in the political 

perspectives that developed on those different paths. The only strong pattern in the initial paths of 

those who work on marriage was their development of a collective (or oppositional) 

consciousness in response to experiencing discrimination. 

 Self-interest can serve as the basis of political action when personal circumstances are 

viewed as originating in political structures, and not as originating in individual merit or blame 

(Feldman, 1982). Marriage activists have a collective (or raised) consciousness grounded in the 

belief that their aggrieved circumstances originate outside of themselves, in a sociopolitical 

sphere that can be affected by collective action.  

 Overall, marriage activists reported coming to activism by developing a collective 

consciousness as a member of a structurally-disadvantaged group in response to their recognition 

of group discrimination. And, overall, their present work for the right to marry is centered in a 

self-interested concern for their ability to be, and to have their relationships, respected, and to 

protect themselves, their partners, and children in ways that are automatic for heterosexual 

couples who marry. 

 Unlike general activists, most marriage activists were not as likely to report having grown 

up in a political home or having been politicized by the social movements at mid-century, though 

leaders of both kinds did report the likelihood of defining themselves as individuals with a 

disposition that resists injustice.41 Unlike general activists, while almost all identified as liberal or 

progressive, almost no marriage activists identified as radical in their political perspectives. And 

in as much as the demand for marriage is a demand to assimilate into an already-existing, 

                                                      
41     This pattern only held true for the two kinds of leaders. 
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mainstream, heterosexual institution, marriage activists are seeking a liberal civil rights agenda 

of inclusion, not a radical liberationist agenda that would seek to deconstruct marriage and 

family.  

 Marriage activists and general activists shared many similarities. Overall, they shared 

relatively similar levels of education and income. Most, but not all, were White. Age did not set 

marriage activists apart from general activists.42 Also, in this sample, while their primary focus 

was marriage, some also dedicate part of their efforts to other LGBT-specific issues of the day, 

including: national hate crimes legislation (until the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate 

Crimes Prevention Act was signed on October 28, 2009), for the repeal of the military’s Don't 

Ask, Don't Tell (until repealed December 22, 2010), and continue to work for a national, trans-

inclusive (ENDA) Employment Non-Discrimination Act (and had worked at the state and local 

level for the 1992 inclusion of gays and lesbians in the state LAD (Law Against Discrimination) 

and for the inclusion of transgender people in LAD in 2006).43 

 

Issues of Activists Who Work-for-Marriage 

Unlike general activists, marriage activists are much less likely to split their time between LGBT-

specific and non-LGBT causes, even if they have a concern for other issues. Both leader and 

rank-and-file marriage activists work at the state and the national level. At the state level, 

marriage activists are working to change the name “civil unions” to marriage. At the national 

                                                      
42     The youngest marriage respondent was age 25, the oldest 65, with a range of 40 years and a 
mean of 49.0 with a standard deviation of 10.3. The youngest general respondent was age 19, and 
the oldest was 70, with a range of 51 years and a mean of 48 with a standard deviation of 10.6. 
 
43     Some also work on issues faced by LGBT youth in schools (including school bullying, the 
formation of Gay Straight Alliances, and LGBT-inclusive diversity curriculum), issues faced by 
LGBT teachers (covered by the New Jersey LAD), to reduce social isolation and to improve the 
status of LGBT people by consciously living openly (“out”). - For a list of the issues worked on 
by general activists see chapter 4, pages 87-88. 
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level, marriage activists are working for the repeal of the federal DOMA (Defense of Marriage 

Act), a legislative act defining marriage as “between one man and one woman,” signed into law in 

1996, after it appeared that same-sex couples had won marriage in Hawai`i.44 National level 

marriage matters to New Jersey activists for two reasons: portability and access to the federal 

benefits attached to marriage. Even when New Jersey already has a law covering an issue, like its 

hate crimes law or its transgender-inclusive45 anti-discrimination law or its civil union law, 

marriage activists understand that simply changing the law in New Jersey is not enough, because 

state-level rights are not portable (Mucciaroni, 2008, p. 9). They stop at the state line. If a same-

sex couple civilly unites (or in the future, marries) in New Jersey, they want to know that, if they 

move to or visit another state, their New Jersey civil union/marriage will be recognized there. 

Also, there are over 1,000 rights and responsibilities attached to marriage at the federal level, 

among them the right to a spousal portion of a partner’s social security, immigration rights, and 

inheritance benefits. Even when their own state allows them to marry, same-sex couples are 

excluded from the benefits the federal government provides to married, heterosexual couples. 

Therefore, New Jersey activists still stand to benefit personally from change at the federal level, 

including gaining the many rights and benefits bestowed on married couples by federal law. 

 

Limited Altruism & Levels of Self-Interest for Marriage Activi sts 

I do not assert that there is no level of altruism in the fight for marriage. Marriage activists care 

about more than themselves. They each identify as part of a group facing structural exclusions 

                                                      
44     Also since 1996, forty-one states followed suit and passed defense of marriage acts, with 
twenty-nine states now having amended their constitutions. See Table 10 – Marriage Prohibition 
by State. 
 
45     The 1992 New Jersey Law against Discrimination was amended to include gender identity in 
2006. 
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based on sexual orientation and/or gender identity. They each have concern for the social 

acceptance of other gay individuals. They care deeply that other gay people have an easier time of 

coming out, or of receiving social validation for themselves and their relationships. This concern 

extends beyond themselves alone. 

 Concern for the well-being of one’s own children is also difficult to classify as either 

self-interested or altruistic. It is self-interest in the sense that we tend to think of and discuss 

children with the language of ownership and objectification (“my kids,” “our family”).  This is 

language is very much attached to the rhetoric of marriage and family creation and to the ethics of 

monogamy. So, it can be argued that concern for one’s children and family is self-interested. Yet, 

it can also be argued that it is altruistic, in the sense that, despite the language and ideology 

connecting marriage to children, marriage exists separately from and can take place without 

reference to children, childbearing, and/or childrearing. In addition, one’s children are actually 

separate individuals and, therefore, concern for one’s own children is, in actuality, concern for 

individuals other than oneself.  

 Discussions of parenting and child-rearing are important to the marriage debate. In my 

sample, a number of activists (both marriage and general) either had, or planned to have, children. 

Six activists in my sample had children who were grown, eleven had dependent children, and 

eight planned children in the future. For those who already had children, these children had come 

into their lives in an assortment of ways. In my sample, some respondents had begotten or 

conceived children through heterosexual liaisons, married and unmarried. Other respondents had 

children through the foster care system or through domestic or international adoption. Others had 

children who had come into their lives through a family member’s negligence or untimely death. 

Still others co-parented children brought in through a partner’s prior relationships (heterosexual 

or same-sex). Still others had, or planned to have, children through assisted reproduction, 

including alternative insemination, in-vitro fertilization, and surrogacy.  
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 Yet, overall, only about one third of respondents (n=25) had, or planned to have, 

children, while close to two thirds of respondents (n=41) did not have, and did not plan to have 

children, alone or with a partner. The fact that two thirds of the sample did not have – or plan to 

have – children is not surprising given that most in my sample had come out early in life (without 

marrying heterosexually), and given the extra steps, and the intentionality, necessary for a gay or 

lesbian couple to procreate within a same-sex relationship. My expectation was that more 

marriage activists than general activists would have, or would want to have, children. This 

expectation was not borne out. While my sample is nonrandom and too small to be definitive, in 

my sample, almost half (40%) of general activists (12 out of 30) and a little more than a third 

(36%) of marriage activists (13 of 36) had, or wanted, children. Therefore, a majority of marriage 

activists in my sample worked for marriage despite not having, and not planning, children.46  

 However, activists of both kinds made rhetorical use of children when discussing the 

marriage issue, and of those activists (marriage and general) who already had children, seven 

voiced concern for their children, mentioning it as a cause for their activism. Some who planned 

to have children discussed the need for marriage to create a stable home or to help guarantee the 

long-term presence of a spouse with whom they hoped to procreate. One discussed the need for 

two incomes in a childrearing household. Another discussed the desire for one parent to stay 

home with children, especially in their earliest, most vulnerable years when the costs of childcare 

are the highest. Others who were already co-parenting discussed the need for marriage to insure 

that they would not lose custody of, or visitation with, children with whom they had bonded, 

should anything (separation, widowhood, etc.) happen to their present union or family structure. 

A great deal of this concern also gravitated toward the schools, with concern that their child/ren 

                                                      
46     See Table 13. General and Marriage Activists and Children; Age of marriage activists: 25 to 
65, range 40 years, mean of 49.0, SD 10.3. 
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might experience discrimination for having same-sex parents. Therefore, concern for children, 

expressed by activists without children, may be constructed as a form of altruism, and concern for 

one’s own (or future) children, may still be constructed as a form of limited altruism. 

 A number of respondents working-for marriage indicated that they do not expect to win 

national level marriage within their lifetimes or that at least part of their motivation is for future 

generations. This motivation is a display of some level of altruism, in that it is directed (even if 

within-group) toward others, not oneself, or toward a future one does not expect to see. Michael, 

a 46-year-old, partnered, White leader said,  

Nothing, nothing could be more important to the well-being of future generations 
of LGBT youth than winning national marriage equality today, because the 
freedom to marry will be the ultimate signal to LGBT youth that they can aspire 
to the same dreams as the rest of society. When I grew up, the dream of the all-
American family – to marry the person you love, have children if you want – was 
accessible only to straight people. What winning marriage will do to the self-
esteem of youth in future generations is immeasurable! They will no longer be 
deprived of one of the great milestones of life. And that will be my all-time 
dream! It’s for them that we’re fighting to marry, more than fighting for people 
like my partner and I [sic] today, it’s for them that we’re fighting for marriage 
equality.  

 

Yet, this altruism is not like that of general activists, who expend their energy in pursuit of social 

justice issues that do not affect them directly. In regard to the marriage equality claim, even if 

part of an activist’s motivation is directed toward the benefit of others, they are others like 

themselves. This is a mixed altruism, in that the same effort is also likely to benefit the activist. 

And even when an activist locates success far enough in the future that they would be unlikely to 

directly benefit, like Michael, activists’ narratives are full of self-reference – reference to their 

own life experience, denied dreams, and hopes for a future free of stigma. This is a mix of 

altruism and self-interest that is different than that which we find with the general activists. 
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 Overall, the marriage claim is grounded in self-interest and working to rectify social 

wrongs for one’s own group is, at its core, a form of self-interest. Three quarters of the marriage 

activists I interviewed were partnered. The remainder indicated the desire to be partnered. More 

than half of the partnered marriage activists had been legally united under New Jersey’s 2007 

civil union law (passed a year to two before the majority of my interviews). Overall, the majority 

of marriage activists, both leaders and rank-and-file, indicate in their narratives that their work-

for marriage, at both the national and state-levels, is motivated by their desire to protect 

themselves and their own (or future) partners and children. They are motivated by the desire to 

have the right to transform a partner into a fully-legal spouse, entitled to all the rights and 

privileges of heterosexual spouses.  

 While activists argue, and the independent NJ Civil Union Review Commission 

(NJCURC, 2008) agrees that civil unions are not always treated as equal in social and 

institutional settings, legally, New Jersey civil union partners already have all state-level rights. 

Nevertheless, the federal DOMA allows for the federal government and individual states to 

violate the “full faith and credit” clause of the U.S. Constitution (article IV, section 1),47 by not 

recognizing legal marriages conducted in other states, creating multiple issues for couples who 

marry (or are civilly-united) in regard to portability (if they then travel or move) and in regard to 

federal protections. The impact of the federal DOMA on the full faith and credit clause is keenly 

felt in the lived experience of partnered activists in this sample who: fear their state-level rights to 

hospital visitation, child custody rulings, and second parent recognition will not be respected out-

of-state; and who must calculate and file separate federal and state income taxes; must pay 

income tax on their partner’s health insurance benefits; must anticipate not being able to inherit 
                                                      
47     Text of the Full Faith and Credit Clause (U.S. Constitution, article IV, section 1)  28 U.S.C. 
§ 1738: Such Acts, records and judicial proceedings or copies thereof, so authenticated, shall 
have the same full faith and credit in every court within the US and it Territories and Possessions 
as they have by law or usage in the courts of such State, Territory or Possession from which they 
are taken. 
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their partners’ social security insurance death benefits; are subject, if wealth sufficient, to federal 

inheritance tax and more. Because of DOMA, confusion is created and couples/families with 

legal recognition in one state lose their legal status when they cross the state line, rendering them 

vulnerable, sometimes in emergency situations. This ambiguous legality affects both spousal and 

2nd-parent/child relationships. 

 At its core, the marriage claim is a self-interested claim for full, legal, equal rights with 

heterosexual couples. To fulfill this goal, change is necessary at the federal level.48 State-level 

legal relationships mean little as long as the federal DOMA remains on the books. However, 

marriage activists continue to work within the state of New Jersey to change civil unions into 

civil marriage for two reasons: 1) movement strategists are working toward gaining marriage in 

enough states that DOMA becomes burdensome and the denial of marriage culturally absurd, and 

2) out of the belief (or experience) that using a lesser term than marriage demeans same-sex 

unions in the minds of ordinary citizens and empowers bigots and bureaucrats to continue to treat 

same-sex partners in discriminatory ways. 

 Maureen, a 49-year-old White rank-and-file activist, partnered for over twenty years but 

without children, who reported coming to activism through the collective identity she developed 

during the AIDS crisis) has a vested and very personal interest in national marriage or the repeal 

of the federal DOMA, which would force the federal government to recognize New Jersey law 

and treat New Jersey couples as legally united. She said:  

In New Jersey, we're very lucky. We have civil unions. But our income tax just 
got more complicated! We have to figure out our taxes jointly, then use that 
information for the state of New Jersey. Then figure them out again as if we’re 
single, and file those federally. And it costs us more that way! It's blatant 
discrimination. And then, my partner can’t even get my social security someday. 

                                                      
48     Either federal legislation, or a constitutional amendment, granting same-sex marriage, or 
repeal of the federal DOMA, so that the federal government and all states must honor legal same-
sex marriages enacted in other states. 
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Also because of the issues with DOMA, Doreen, a 46-year-old White leader who told of coming 

to activism through collective identity and who has also worked for domestic partnership 

legislation, the Law Against Discrimination, and various Pride events, is concerned about legal 

recognition of her family when she travels. In New Jersey, she is recognized as the legal co-

parent of the children she and her partner had by alternative insemination, but she is 

uncomfortable with how ethereal both her parental status and her partnered status become when 

she leaves New Jersey. It is this self-interest that motivates her present leadership in the fight for 

marriage nationally and the fight to change New Jersey civil unions to civil marriage. She said: 

There is a quilt work across the country – civil unions here, marriage there, 
domestic partnerships somewhere else – and then, absolutely no relationship 
recognition [in most states]. I can drive across the country and my partner, to 
whom I am civilly united at home, changes as I drive. When I step across the 
border into Pennsylvania or into most other states, my legal status to my partner 
and children suddenly disappears. This is an unreasonable and unfair burden on 
us. So, marriage is the most critical challenge facing the LGBT community. 

 

Emma, a 52-year-old White rank-and-file activist, partnered and co-parenting a child she and her 

partner had together, who reported coming to activism through her collective consciousness as a 

lesbian has a self-interest in each state recognizing other states’ marriage and second-parent 

adoption laws. While her legal connection to her child is on stronger ground now with a New 

Jersey civil union, she grounds her activism in her experience at the time of the child’s birth in an 

anti-gay state which has left her with the feeling that their connection remains legally tenuous 

outside the state. She said: 

We need marriage because of co-parenting rights. I know a woman who was a 
committed parent, but as soon as [she and her partner] broke up, her ex wouldn't 
let her see their son anymore. If they had been married, her visitation rights 
would have been secure. To an extent, we have [some of] those protections now 
in New Jersey, but not if [your partner] leaves the state. There’s that case in the 
news where the couple had a civil union in Vermont. And when they split up, the 
birth mother went all evangelical and went back to Virginia and used Virginia’s 
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laws to have herself declared the only parent.49 When we had our daughter, we 
lived in a very anti-gay state, with no second parent adoption for someone of the 
same sex. The only way I could have adopted her would have been for my 
partner to sign away all of her legal rights. So, on paper, I was nothing to our 
daughter, except that my partner made me legal guardian if she died. If we move 
back there, I become nothing once again. 

 

Marriage activists (state-wide and nationally) speak of obtaining “equal rights and benefits,” and 

equal respect. Primary in these “rights and benefits” is the right to designate a significant other as 

one’s legal “next of kin.” Geoff, a 56-year-old, White, leader, partnered and without children, 

who grounds his activism in coming to collective identity and who has dedicated many years to 

reducing gay and lesbian social isolation), worries about end-of-life issues, like social security 

and inheritance taxes. He describes his motivation for working on marriage, “I began to work for 

marriage when I realized it affected us financially. A bell went off. I thought, “I don't have the 

same [inheritance] rights!” That’s when I got involved.”  

 Continuing with the next of kin theme, activists discussed their experiences with 

disrespect of their relationships, and added fears based on the experiences of friends and 

acquaintances and on narratives shared within the movement. For Fran, a 38-year-old White rank-

and-file activist, who is partnered with one child and has no prior history of activism), the tenuous 

nature of the relationship status provided by civil unions is not hypothetical, but terrifyingly 

present and real. She highlighted her concerns when she said: 

Marriage is an issue for me, because I can’t designate my partner as my next of 
kin. If I married a man, we would decide for each other in a medical situation. If 
one of us died, the other would automatically finish raising our children. And we 
would inherit from each other, no tax, no family law suits. We would receive 
each other’s pensions and social security benefits. We could file our [federal] 
taxes jointly. What I’m most concerned with is being able to have medical say. 
We had a friend who was brain damaged in a car accident. Her partner didn’t 
have any say in her care, not even with their civil union. They wouldn’t even let 

                                                      
49     Lambda Legal 2010. 
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her in, and this was a New Jersey hospital, until her partner’s sister said so. And 
it worries me, too, that we won’t be respected.  

 

Health care access is another issue that frequently arises in the discussion of marriage. About half 

of activists working-for-marriage expressed a desire for universal access to health care. Two 

thirds of these expressed this concern, even though they and their partner did not personally suffer 

from a lack of access. The rest keenly felt this need on a personal level.  

 Because of the federal DOMA, the partner health insurance added to a lesbian or gay 

employee’s benefits package is (federally) taxable income. A number of respondents reported that 

the monies paid out in federal tax greatly reduced their overall financial benefit from the 

coverage, such that by the time the tax was withheld monthly it was equivalent in cost to a low-

end, group rate, health insurance premium. 

 June, a 51-year-old White rank-and-file activist, who is partnered without children, and 

has not been involved in other movements or issues, spoke for this group when she talked about 

her struggles covering her civil union partner and her frustration at being taxed on her own 

partner’s benefits. 

I can finally cover my partner on my health insurance. Thank God! She can get 
her teeth cleaned! [laughter] My partner’s self-employed, and it’s been pretty 
scary all these years. She had to try not to get sick, because it would cut such a 
hole in our budget. But now the HR Department is having a hell of a time 
figuring out how much to withhold from my check. Because of DOMA, her 
benefits are taxable income for me. And we’re the lucky ones! You still hear 
about companies finding loopholes not to give benefits to civil union partners.50 
But straight couples don’t pay tax on spousal benefits.  

 

Jose, a 27-year-old Latino rank-and-file activist, who has also worked in HIV/AIDS activism, 

said,  

                                                      
50     GSE 2008a. 
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There’ve been so many times we’ve struggled over health insurance. Times he’s 
been covered, and I haven’t. Times I’ve been covered, but he wasn’t.  One way 
or the other, it’s an issue. But if we’d been married, it wouldn’t have been. On a 
daily basis, it’s scary. It’s a very insecure way to live. 

 

Peeling back the layers further, beyond the legal next-of-kin issues and health insurance benefits, 

the demand for marriage may also be rooted in the hearts and flowers of the mainstream myth of 

romance. LGBT individuals are not immune to the ideological common currency of finding “the 

one” person who is “right for you” and “living happily ever after” (Allegra, 1999; Tolman, 2000; 

Shelton, 2008; Radway, 1991). As Plummer points out, sexual meanings within relationships are 

“humanly constructed.” They are “composed and orchestrated” within socially constructed scripts 

that “give shape to our sexuality” (2002, pp. 24, 26). Growing up in the United States, nothing 

shields LGBT individuals from the general cultural discourse of sexual relationships, of love, and 

of marriage. As Keith, a 35-year-old single White leader, who began his activism with the 

marriage movement, expressed it, “I’ve always dreamed about having someone love me forever! 

You grow up hearing it. One of these days, I’m going to find him, and when I do, I want to marry 

and live happily ever after.” 

 In her study of couples who had commitment ceremonies (conducted before it was 

possible to marry/have a civil union in any state), Hull found that the “power of marriage as a 

cultural resource lies in the fact that its dominant meanings are so widely shared in contemporary 

Western culture” (Hull, 2006, p. 197; Swidler, 2001). For almost a decade, Jackie, a 55-year-old 

White leader, partnered but without children has dedicated many after work hours, up to 30 per 

week, to enlisting others in the cause of legalizing same-sex unions in New Jersey. She discusses 

her motivation in working-for-marriage as grounded in her own sense of romantic connection, 

creating a self-interested desire to fully marry her partner: 

Quite simply, I work for marriage because I fell in love. I met my partner, and we 
just hit it off like spontaneous combustion. So that’s what motivated me to fight 
for domestic partnership, and then marriage . . . . We got domestic partnered the 
first day, in 2004. We got married in Canada as soon as we could. Then we got 
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civil unioned in early 2007. When New Jersey gets marriage, we’ll get married 
again. And when we get federal marriage, we’ll get married again then too. The 
way I feel toward her is married.  

 

Digging deeper still, marriage also represents a host of inlaid social implications. Being fully, 

legally, able to marry – and to call it marriage – is grounded in a strong, assimilative longing for 

many LGBT individuals. Being able to legally, civilly marry – even without the approval of most 

religions – would be a sort of secular imprimatur, a way of society saying that gay people are just 

like everybody else.  

 In the stage of coming out to oneself, the process of gay identity formation requires self-

recognition as part of a socially-disparaged group (Troiden, 1988; Shokeid, 1995). While, with 

the success of the movement and the passage of time, the sharpness of this self-revelation may be 

decreasing (Seidman, 2002), the majority of my marriage respondents came to identity in a time 

when being gay meant being socially despised. While the opposition to same-sex marriage is 

grounded in a resistance to normalizing gay relationships, thereby diluting heterosexual privilege 

(Mucciaroni, 2008, pp. 67, 89), for my respondents, the implications of civil marriage extend far 

beyond the gay couple, to the gay individual. There is substantial evidence that, politically, it is 

easier to sanction the symbol of the gay individual than the public image of the sexually-intimate, 

same-sex couple (Mucciaroni, 2008, p. 9). Therefore, it could be more politically expedient to 

fight for laws against discrimination (like ENDA) than to fight for marriage rights. Yet, for my 

respondents, if gay people can legally marry, it will be as if society is saying that the gay 

individual is normal, having only a slightly different sexual object choice for which they should 

no longer face social opprobrium. Marriage is seen as a path to ending, or significantly reducing, 

individual-level discrimination. At its core, the marriage claim is a claim for full, legal, equal 

rights with heterosexual individuals. Inherent in the marriage claim is a concern for the gay 

individual.  
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 While this way of thinking conflicts with queer theory, and some of the general activists I 

interviewed did indeed worry about the loss of the transgressive edge of the gay and queer 

movements (Sycamore, 2004; Harris, 1999), the marriage activists I interviewed were looking for 

inclusion in the American mainstream. (Both lesbian and gay male marriage activists expressed a 

strong belief in monogamy and did not discuss sexual histories that may have been affected by 

the queer and sexual liberation movements of the past.)  

 For some, it is also self-affirmation. Ron, a 35-year-old White leader, partnered and 

without children, who reported coming to activism through collective identity and has also 

worked in party politics, described a self-interested motive for his current marriage activism when 

he said, “My activism is about me. I deserve equal rights. I deserve the right to marry my partner, 

if I choose, just as much as any man. Working for marriage is me standing up for me.” 

 The intersection of religion and same-sex orientation is one fraught with emotion and, 

often, fear and guilt. The pressure to stay in the closet can be intense. Marissa, a 45-year-old 

Black leader, partnered and co-parenting her partners’ birth children, who located her activism in 

her own experience of discrimination, describes her motivation for marriage as rooted in her 

childhood experience and her adult interest in navigating that intersection with her mother:  

I fight for marriage because if, as a kid, I knew that it would be alright to get 
married to the girl I wanted – to take her out on dates and take her to the prom – I 
wouldn't have been in the closet, and I wouldn't have been suicidal over it. Even 
now, if I could bring my woman home, not as my civil union partner, but as my 
wife, I feel like my [very religious] mom would have a different reaction.  

 

For marriage activists, their interest in marriage, both nationally and in New Jersey, is one they 

hope will affect their overall level of social acceptance. Whether they are partnered (with or 

without a civil union) or single, a majority of marriage activists harbor the hope that gaining 

marriage (especially at the national level) will dramatically affect social acceptance for LGBT 
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couples and individuals. Jennifer, a 47-year-old single Black, leader, without children, working 

on marriage and trans acceptance) is representative of many who describe their self-interested 

hope that when couples can marry across the nation, acceptance will increase for all gay 

individuals—including for themselves:  

Marriage is so crucial, because as we get relationship recognition, we also get 
recognition as individuals. It helps me be out as much as a single lesbian, because 
if they can accept me with a lover, they can accept me as a gay person. When you 
validate the marriage, you validate the people. 

 

In connection with the hope that validating marriage will be validating the people making the 

marriages, a number of respondents expressed the expectation that obtaining marriage will lower 

rates of gay teen suicide, and ease the coming out process, expecting that after marriage equality, 

parents of gay children will be less concerned and more open to their son or daughter’s sexual 

orientation.  

 My respondents also discussed the impact of their legal ceremonies on extended family, 

friends, and colleagues. They found that their legal unions had helped create an environment that 

is less indifferent, or hostile, to the success of their relationships (respondents’ interviews), thus 

decreasing stigmatization and increasing the stability of their commitments, at least, in the eyes of 

others (Hull, 2006, p. 197). 

 Elizabeth, a 55-year-old White rank-and-file activist, with a history of work for women’s 

pay equity, and her partner incorporated the symbolic resources of marriage (ibid) in a licensed 

ceremony, officiated by an ordained clergyperson, under a chuppah, and with all willing 

acquaintances and family in attendance. Her sense is that the cultural trappings of marriage 

conflated with the legal status of their union, to create a socially-valid marriage in the eyes of 

those who respected them enough to attend: 
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A lot of people where we work came to our ceremony. And I think it made me 
feel freer to be out at work. And there’s no doubt in my mind, when I walk down 
the hall, that they see me as married. That’s why we invited [them], because if 
you witness it with your own eyes [you see the couple] as partners for life.  

 

Alex, a 55-year-old White rank-and-file activist, partnered and without children, who has also 

worked in AIDS activism) described the way his family changed toward his partner and him 

when they enacted the “legal and cultural dimensions” of marriage. He said: 

I’ve seen the power of it in my own family. My partner wanted to exchange rings 
just between us, because he found it more personal. But I was like, “No! It has to 
be witnessed by our families.” My family pulled out all the stops. Suddenly our 
relationship took on a whole different meaning . . . .  It just flipped the switch! In 
all the years we were together, they never even asked when our anniversary was. 
Now we get gifts every year. It was a hugely supportive, life-changing kind of 
event.  

 

Nevertheless, many of my respondents remain dissatisfied with their consignment to the “separate 

but unequal” designation of civil unions, and continue to insist on the necessity of access to the 

full legal/cultural construction of marriage – including the name marriage – in order to 

sufficiently satisfy the enactment of the cultural myths of romance and enact the full normative 

power of law (Hull, 2006, p. 197; Swidler, 2001). As Jackie, discussed above, said, “Getting the 

word marriage will normalize everything. It's clear that when you say, “This is my civil union 

partner,” that people don't understand what you're saying. They understand wife. They understand 

married. They don’t understand “civil unioned.” Or as Doreen (also discussed above) added, “The 

word affects behavior. A lesser term gives stupid people a license to be stupid. Relationship 

recognition will cause a more normalized view by others – and ourselves. To have full respect, 

and full self-respect, we have to have the word.” 

 Overall, New Jersey activists working for marriage came to their activism via their own 

recognition of themselves as part of a legally-disadvantaged group. They desire to change New 
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Jersey law further, so that instead of civil unions, they can have civil marriages. Their desire for 

civil marriage rises out of an increasing sense that the general populace (and sometimes 

bureaucrats) often choose not to respect civil unions (NJCURC, 2008; GSE, 2008b; GSE, 2010) –  

a status that marks their unions as different (and hence, lesser). They believe that institutional 

representatives and the general public would be forced to respect civil marriages, in the same way 

that they respect the civil marriages of heterosexual couples. They hold out great hope for the 

“M” word, the hope of equal treatment for couples in private and institutional settings, and the 

more hidden hope of equal acceptance and approval for LGBT individuals in a society that allows 

same-sex couples to marry. If the gay individual’s relationship can be stamped as valid, the gay 

individual – whose mark of difference is sexual object choice – ceases to be so marked. 

 In addition, New Jersey activists working-for-marriage have a strong sense of self-

interest in the attainment of national marriage. They want legislation, or a court ruling, or the 

repeal of the Defense of Marriage Act because any of these will open the doorway for them to 

marry their partner of choice and have that marriage be portable if they move or travel. Even 

though it is illegal to discriminate in the state of New Jersey, New Jersey activists are concerned 

that they may suffer discrimination, when they travel outside of their state. They are concerned 

about having to move, for reasons of employment or extended family ties, to locations where they 

will no longer enjoy the freedoms they have begun to enjoy in New Jersey since 2006.  

 New Jersey activists working-for-marriage have a strong sense of indignation at the 

inequities still present in the legal system toward those who are LGBT, and though they enjoy a 

great many more legal freedoms and rights than do LGBT people in most other states, they are 

not lulled into complacency by their good fortune. Rather, they are driven from the warmth of 

their private lives into activist endeavors by the belief that marriage equality – especially 

nationally-recognized marriage equality – will bring great relief to themselves and to present and 

future generations of LGBT individuals and couples nationwide.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 

 

We are not going away. We won’t die secret deaths anymore.  
The world only spins forward. We will be citizens.  

The time has come.51 

 

In this chapter I will summarize the main findings of this study and examine their implications in 

light of the literatures on social movements, on pathways into activism, and on the role of 

altruism and self-interest in social movements.  

 Using New Jersey as a case study of a national movement, this dissertation is a look 

inside a single state segment of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender struggle for equal 

rights. Through the lens of activist interviews, I looked at the stories activists I interviewed told 

about how they first became involved in social movement causes (their paths into activism). I 

asked what factors might motivate individuals to give of their time, energy, and finances for 

change on social issues. I also wanted to discover activists’ narratives about the motivations 

underlying their present work, their cohesion around the issues of the day and, within the broader 

array of demands, around the claim for marriage equality. I asked activists toward which issues 

they directed their efforts and why. I wanted to know if there were differences between activists 

who work-for, and those who do not work-for, marriage. I found pattern differences in activists’ 

answers, both in their reported paths into activism and in their reported motivations for their 

current work. I found less striking, but nevertheless apparent, pattern differences between leaders 

and rank-and-file activists. And I found a counterintuitive lack of pattern differences in regard to 

both gender and age cohort, and will in this chapter theorize possible explanations for why this 

study varies from other studies in those regards. 

                                                      
51     Character of Prior Walter in Tony Kushner’s, Angels in America (Nichols 2003). 
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 Since the late 1960s, in the United States, a continually-evolving trajectory of hot lesbian, 

gay, bisexual, and transgender movements (lesbian feminism, gay liberation, AIDS activism, 

coming out and (civilian and military) anti-discrimination movements, transgender advocacy, and 

the marriage equality movement) have possessed the necessary resources of money, time, and 

associational networks to press their political claims. The factors underlying the resilience and 

success of these movements confirm the findings and conditions of both political process and 

resource mobilization theory (Tilly, 2004; Tarrow, 1998, 1994; McAdam et al., 1996; McAdam, 

1982). 

 In a democracy (or representative republic) with a public religion centered on a rights-

based ideology (Wuthnow, 1994), LGBT constituents have had sufficient “worthiness, unity, 

numbers, and commitment,” or “WUNC” (Tilly, 2004), to demand that the entrenched status quo 

come to include LGBT individuals in the rights of full, and out-of-the-closet, citizenship. This 

public religion of inalienable citizenship rights has been generally sufficient to insure the physical 

safety of those pressing LGBT demands.  

 From the time of the post-second world war homophile movements, pre-existing 

organizations have provided rhetoric (social movement frames), and analyses, permitted 

organizing, and created opportunity for collective action. LGBT activists have used a range of 

direct action strategies, including: petition and signature drives, mass meetings, rallies, protests, 

street demonstrations (sometimes with street theater), marches, parades, and boycotts. This 

confluence of resources has radically altered the self-image of LGBT peoples, both individually 

and collectively. As Seidman argues, while we are not yet fully “beyond the closet,” the day 

when his title may be more broadly true appears to be visible on the horizon (2002). 
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Pattern Differences 

In chapter 3, I looked at reported pattern differences in activists’ narrations of their pathways into 

activism. In my sample, gay and lesbian movement constituents reported four main influences 

(known as “pathways” in the social movement literature) as they first became involved in social 

movement activism: the development of a collective identity in response to the experience of 

discrimination, a self-perception52 as having a disposition (also known as “personality” in the 

social movement literature) that rebels against injustice, being raised in a political home, and 

exposure to social movements during their youth. With the exception of their experience of (and 

response to) discrimination, these reported influences on activists’ pathways sorted in different 

ways for different groups. 

 Almost all of my respondents described their experience of discrimination as having 

played a formative role in the development of their political awareness and early impetus to 

activism. They reported developing a sense of collective consciousness, an identity as a member 

of one or more socially-marginalized groups. Sometimes, their first awareness of difference was 

based on race, sometimes gender, sometimes gender identity, class, religion, or another factor. It 

was clear that, for my sample, political consciousness as an outsider from the mainstream played 

an important motivational role in activist engagement.53  

                                                      

52     Activists’ perceptions of their own personalities neither provides evidence that their self-
assessment is true nor constitutes an explanation of how or why an individual would develop a 
particular personality structure. The other three patterns are social in nature. Self-perception is a 
purely internal description. It does not explain anything. Nevertheless, like being raised in a 
political home and exposure to social movements, the narrative report of a rebellious disposition 
sorted in interesting ways, being reported almost exclusively by leaders (¾ general leaders, ½ 
marriage leaders). 

53     Race played a role only in the narratives of respondents of color. Gender played a role only 
in the narratives of female respondents. Gender identity played a role only in the narratives of 
respondents who were transgender. Race and gender were common sources of early politicization 
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 Each reported, ultimately, becoming aware of difference based on sexual orientation and 

developing a group identity as part of a sexual orientation minority. They described this 

recognition of minority status as a strong personal impetus toward involvement in the movement. 

Even though my respondents did not, in this regard, vary from each other, they do vary from 

individuals who are not sexually marginalized. They also differ from those who, while sexually 

marginalized, do not allow the experience of outsider status to politicize them. One of the 

limitations of this study is the fact that I did not study non-activists, so it would not be possible 

for me to say in what ways they differ from those who do not allow their outsider status to 

politicize them. However, activists in my sample described this recognition of discrimination as 

key to their initial path into activism. 

 My finding, that developing a collective consciousness as part of a marginalized group is 

a necessary precursor to activism, confirms other studies. Ginsburg (1998) and Luker (1984) both 

found that abortion activists were motivated by pivotal points along their life course that 

highlighted a lack of fit between their ideal life and their lived experience. Many have also been 

motivated through a sense of shared group interest as traditional or religious women, fighting for 

a way of life they fear is fading – stay-at-home motherhood (ibid). Conversely, many pro-choice 

advocates also became activist out of the recognition of common cause with other women in 

regard to control of reproduction. Other researchers have also found that collective consciousness 

formation plays a role in political activism (Jasper & Poulsen, 1995; Fodor, 2010; Warren, 2010; 

McGuire, Stewart & Curtin, 2010; Duncan, 1999; Fendrick, 1977; Fendrick & Lovoy, 1988; 

McAdam, 1986; Walsh & Warland, 1983). The activists I interviewed each had a sense of 

common cause as a member of a sexual minority. 

                                                                                                                                                              
in the narratives of those in my sample, while class and religion arose infrequently. Gender 
identity was limited to, but reported by all four of, the respondents who were transgender. 
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 Activists reported taking collective consciousness a step further and developing an 

oppositional (and self-affirming) consciousness as well (Mansbridge, 2001; Sherrill, 1993, p. 112; 

Van Sant, 2008). They reported that their sense of LGBT identity is grounded in a righteous 

indignation at the personal and political discrimination they (and others who are LGBT) have, 

and do, experience. They are part of an active front of resistance against the ongoing social 

definition of their collective identity as deviant. And they report having actively worked, both at 

the personal and the collective level, to change that identity into one that is self-validated and has 

the tensile strength to demand change across time (Mansbridge & Morris, 2001, pp. 1&4-6; 

Cassell, 1989; Sarachild, 1973; CWLU, 1971; Brownmiller, 2000; Crosbie, 1997).  

 As with other movements, LGBT movements have generated multiple analyses of 

oppression (frames) intended to raise the consciousness of potential, but still unmobilized, 

movement constituents (Snow & Benford, 2000). The activists I interviewed report having been 

influenced by these rhetorical constructions themselves, such that they report a general cohesion 

of views on current movement issues – like the repeal of the military’s “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” 

policy or passage of the federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act.  

 Before I began my study using modified grounded theory, I expected that, within-

movement, there would be competing narratives and perspectives about movement demands 

(including, but not limited to) the demand for the right to marry. Modified grounded theory 

allowed me to approach the field with an openness to change. I did not enter the field to test prior 

theory and hypotheses (as in deductive research). Neither did I enter the field without theory or 

hypotheses, and allow both to emerge purely from the data (as in grounded theory or inductive 

research). I entered the field with somewhat less structure than if I had been testing the 

hypotheses of others, and somewhat more structure than if I had used grounded theory alone (I 

had an interview schedule, had done prior reading, and had formulated my own loose 
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hypotheses). I also entered with the intent, as with grounded theory, to allow further hypotheses 

and theory to emerge.  

 Grounded Theory, even though modified, allowed me to find patterns in the data that I 

am unlikely to have noticed without use of its perspective. In deductive research, the researcher 

enters the field to confirm or disconfirm hypotheses generated by existing theory and literature. In 

inductive research, also known as (unmodified) grounded theory, the researcher enters the field 

without hypotheses and generates theory from the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). By combining 

the two (modified grounded theory), I remained open to emergent themes, rendering myself more 

likely to note, and analyze, recurring patterns that arose in respondents’ narratives in the field. 

The use of the modified grounded theory perspective allows the researcher the best of both forms 

– a sense of preexisting theory and some loosely formed hypotheses and an intentional openness 

to emergent themes. A thought or perspective mentioned once or twice in passing may not garner 

much research attention, but grounded theory keeps the researcher alert to recurrent themes, 

requiring the researcher to update their interview schedule and pursue new questions based on 

recurring patterns. Coming to the data in this way allows patterns to emerge that one would not, 

necessarily, have hypothesized in advance.  

 Nothing in the literature led me to hypothesize the movement as a continuous flowing 

stream, but because of grounded theory, I was able to note and analyze ideological connections 

that arose in activists’ narratives about past and present movement claims. Their narratives led me 

to develop theory about the movement as an ongoing, semi-unitary demand with its own internal 

continuity. 

 Also, even though they are narrative self-reports and not evidence of psychological fact, 

the patterns in activists’ stories about their “pathways” into activism arose in the field. While they 

do confirm a body of social movement literature, I had not developed hypotheses or expectations 
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about these patterns in advance, and was not initially seeking to confirm or disconfirm that body 

of literature. Therefore, I am unlikely to have noted or analyzed these patterns without grounded 

theory.  

 Also, because of grounded theory, I was able to hear the pathos, passion, and longing 

hope (underlying all four kinds of respondents’ discussion) of the normalization of the gay 

couple, that it will, ultimately, contribute to the normalization of the gay individual, bringing a 

day when discrimination becomes all but a thing of the past.54 It is less likely that I would have 

heard this undertone about the gay individual, in the midst of this couple debate, if I hadn’t, 

because of grounded theory, remained open to emergent findings. 

 My findings do both confirm and disconfirm a number of findings of other researchers 

(deductive research). I also both confirmed and disconfirmed a number of my own hypotheses. 

Initially, I hypothesized that individuals working for an organization that worked primarily for 

marriage (like Garden State Equality) would demonstrate differences in their opinions of the 

various movement demands from individuals working for organizations that primarily work for 

more general goals than marriage (like Lambda Legal, the Human Rights Campaign, and AIDS 

organizations). The differences of opinions were much smaller than I anticipated and did not sort 

according to organizational lines. I also expected that individuals with political critiques of 

marriage (e.g. lesbian feminists) would oppose the demand for marriage. That expectation was 

not borne out. While some activists did express concern about the marriage demand, overall, this 

hypothesis was disconfirmed. I found an unexpected cohesion around movement goals.  

 In general, activists who opposed war or involvement in the military, still supported the 

repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” and activists with strong backgrounds in lesbian feminism, gay 

liberation, or who identified as queer (or gender queer) or polyamorous still supported the right to 

                                                      
54     See section, The Gay Dyad versus The Gay Individual, page153. 
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marry – for those who desire such legal ties. This confirms Hull’s finding (2006) that, within 

movement, opposition to the marriage claim is, for all practical purposes, nearly nonexistent. 

Because I intentionally included older activists in my sample, activists who had participated in 

feminist critiques of the institution of marriage and in the gay liberation and sexual freedom 

movements of the last half-century, I expected to find significant resistance to the marriage 

claim.55 I do not claim that the marriage demand failed to generate any concern for activists in my 

sample. It did, however, generate very little, and across the state, it has failed to generate any 

organized within-movement opposition, perhaps, in part, because rights-based movement 

analyses have generated a general cohesion about core issues.  

 Many of the activists I interviewed also reported a sense of collective (or even 

oppositional) consciousness across interlocking oppressions of race and class and gender, and, 

often, across their life course (especially for my general activists), worked in multiple movements 

(Hill Collins, 2000; Hall, 1983; Lorde, 1984, 1983; Davis, 1989, 1981; Smith, 2000). This 

consciousness motivates the individual to do more than free ride on the civil rights-based labor of 

others (Miller, 2002; Taylor & Whittier, 1999, p. 179; Ferree & Hess, 1985; Touraine, 1985). 

This is so, especially when collective consciousness is coupled with political efficacy, or the hope 

of the ability to make change (Van Sant, 2008; Engel, 2001, pp. 15-6; Tarrow, 1994; Hrebenar, 

1997; Kitschelt, 1995; Courville & Piper, 2004, pp. 41, 48, 50; Lange, 2002; Presser & Sen, 

2001; Lubell & Vedlitz, 2006, p. 149). 

 My data suggests that the argument of Duncan (1999), and Duncan & Steward (2007), 

that disposition (or “personality”) may also operates as a microstructural factor in social 

                                                      
55     I did not interview bisexuals, and while I did interview four transgender individuals, it is 
possible that one limitation of this data might be that there exists (and that I missed) a resistance 
to the marriage claim among transgender or bisexual individuals who might resent the emphasis 
on marriage as frequently not related to their issues. Though the four transgender individuals I 
interviewed seem to indicate that many may also feel that marriage does, or can, affect them. 
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movement activism may have weight. In my sample, three quarters of general leaders, and one 

half of marriage leaders, reported the sense that they both possessed a psychological disposition 

that resists injustice or oppression, and that their efforts were capable of producing a positive 

effect. According to these theorists, personality or disposition itself can function as a form of 

personal political efficacy, in that, certain individuals are more likely to view themselves as 

connected to – and in  part, responsible to, relatively distant political events and policies (Curtin, 

Stewart & Duncan, 2010; McAdam, 1986; Peterson, Smirles, & Wentworth, 1997). They believe 

in their own, innate ability to comprehend and to change the political decisions of others 

(Courville & Piper, 2004, pp. 41, 48, 50; Lange, 2002; Presser & Sen, 2001).56 The feeling of 

personal efficacy described in the narratives of activist leaders in my sample may be related to 

psychological disposition. 

 According to these theorists, the sense of efficacy may also be affected by education and 

social background. Overall, activists in my sample were relatively well-educated and well-

situated, but my sample may have been skewed in regard to education and social background. It is 

possible, or even likely, that my networks of affiliation, which helped to bring in my convenience 

sample, were less likely to contain working-class respondents than is true of the movement at 

large. In my sample, average income was above the Census mean, and 54 (of 66) informants held 

bachelor’s degrees or higher. Since this pattern predominated among leaders, rather than rank-

and-file, it is possible that this sense of an inner psychological disposition resistant to injustice is 

a factor in differentiating those who will become leaders from those who will give less time and 

effort to making change. It is also probable that this sense of self, this sense of a particular 

personality or disposition, at least for general activists, may be correlated with the early 

socialization of growing up in a political home and/or being exposed to social movements in 

adolescence or young adulthood (both more prominent among general activists than among 
                                                      
56     This is a psychological perspective rather than an essentialist perspective. 
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marriage activists). My study thus confirms the findings of other researchers on the importance of 

the factor of personality (or disposition) and on political efficacy. 

 In my sample, more than half of all general leaders and more than half of general rank-

and-file activists reported growing up in homes where political involvement was modeled as part 

of one’s duty as a citizen. Researchers have found that being reared by parents who enact an 

involvement ideology is correlated with being politically involved across the lifespan (Braungart 

& Braungart, 1990; Curtin, Stewart & Duncan, 2010; Beck & Jennings, 1982; Sherkat & Blocker, 

1994). My sample thus confirms this finding of social movement theorists, in that, activists for 

whom participation was modeled both became, and stayed, involved across their life course. This 

participatory norm correlated with their decreased sense of political fatalism, or apathy, and their 

increased sense of political efficacy. 

 Other research indicates that individuals who are exposed to social movement climates in 

adolescence or young adulthood – even in contradistinction to their families of origin57 – are also 

more likely to both become, and remain, politically involved (Duncan, 1999; Fendrick, 1977; 

Fendrich & Lovoy, 1988; McAdam, 1986; Braungart & Braungart, 1990; Cole, Zucker, & 

Ostrove, 1982; McGuire, Stewart, & Curtin, 2010; Beck & Jennings, 1982). This effect is, in part, 

a result of the ideological consciousness-raising of movement rhetoric and, in part, an 

internalization of the modeling of a resistance perceived as heroic by individuals who also suffer 

oppression (Henderson-King & Stewart, 1999; Bargad & Hyde, 1991; Duncan, 1999, p. 612; 

Lubell & Vedlitz, 2006; Fodor, 2010; Peterson, Smirles, & Wentworth, 1997; Cole, Zucker, & 

                                                      
57     I argue that growing up in a political home and being influenced by active social movements 
are not identical patterns, in that, some respondents who were impacted by social movements did 
not come from homes with politically active or aware parents/guardians. Families are far from the 
only influence in the lives of youths, and given the political atmosphere and media saturation in 
place by the mid-20th century, exposure to live and televised social movement struggle was 
common place, even for children and adolescents growing up in apolitical families. 
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Ostrove, 1982). My study also confirms this effect, in that, the overwhelming majority of general 

leaders and more than half of the general rank-and-file activists I interviewed reported first 

becoming politicized through participation in, or exposure to the rhetoric and example of, hot 

social movements as they came of age.  

 Both political homes and outside movement exposure were reported as much more 

prominent influences in the pathways to activism of general activists than they were in the 

pathways of marriage activists. Therefore, it appears that having one or both of these factors in 

play in childhood or adolescence may increase the likelihood of working in adulthood for a 

broader range of causes. Activists who predominately worked-for-marriage alone were far less 

likely to have reported these other two influences. A majority of general leaders, and more than 

half of general rank-and-file activists, reported being influenced by the social movement climate, 

and more than half of both general leaders and general rank-and-file activists reported being 

nurtured in politically-involved families.  

 Conversely, the experience of discrimination and the development of a collective 

consciousness was the only pattern that predominated in the narratives of rank-and-file marriage 

activists. This group did not report thinking of themselves as crusaders against injustice, did not 

report coming from political homes, and did not mark the era in which they came of age. Yet 

most still came of age within the hot phases of LGBT activity (the gay liberation of the 1970s, the 

AIDS activism of the 1980s and 90s, the legislative, military, and marriage activism of the 1990s 

and 2000s). It is possible that many rank-and-file marriage activists would not be involved in 

movement work at all, were it not for the emotional draw represented by the marriage claim: the 

self-interested possibility of being able to protect their own relationships and families, and the 

hope of greater acceptance of the LGBT individual. And only two strong patterns emerged in the 

reports of marriage leaders, the experience of discrimination and having a disposition that rebels 
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against injustice.58 As with other movements that have known legislative successes, it is possible 

that rank-and-file activists, working-for-marriage, would retire from the public to the private 

sphere, if their self-interest were met through legislative success.  

 

Instrumental (Self-Interest) v Ideological (Altruism) Divide 

Between leader groups – marriage leaders and general leaders – the strongest pattern difference 

may be in how each group reports believing injustice can best be addressed. The narratives of 

marriage leaders reveal that the overwhelming majority (almost all) believe that marriage holds 

the key to unlocking a host of “rights and benefits” that will go a long way toward equalizing the 

treatment of the LGBT individual within mainstream society. They focus on putting LGBT 

inclusion first. It has been argued that the marriage claim is, at least in part, assimilationist. 

Marriage activists may be more satisfied with mainstream society as a whole, and general 

activists may have a stronger critique of society across a broader range of issues.  

 The narratives of general leaders indicate that general leaders were more likely to believe 

that the mainstream is, at some level, inherently broken and to hold the ideology that working (in 

coalition) for justice with other subordinate groups can help to reform the broken mainstream into 

a less-stratified, more equitable whole. They were especially likely to hold that, without 

improvements for other subordinate groups, little of lasting value can be accomplished for those 

who are LGBT. This creates a divide along the line of a commitment to multi-issue coalitional 

work (general activists) or a single-issue resolve (marriage activists). It did not, however, create 

real or sustained opposition to the goal of marriage as an equalizing tool in the treatment of the 

LGBT individual by mainstream society. General activists, while less likely to use marriage 

                                                      
58     See Table 9. Pathways to Activism. 
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themselves, like marriage activists, hold the expectation that marriage will provide important 

changes and should – as a matter of equal rights – be accessible to those who desire to use it. The 

support of the general activist for marriage is, sometimes, another aspect of their overall greater 

altruism, while the support of the marriage activist for marriage, is, along with being more self-

interested, also pragmatic. Marriage activists are more likely to want marriage rights for 

themselves, than are general activists 

 

Leader v Rank-and-File 

At the outset, I expected leaders to differ from rank-and-file activists. I expected them to differ in 

both their time and dedication and in their motivations for, and ideologies about, movement 

issues. By my definition, leaders dedicated an average of 30 or more hours per week to a social 

movement cause. Leaders were also more high profile, and more central within their 

organizations, than rank-and-file activists. Movement leaders, paid or volunteer, made movement 

work a vocation, not an avocation. Therefore, of necessity, leader and rank-and-file activists did 

differ in the amount of time and effort they dedicated to the movement.  

 One other pattern difference became apparent between leaders and rank-and-file activists. 

Both kinds of leaders (marriage and general) differed from both kinds of rank-and-file activists in 

that, leaders in both categories were more likely to report defining themselves as having a 

disposition that rebels against injustice. Neither category of rank-and-file activists did so. In 

sharing that category, leaders of both kinds express a perception of self that is aligned with the 

ongoing and dedicated effort they contribute, often without pay, to the forward motion of the 

movements. This strengthens the alignment of this study with the argument of the personality 

theorists, in that leaders have personalities (or dispositions) that allow them to devote large 

amounts of time to movement work (Duncan, 1999; Duncan & Steward, 2007; Curtin, Stewart & 
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Duncan, 2010; McAdam, 1986; Peterson, Smirles, & Wentworth, 1997; Courville & Piper, 2004, 

pp. 41, 48, 50; Lange, 2002; Presser & Sen, 2001). 

 However, within-kinds (marriage or general) leaders and rank-and-file activists did not 

differ from each other, either ideologically or motivationally, over movement issues. The pattern 

differences, in regard to initial pathways into activism, in regard to present motivations (altruism 

or self-interest), and in regard to a single or a multi-issue focus were between kinds of activism 

(marriage or general), not between leaders and rank-and-file. Therefore, my expectation of 

differences between leaders and rank-and-file were only partially borne out.  

 Leaders and rank-and-file did not differ within-kind about the importance of issues: like 

ending “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (accomplished after data collection ended), passing ENDA (the 

Employment Non-Discrimination Act), addressing school bullying, encouraging coming out, or 

even repealing DOMA (the Defense of Marriage Act) and obtaining New Jersey or national 

marriage rights. There is, instead, a general cohesion of agreement about desired outcomes for 

state and national issues. 

 

Self-Interest v Altruism 

In chapters 4 and 5, I looked at the pattern differences between general and marriage activists in 

regard to their self-report about their motivations to their present-day endeavors. There is an 

ideological and an instrumental divide between marriage and general activists. In real measure, 

they have different goals (marriage or coalitional work) and believe they will achieve those goals 

differently (by working for multiple causes or by focusing in on a single issue). 

 In my sample, marriage activists were more likely to describe their dedication to the issue 

in terms of their own expectations for what marriage can do (legally, economically, socially, and 
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emotionally) for themselves, their partners, and their children. On the other hand, general activists 

work across a range of issues and are more likely to describe working for issues that do not 

directly affect them, their partners, or their families. 

 Human beings are capable of a complex interplay of motivations we can identify as self-

interested, or altruistic, or both. At least in part, all human beings must, of necessity, function 

from a motivation of self-interest. It is at least an accepted truism that, like other animals, human 

beings display a marked instinct for self-preservation. The motivation of self-interest has been 

demonstrated in human economic and political endeavors (Frolich, 1974, pp. 56-7; Downs, 1957; 

Frohlich & Oppenheimer, 1978). 

 Clearly, self-interest plays a role in social movement activism (ibid). In any movement, 

activists work, overall, for change that they hope or believe will be of real and concrete benefit in 

their own lives. Researchers have found that it is those with the most to gain, either by changing 

(or conversely, by maintaining) the status quo who are most likely to be directly motivated to 

their political activities by self-interest (Allen & Ng, 2000; Chong et al., 2001). 

 Marriage activists have a vested interest in changing the status quo. Since, in New Jersey 

(as in most states), the gender combination that can make a legal contract of marriage excludes 

same-gender couples, that status quo forms a barrier to social and legal next-of-kin rights for 

LGBT partners and their co-parented children. State civil unions lack social status. They are often 

not enforced or enforceable (NJCURC, 2008). And, because through DOMA other states and the 

federal government are exempt from recognizing them, are not portable from state to state 

(Mucciaroni, 2008, 9), nor do they carry the federal benefits of civil marriage. Even since the 

passage of New Jersey civil unions (2007), political, economic, and social structural barriers 

remain in place (NJCURC, 2008). This lack of next-of-kin status affected the activists in my 
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sample in day-to-day ways. This study confirms the hypothesis, particularly in regard to marriage 

activists, that self-interest plays an important role in social movement activism.  

 It is also possible to be motivated by both self-interest and altruistic ideals at the same 

time (Teske, 1997; Sen, 1977; Smith, 1987; Miller, 2002). Beyond self-interest, social movement 

research indicates that those who do not have a strong investment in the status quo may do social 

movement work out of devotion to a democratic value or to egalitarian ideals (Mansbridge, 

1990a; Allen & Ng, 2000; Chong et al., 2001). Further, researchers have found that it possible to 

work for the ideal of the greater good (Sears & Funk, 1990; Sears, 1983, 1975; Mansbridge, 

1990a), or from “the spirit of public service” (Kelman, 1988). This motivation may be defined as 

altruism. My general activists confirm these findings.  

 In my sample, while suffering the same likelihood of discrimination and the same legal 

relationship/co-parenting insecurity as marriage activists, general activists held a broader range of 

political goals than did marriage activists – often working for issues that were not LGBT-specific 

and that would yield no obvious personal benefits. They were much more likely to report 

situating their activism in a concern for the welfare of others, sometimes, even when no personal 

gain could be discerned. 

 Yet, by self-report, many marriage activists located at least part of their motivation to 

work-for-marriage so far in the future that they are unsure of obtaining national level marriage 

within their own lifetimes, and expressed the thought that – while they want these rights now, for 

themselves and their partners – they also work with the thought of future generations in mind, 

hoping to spare gay kids of the future the experiences they themselves have suffered. It is also 

important to recognize that many59 activists had, or wanted, children. They discussed the 

importance of marriage as a base on which to build a family structure for their children and as a 

                                                      
59     See Table 13. General and Marriage Activists and Children. 
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means of forestalling discrimination for their children facing the institutionalized homophobia of 

elementary, middle and high schools. This concern for their children is, to be sure, self-interested. 

It is also altruistic, in that, close as they are to us, our children are not ourselves. Concern for 

one’s children is concern for others, for other individuals than ourselves. 

 

Age 

The literature led me to expect pattern differences in regard to age cohort and the issues toward 

which activists would channel their efforts, perhaps, most especially, in regard to the marriage 

claim. In a social movement, activist age can be an important factor, especially in a movement 

affected by other movements that were hot forty and more years ago (including movements that 

ideologically opposed heterosexual marriage and monogamy). With one exception, the median 

age for respondents (within each path into activism pattern) was the same as for the sample 

overall. This exception was the pattern of being affected by coming of age in a social movement. 

In that pattern, the median age was higher. A majority of these respondents were born at the end 

of the post-World War II baby boom, and thus, came of age during the mid-20th century New Left, 

civil rights, and liberation movements. 

 In their work, Egan & Sherrill (2005) found an age difference in regard to the marriage 

claim. They found that a 65-year-old LGBT respondent is 31% less likely to want marriage 

equality than a respondent aged 18. Mucciaroni (2008) also argues that age is a significant factor 

influencing which activists are more likely to expend effort in order to win marriage. Using data 

from a 2003 Harris Interactive poll, he demonstrates that younger gays and lesbians are more 

likely to favor same-sex marriage as a movement goal, than are older lesbians and gay men who 

came of age during times that focused on other significant issues, such as anti-discrimination 
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laws, decriminalization of sexual interaction, and self-affirmation through coming out and/or the 

construction of an oppositional (or queer) identity (2008, p. 7). 

 Younger gays and lesbians are in a life stage in which they are more likely to be/become 

new parents. Younger cohorts may be more romantic and may look for the legal and social 

structures of marriage to help them construct more stable and enduring relationships or to provide 

more stable homes in which to raise children (Hull, 2006, Mucciaroni, 2008, pp. 6-7). Children, 

in any relationship, highlight the issues of what happens when a relationship ends – either by 

death or separation. Gay and lesbian parents face parenthood without social and legal systems 

with which to handle, for their co-parented children, issues of custody, visitation, guardianship, 

and inheritance. LGBT couples and individuals have gained increasing access to new, medically-

assisted reproductive technologies that have opened to the door to many lesbians giving birth 

within same-sex relationships and to gay men using surrogates. In many states, laws have shifted, 

allowing for single-parent and second-parent adoptions and allowing gay couples to foster and/or 

adopt. All of these issues play out differently across age cohort (ibid). 

 One would also expect a gender difference in regard to the marriage claim. The history of 

sexual freedom movements, including gay male nonmonogamy and the lesbian feminist 

resistance to heterosexual norms also led me to expect that, in my sample as well, older gay men 

and lesbians would be less attuned to the marriage claim than younger activists. While for 

younger gay men, the impetus of monogamy as a response to, and prevention for, HIV, may have 

contributed to a stronger monogamy ethic (Rimmerman, 2008; Rimmerman & Wilcox, 2007; 

Shelton, 2008; D’Emilio, 2003; Seidman, 2002, 2009), for a host of reasons, men in general may 

not be as given to monogamy as women (Shelton, 2008). Yet, whether or not an individual or a 

couple actually practices monogamy, it is entirely possible to make use of civil marriage for its 

social and legal benefits. 
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 Egan & Sherill (2005) also point out that age cohort would affect the goals of younger 

LGBT individuals, in that the successes of the movement would lead a younger cohort to have 

different expectations and a different vision than older activist cohorts. As new cohorts came up, 

we would increasingly expect younger cohort members to think of themselves as “equal, not 

separate” and to perhaps target “forms of oppression and discrimination” with which older LGBT 

people had (previously) made an uneasy peace. Where older activists once envisioned a future in 

which they could live their lives and relationships in peace, unhampered by a disapproving social 

order, changes brought about by the movement have given birth to a consciousness shift so that 

newer cohorts instead demand full citizenship and equality, including full, federal, civil marriage. 

My younger activists did express an expectation of full citizenship and had a vision of change that 

was very different than what could be envisioned in decades past. However, this generational 

difference was not borne out in my small, nonrandom sample, not because younger cohorts had 

not changed, but, more likely, because older cohorts were changing with them. There is a 

continuity of purpose around equality of rights, and that continuity allows for change: in this case, 

for raising the stakes of what constitutes that equality – freedom of choice for those who choose 

to marry). 

 The 2003 Harris Interactive Poll data (Mucciaroni 2008, pp. 6-7) ranks marriage as the 

number three concern for gays and lesbians aged 18-25 and the number four concern for the 

cohort age 26-44. Marriage itself does not make the top five concerns for the cohort age 45-64, 

however, parenting and adoption are their number five concern. And for the cohort age 65 and 

over, the number four concern is “securing federal benefits” and the number five concern, 

“securing state benefits.” When the Harris Interactive Poll data was collected, same-sex civil 

marriage was not possible in any state. As recent as is 2003 to the time of this writing (2010), the 

years since this data was collected are years in which marriage has become possible in five 
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states,60 and District of Columbia, nearby Canada, and a number of other countries.61 I suspect 

that in these intervening years, parenting/adoption rights and securing federal and state benefits 

have become conflated with marriage in the minds of activists in New Jersey and elsewhere. 

Perhaps this is most true for activists in New Jersey, who stand so close to being able to rectify all 

but federal concerns with a legislative pen stroke – the simple change of name from civil unions 

to marriage. The lack of differences that I found among age cohorts on support for marriage 

rights could be due to factors specific to NJ (like the fact that the movement has attained all or 

most of its other state-level goals). If this lack of difference were to hold true as a national trend, 

it may be that, as rights in various states have been secured, older gays and lesbians across the 

U.S. have warmed to the marriage claim.  

 Also, in the Harris data, the number two concern for cohorts 18-25, 26-44, and 45-64, and 

the number three concern for the cohort 65 and over, was hate crimes. After a fight that began in 

1998, hate crimes were legislatively addressed in October 2009, with the passage of the Matthew 

Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act. Within-cohorts, this success may have 

moved marriage – and its attendant effects on parenting/adoption and federal/state benefits higher 

up the list within each cohort. 

 In my interviews themselves, respondents did indeed conflate parenting and adoption 

issues and securing state or federal benefits with marriage, arguing without exception that 

winning marriage – either at the federal level or in each state along with the repeal of DOMA – 

would settle these issues for committed gay couples in the same way that these issues are 

addressed for married straight couples through the next-of-kin rights conferred in marriage. It 

                                                      
60     Vermont (2009), Iowa (2009), Connecticut (2008), New Hampshire (2007), Massachusetts 
(2004), District of Columbia (2010), Canada (2005). 
 
61     Argentina (2010), Iceland (2010), Portugal (2010), Sweden (2009), Norway (2008), South 
Africa (2006), Spain (2005), Belgium (2003), Netherlands/Holland (2001). 
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may be an example of frame transformation (Snow & Benford, 2000) that marriage has 

increasingly become a form of legal shorthand, a container for a multiplicity of other issues 

(including, but not limited to, parent/adoption, state and federal rights, and even (in some 

measure) workplace discrimination (in partner health insurance, in access to family medical 

leave, in freedom to discuss personal life on the job, in pension and retirement benefits, etc).  

 Three lesbians, each in her fifties, wanted to see marriage equality but also argued that 

these issues should be addressed separately as well – noting that marriage would not solve next-

of-kin and/or adoption/guardianship/visitation issues for individuals who do not desire to marry. 

No respondent argued that these rights or privileges should be taken away from married couples 

(straight or gay), though one lesbian and one gay man, each in their forties, argued that they 

would prefer that society made marriage a purely religious ceremony and that civil marriage were 

turned into civil unions for all couples. 

 Another factor that may be causing shifts in regard to age cohort is the aging of the 

LGBT individuals who are part of the post-World War II baby boom. Older activists increasingly 

face end of life issues: including retirement (and fair access to social security), relationship 

respect in extended care living facilities, and inheritance issues. These issues and more are 

addressed for committed heterosexual couples through marriage, and its portable state-to-state 

and federal recognition of the marital next-of-kin designation. 

 With such a small sample size, I can neither confirm nor disconfirm the Harris Poll data. 

Neither was I able to find other poll data.62 In my small nonrandom sample, it was not younger 

activists who were predominately concerned for marriage equality. Marriage activists were not 

                                                      
62     At present, poll data of this kind is generally proprietary, and not openly available to social 
movement scholars K. Sherrill (personal communication, January 22, 2011). 
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younger, on average, than general activists. Neither did older activists care less. The median age 

for marriage respondents was 49, with a range of 40 years (25 to 65) with a standard deviation of 

10.3, and for general activists, the median age was 48, with a range of 51 years (from 19 to 70) 

and a standard deviation of 10.6.  It is possible that I missed an important part of the pulse of the 

movement. However, it may well be that the successes made by the marriage claim have moved 

the marriage claim to center stage. Movement rhetoricians may also be winning allegiances 

among constituents both among those in a family formation stage (and thus in need of partnering, 

parenting, custody, and equitable distribution of property guidelines) and those in a family 

maintenance stage (and thus in need of protective policies for healthcare, retirement, inheritance, 

estate, and end of life protections). Marriage may increasingly be legal shorthand for access to the 

host of protections, and conflict resolution strategies, worked out legally and socially across time 

for straight couples. As with Hull (2006), almost no one in my sample actually opposed winning 

federal marriage. Further, the overwhelming majority of activists I interviewed expressed support 

of the marriage issue, whether or not they actually worked for it, no matter their gender and no 

matter when they came of age. The small amount of data available on couples actually accessing 

marriage or civil unions also seems to indicate that couples above the age of 40 may be more 

likely to actually marry, than couples in their 30s and below (Dolan, 2010; Oregon.gov, 2007). 

 

Gender 

In my sample, gender did not appear significant in respondent reports of pathways into activism 

or in reports of altruistic or self-interested motivations. Gay men and lesbians did not describe 

ideological differences on the hot issues. Also, in my convenience sample, while it would be 

reasonable to expect a marked gender difference, there was no evidence of a gender gap between 

gay men and lesbian women in regard to the demand for marriage equality.  
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 If one compares the histories of gay men and lesbians in the 20th and 21st century United 

States, one would expect there to be a distinct gender difference in the support for same-sex 

marriage. Historically, gay men have been noted for both their frequency of anonymous sexual 

liaisons and open, or polyamorous, relationships (Shelton, 2008; Rimmerman & Wilcox, 2007; 

D’Emilio, 1988). Lesbians have more generally been more in line with the mainstream sexual 

mores of (at least serial) monogamy (Rothblum & Brehony, 1993; Faderman, 1999, 1981). 

Therefore, it could be expected that lesbians—especially younger lesbians in the life stages of 

mating and family construction—would care more about marriage than would gay men.  

 It is important however, to recall that the AIDS crisis highlighted, especially for gay men, 

the seriousness of end of life issues as significant numbers of partners were kept apart by medical 

personnel and birth families and suffered through unequal distributions of inheritable and 

personal property (ibid). Although lesbians are more likely than gay men to have children, the 

views of both lesbians and gay men continue to be affected by increasing and varied opportunities 

to co-parent children. 

 In both straight society and gay society, women in general appear more committed to, 

and more successful at, monogamy. Lesbian women often live in long-term monogamous 

relationships, sometimes even after the passion has cooled to friendship (Rothblum & Brehoney, 

1993). Before the AIDS crisis, gay men were almost presumed to have frequent anonymous 

encounters (Rimmerman, 2008; Rimmerman & Wilcox, 2007; D’Emilio, 2003; Seidman, 2002, 

2009; Lovett, 2005), and while the AIDS crisis created a demand for male monogamy as a tool of 

disease prevention (Seidman, 2002; Ericksen & Steffen, 1999; Padgug, 1989), monogamy may 

not be an easy fit for many gay men (Shelton, 2008). It could be expected that this would lead to 

at least ideological differences in the payoff of marriage for gay men and lesbians.  
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 Garden State Equality, the only organization that works primarily for marriage equality in 

the state of New Jersey, was kind enough to share their membership statistics. The gender 

breakdown of GSE’s membership was 55% female and 45% male. This could point to women 

caring more. However, this is also close to a 50/50 split, and there is no way to verify the percent 

of the LGBT population that is lesbian or gay. In the state of New Jersey, women make up 51%, 

and men 49%, of the general population (Census, 2010). While difficult to prove, it may well be 

that there is proportional equivalence for lesbians and gay men with women and men in the 

population at large. With that likelihood, then for lesbians, 4% more, and for gay men, 4% less, 

are directly involved in the pursuit of marriage equality via membership in the state’s primary 

LGBT organization working-for-marriage than would be predicted by the population as a whole. 

Further, since most research attempting to measure the percent of the population that is gay or 

lesbian finds a considerably higher percent of men than of women, GSE’s female membership 

may actually demonstrate an overrepresentation of lesbians in the marriage fight. Nevertheless, 

with a population that is not readily identifiable (since not all gays and lesbians are publicly out 

of the closet), and therefore, not readily quantifiable, it is not possible to fully establish this 

probable equivalence. 

 As a point of comparison, in the state’s primary AIDS organization, men make up 75% 

and women 25% of the organization’s membership. And while the Human Rights Campaign 

reports that, of its approximately 75,000 members, about even numbers of donors are male or 

female,63 Lambda Legal reports that of their 34,000 members nationally, 65% are male and only 

28% are female.64 The greater number of men in Lambda Legal, when compared with the greater 

                                                      
63     With the caveat that reporting this demographic information is not required of members 
when joining HRC, and that they therefore, at present, cannot provide exact statistics. (HRC 
Member Services Department, personal communication, January 24, 2011). 
 
64     Lambda Legal reports that they are unsure of the gender of 7% of their membership (L. 
Hardaway, Communications Director, personal communication, January 26, 2011). 
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percentage of women in Garden State Equality, may indicate that, while in my sample men seem 

as likely as women to support same-sex marriage, in the underlying population women may be 

more inclined to actually work-for-marriage. This would be more in line with the fact that more 

lesbian than gay male couples are actually entering into civil unions in NJ, or marriage in the 

locations where it is available.  

 One problem with this study is that, given that more women than men belong to GSE, 

this convenience sample is biased in that I interviewed more men than women among the 

marriage activists. I had more male marriage activist respondents (17) than female marriage 

activist respondents (12) and more female general activist respondents (24) than male general 

activist respondents (13).65  

 However, as in Hull’s study (2006), in this small qualitative study, men did not report 

caring less, and women did not report caring more, about winning marriage equality. Whether or 

not they worked for marriage or worked for other, more general, issues, and whether or not they 

were female or male, gender did not prove a significant factor in these activists’ views of the 

importance of the marriage claim. It is possible that, at least in part, this failure to distinguish a 

pattern may simply be a factor of sample size and unintentional bias. 

 Therefore, we should look for another measure of gendered attitudes toward marriage in 

the LGBT community, to determine if there is a gender gap between lesbians and gay men in 

regard to the issue of marriage. Another measure we can consider is the use lesbians and gay men 

have made (and are making) of marriage and/or civil unions when and where they have become 

available. The statistics are not complete in this regard. In the short time since marriage first 

became available in Massachusetts (2004), some states and municipalities have not kept the 

records of same-gender marriages separately from the records of other-gender marriages. Also, 

                                                      
65     n = male 30, female 36 
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since the licenses themselves no longer assume gender (under bride and groom), the gender of 

party 1 and party 2, or spouse 1 and spouse 2,  must be guessed through the first names of the 

spouses. Not all first names are gender-specific.  

 However, when and where these records have been kept separately, the data indicates 

pattern differences between lesbians and gay men in the use of marriage or civil unions, with 

lesbian couples making much more frequent use of legal relationship recognition forms. 

Counterintuitively, older couples are also marrying (or civilly uniting) more than younger couples 

(perhaps because of the looming pressure of end-of-life factors).  

 In California, for one month in 2004 (February 12 to March 11), the city of San Francisco 

licensed the marriages of 3,955 same-sex couples (later declared invalid). 57% of the couples 

taking advantage of that marriage window were female and 74% were over age 35. Also, judging 

by spousal first names, in the 18,000+ marriages that took place in California between June 16 

and November 5, 2008 (before Proposition 8 amended the CA state constitution, taking away the 

opportunity to marry), approximately 60 to 65% of the same-sex couples marrying appear to be 

lesbian (Dolan 2010).  

 When marriage became legal in Massachusetts in 2004, between May and December of 

that first year, 3,871 lesbian couples (64.6%) married to 2, 123 gay male couples (35.4%). From 

2004 through 2008, 12, 357 same-sex couples married in Massachusetts. Of those couples, 4,539 

(36.7%) were male couples and 7,818 (63.3%) were female couples (Cahill 2009).  In Iowa, in 

the first year of marriage (2009), 728 (36%) gay male and 1,292 (64%) lesbian couples married, 

for a total of 2,020 same-sex couples (Mangu-Ward, 2010). And the Oregon Department of 

Justice found that, in Multnomah County, in the window (from March 3 through April 20, 2004) 

in which couples there were allowed to marry, the same-sex couples that wed were more likely to 

be “about ten years older” on average (in their early forties) than male/female couples, and they 
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were more likely to be lesbian than gay male, with 2.4 times as many female unions as male 

unions (Oregon.gov, 2007).  

 In New Jersey, more women than men have sought civil unions. In 2007, out of 2,371 

same-sex couples that contracted civil unions, 1,494 were lesbian and 877 were gay men. In 

2008, out of 737 couples who enacted civil unions, 496 were lesbian and 241 were gay men.  Of 

total couples for the first two years of civil unions (3,108), lesbian couples made up 64% (1,990 

couples) and gay male couples made up 36% (1,118 couples) (Symons 2008). Therefore, while 

my small, non-random sample does not confirm this gender difference, and even though careful 

records on this gender difference are not being kept, it seems likely that lesbians, where available, 

are accessing legal forms of relationship recognition (civil marriage and civil unions) almost 

twice as often as gay men. 

 This gender gap in the proportions of couple utilizing marriage (where permitted) and/or 

civil unions (in New Jersey) is notably larger (62-36%) than the gender gap in the membership of 

the primary organization leading the fight for marriage equality in New Jersey, Garden State 

Equality (55-44%). This could suggest that there are potentially many gay male couples who 

support the fight for same-sex marriage yet do not personally see the need to enter into marriage 

(where permitted), or who, in New Jersey, may reject civil unions as inferior to marriage. It is an 

indication that, something more than the romantic right to declare lifelong sexual fidelity in a 

public ceremony, may underlie gay male support of the marriage equality claim. The fact that so 

many gay males are fighting for marriage/civil unions may be explained, in part, by the 

increasing number of gay men who are actively parenting with a partner, or aging, and desirous of 

securing next-of-kin/end-of-life rights for their partners. But the fact that, after fighting for it, so 

few male couples are utilizing marriage/civil unions may directly point to one specific subtext 

that arose in the data, the affirmation of the gay individual, which I will further discuss in the 

upcoming section, The Gay Dyad v the Gay Individual. Given the greater likelihood of violence 
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against gay men, beginning in early childhood or grade school, this subtext takes on a particular 

poignancy that is qualitatively different for gay men than it is for gay women.  

 Another possibility presents itself. It could well be that, in New Jersey, one reason gay 

male activists report supporting the fight for marriage equality as much as lesbian activists (and in 

higher numbers than do or will utilize it (or civil unions)) is because as other rights have been 

won in New Jersey (an anti-discrimination law, inclusion in the hate crimes act, adoption rights, 

etc.) marriage increases in salience. As other goals are accomplished, the prominence of marriage 

increases as it continues to be the hold-out of political conservatives, both at the state and federal 

level.  

 

Within-Movement Critiques of the Marriage Claim 

Within the gay movement, two competing visions, the liberationist and the assimilationist, have 

alternately waxed and waned, in tension with each other. On the one hand, the vision of a sexual 

freedom movement has encouraged sexual autonomy and the right of each individual to any 

adult, consensual, sexual act. This radically transgressive vision became visible, sporadically, as 

early as the Mattachine Society, but increased in prominence during the Stonewall-era Pride and 

lesbian feminist movements. It developed further within queer perspectives, and although 

presently waning, occasionally speaks, as in the theorizing of the “Beyond Marriage” statement 

(2006).  

 From at least the 1950s, there have been LGBT leaders who resisted presenting the 

LGBT community as homogeneous and essentially-the-same-as heterosexuals except for sexual 

object choice. In the 1980’s and 1990’s, as an antidote to the AIDS crisis, much of the public 

vision of the movement shifted from that of “sexual liberation” to an emphasis on monogamy and 

longer-term relationships (Rimmerman, 2008; Rimmerman & Wilcox, 2007; Shelton, 2008; 
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D’Emilio, 2003; Seidman, 2002, 2009). Nevertheless, some queer activists and theorists continue 

to argue that an assimilationist approach is politically inadvisable. The same-sex marriage claim 

has generated a social change (radical/liberationist) critique that argues that this claim for 

inclusion in a pre-existing institution (marriage) will likely leave society as a whole, and the 

institution of marriage specifically, too much as it is already. They argue that seeking inclusion in 

such a narrow and historically-flawed institution as “marriage” is counter-productive to the needs 

of a movement of sexual rebels and gender queers (Polikoff, 2008; Warner, 1999; Duggan, 2004; 

Ettlebrick, 1997). They assert that it sells out distinct portions of our communities and fails to 

address the regressive policies of neoconservatives that privilege and protect only heterosexual 

liaisons that conform to a strict patriarchal model. This critique argues that attaining same-sex 

civil marriage will not alleviate ongoing social and economic discrimination against single people 

and alternative relationship and family forms. They also argue that making marriage central is 

anti-coalitional, depriving our movement of natural alliances across divisions of race, ethnicity, 

and class, and depriving us of the united strength we could present if we worked together for 

justice with, and for, people of color, immigrants, the poor, welfare mothers, and more (ibid; 

BeyondMarriage, 2006; Seidman, 2003).  

 More recently, reports in the media also make it clear that some in leadership 

(particularly at Lambda Legal) fear, in regard to the Perry v Schwarzenegger case brought by 

Olson & Boies, that such a move might be premature, undoing decades of careful labor and 

bringing setbacks to the movement overall. They worry that a higher or U.S. Supreme Court 

ruling denying same-sex marriage could follow the pattern of the 1986 Bowers v Hardwick ruling 

that affirmed Georgia's sodomy law (seventeen years before all remaining state sodomy laws 

were overturned in 2003). They also worry that a win could harm the forward motion of the 

movement, sparking the kind of legislative, judicial, and voter backlash that followed the 1993 

ruling of the Supreme Court of Hawai`i (with a rash of state-level DOMAs and constitutional 
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amendments defining marriage in exclusionary terms), perhaps renewing the impetus for a federal 

constitutional amendment prohibiting same-sex relationship recognition (Dorf, 2010; Queerty, 

2010; Dean, 2009). 

 On the other hand, and presently waxing, there is the vision of a movement for the civil 

rights of an oppressed “ethnic” minority. This vision was also visible in the writings of Harry Hay 

in the early Mattachine Society, and today, within the marriage equality movement. This liberal, 

assimilationist, civil rights-oriented vision has risen to both movement and media prominence.  

 Underlying that rise, was, in part: the increase of a general political and social 

conservatism in the 1980s and 1990s, the change in gay and lesbian family formation brought 

about by medically-assisted reproductive technologies, the push for gay monogamy that followed 

on the heels of the AIDS crisis, the conservative backlash to the (voter-amended) 1993 Hawai`i 

Supreme Court ruling, and the 2003 state Supreme Judicial Court ruling allowing same-sex 

couples to marry in Massachusetts (Rimmerman, 2008; Rimmerman & Wilcox, 2007; Shelton, 

2008; D’Emilio, 2003; Seidman, 2002, 2009). It may be argued that the marriage claim is driven 

by a desire for respect & inclusion, not queerness and sexual freedom. In the LGBT civil rights 

movement, the LGBT community is sometimes presented as homogeneous and essentially-the-

same-as heterosexuals, with the minor difference of affectional and sexual object choice, and 

advocates of same-sex civil marriage are making an assimilative social movement claim for equal 

protection and full inclusion under existing laws, rather than a demand for the reconstruction of 

the sexual social order.  

 In her study of same-sex couples who had had commitment ceremonies before it was 

possible to have legal relationship recognition in any state, Kathleen Hull, found “the perspective 

of same-sex couples who are skeptical about marriage . . . almost completely absent” from 

intramovement debates (2006, pp. 24-5). She did find an intracommunity debate among gay and 
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lesbian elites about the political expediency of pursuing marriage as a political goal. However, 

she also found LGBT opponents to the same-sex marriage claim to be but a small minority who 

were not representative of how ordinary gay and lesbian couples viewed the claim. Among same-

sex couples, Hull found “virtually unanimous consent” on the need for legal recognition, with 

most believing that “such recognition should take the form of marriage rather than domestic 

partnerships or civil unions.”  

 The marriage claim can be seen as assimilationist. There are others, however, who see 

LGBT inclusion in marriage as radical and transformative, because it is so vilified by 

conservatives and religious opponents. The initiative for inclusion in marriage can also been seen 

as assimilatory and radical or transformative at once (Yoshino, 2006). Yoshino contends that, 

while the marriage claim presents the scrubbed-up version of the long-term, monogamous, 

probably-parenting, same-sex couple as if they were run-of-the-mill gays or lesbians, it also 

challenges and affronts the religious and political Right. He notes that, mild as the social 

movement claim for marriage is, the very fact of the existence of a same-gender couple, entitled 

to the same societal acceptance and rights, deconstructs the patriarchal complementary-sex-role 

model – that opponents see something proponents often don’t – the transformative power of this 

social movement claim.  

 Phelan (2000) also argues that choosing between the two is false and unnecessary. She 

contends that both perspectives are necessary to the movement’s forward motion. Taylor et al. 

(2009) argue that although weddings “as ritual practices typically reinforce status hierarchies,” 

many same-sex ceremonies have been sites of intentional contestation of heterosexual privilege, 

contributing to intramovement solidarity. Weddings, civil unions, domestic partnerships, and 

even non-legal commitment ceremonies have functioned as part of the repertoire of social 

movement protests and demonstrations. Since the 1970s, members of the gay church movement 
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have used Holy Union ceremonies, mass “weddings,” and Valentine’s Day demonstrations at 

marriage license bureaus across the country to challenge LGBT exclusion from marriage laws.  

 The fact that some political and religious conservatives continue to expend effort and 

resources against LGBT inclusion in “the institution of marriage” may validate Yoshino and 

Phelan’s contentions. This tension, the liberationist versus the civil rights, the radical versus the 

assimilationist, remains – yet the marriage claim may be, at some level, both assimilationist and 

transformative. While there is no present-day, sustained desire on the part of LGBT activists to 

dismantle heterosexual privilege or dismantle the benefits that accrue to marriage, at core, the 

claim for same-sex marriage contests heterosexual privilege (Mucciaroni, 2008).  

 The latter half of the 20th century brought new constraints and opportunities, new 

realities, to LGBT life that made marriage, from a social movement perspective, the next most 

logical strategy. Even when same-gender couples merely desire to join the institution, their very 

inclusion threatens to remake it. The inclusion of LGBT couples in the institution of marriage 

comes at the tail end of a multi-century process of reconstructing marriage as a less gender-based, 

less gender-oppressive, institution rooted in the economic shifts of capitalism and improvements 

in contraception that allowed women to become self-sustaining economic units (Graff, 1999; 

Coontz, 2000; Gazit, 2003). For all their own failures at egalitarian ideals, inherently, same-

gender couples enter their relationships without needing to bridge the historically-constructed and 

unequal gender divide faced by different-gender couples. 

 Initially, I expected that individuals working within different organizations would 

demonstrate a wide range of opinions on the various movement demands. Given the history of the 

liberationist side of the debate, along with that general expectation, I also expected that there 

would be a significant and empowered opposition to that claim. I met no such opposition. 
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 However, a few activists did voice concerns. Five lesbian general activists offered a 

critique of marriage as an institution, a critique they grounded in mid-20th century lesbian 

feminism’s criticism of marriage as an oppressive institution. Of those, two stated that they would 

not marry their partner (or a future partner) if marriage became available. One lesbian critiqued 

the presumed monogamy of marriage as a relationship model. One lesbian and one gay man, both 

general activists, argued that the near-success of marriage in Hawai`i in 1993 and the success of 

winning marriage in Massachusetts in 2004 had set off a firestorm of state-level constitutional 

amendments. These two respondents also worried aloud that – successful or unsuccessful – the 

pursuit of marriage – often perceived to be religious in nature – would lead to renewed or greater 

backlash from the conservative Right. Three other lesbian respondents (mentioned above) 

discussed how winning marriage will leave the underlying social structure essentially unchanged 

and will fail to address other significant issues: like general immigration rights, universal access 

to healthcare, and next-of-kin rights for other alternative family forms. General activists also 

discussed why they directed their energies elsewhere. Nevertheless, no respondent expressed the 

thought that they should not win marriage rights. 

 If my sample is indicative, despite the many communities and perspectives involved in 

this movement (both today, and across the past six decades), gay men and lesbians from many 

different backgrounds, with many different life experiences and perspectives, cohere around a 

central ideology: that they are just as entitled to live their own lives, by their own lights, as are 

heterosexuals. The master frame of civil rights, embedded in the marriage claim, allows for an 

overall within-movement internal cohesion around the claim. The flexibility of the master frame 

of civil rights (Snow & Benford, 2000) ties together the running theme of decades of LGBT 

movement claims. The movement has created frame transformation, and continues to create 

frame alignment with broad based cultural frames about equality of civil rights (ibid), using the 

narratives of litigants in state civil marriage cases (i.e. Lewis v Harris, 2006) and others, who 
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either cannot access relationship recognition or who express deep dissatisfaction with the current 

forms of relationship recognition available to them. Movement narratives tell of ongoing 

discriminations faced either in regard to not having full state-level, or not having national-level, 

civil marriage access. This coherence around civil rights allows for the acceptance of the 

marriage claim despite LGBT ideological diversity. Along with its variety in “communities, 

approaches, and debates,” I have found there is also an ongoing, remarkable, and demonstrable 

cohesion within the LGBT movement that warrants its study as a single movement (Cruikshank, 

1992, pp. 191, 195-6).  

 The view that each different perspective – each outcropping of activism – is a separate 

(“hot”) movement is well-established in the social movement literature (Tilly, 2004; Tarrow, 

1994; Rimmerman, 2008, 2002; Rimmerman et al., 2000). Rimmerman argues that the 

disjunctures in the LGBT movement (between “communities, approaches, and debates”) are 

significant enough to warrant treating each as a separate movement (2002, p. 1).  

 I do not deny the value in studying each segment of a movement, in looking at each kind 

of tree in a forest and analyzing it. Yet, there is also much to be learned in looking at the forest as 

a whole. I argue that the LGBT movement is not a series of disjunctures or outcroppings, not a 

series of disparate movements, but an ongoing phenomenon, a flowing stream. It is not two 

separate movements, one liberal and assimilationist and the other radical and liberationist. The 

core tenet of human rights ideologies within democratic social movements – that each individual 

should be able to pursue their own happiness according to their own best understanding – serves 

to unite the disparate segments of multiple LGBT movements into an interwoven thread. Since 

before Stonewall, since the formation of Mattachine in 1950, there has been no break in gay 

forward movement, no window of time in which there was not gay social activism. Further, 

across that time, there is a demonstrable and remarkable continuity of purpose around many of 

the primary movement claims. 
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 This study makes a contribution to the social movement literature by looking at the 

interconnections between groups within this continuous stream. It breaks new ground by pointing 

out this remarkable cohesion of activists around these primary claims. In the fight against social 

isolation, the similarities are as apparent as the differences between the efforts of the early 

homophile organizations and today’s online LGBT social communities.  

 We can observe the continuity between the NGLTF fight to remove the classification of 

homosexuality as a mental disorder from the DSM , and to stop the use of aversive therapies to 

cure homosexuals, and today’s resistance to the continued (if fringe) use of “reparative” therapy 

to convert homosexuals to “ex-gay” (Erzen, 2006; Salzer, 2007; Besen, 2003). The McCarthy era 

fight to make it illegal to fire federal employees for being homosexual (and countless state and 

municipal ordinances against discrimination) continues in the ongoing demand for a national 

Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA). The chant, “Out of the closets and into the 

streets,” became the national Coming Out Day impetus, and continues in today’s annual Day of 

Silence, and the heated fight to hold teachers and administrators responsible to protect vulnerable 

students from the gay bullying that happens within their institutions. And there is a logic by 

which the demand for the right to marry one’s partner of choice (even with its inherent 

monogamy ethic) is an extension of the demand for sexual freedom: for the decriminalization of 

private consensual acts, and for an end to the past, and present, use of police entrapment in gay 

spaces (bars, parks, and bookstores).  

 Rather than finding, as Rimmerman, a present divide between assimilationists and 

liberationists that constitutes disparate movements, I found instead a near unanimity of desire: 

first, for equality of rights with the general populace, and second, for that which has become the 

movement’s chief grail – marriage. This surprising continuity of purpose may have been forced 

on the movement (Smith & Haider-Markel, 2002). Even as backlash slowed or stymied other 

movements, outside forces, like the AIDS crisis and the entrance of dedicated, vocal, anti-gay, 
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religious conservatives into mainstream politics, increased, rather than decreased, the LGBT 

sense of urgency. Smith & Haider-Markel argue that these two factors, AIDS and the religious 

Right, caused the solidification of national LGBT organizations into hierarchical institutions that, 

then, coordinated their goals in response to these external threats (2002, p. 123; also Fetner, 2001, 

2008). 

 There is, within my data, an activist focus on putting LGBT issues first, a centrality of 

LGBT purpose that, because of their focus on the disjunctures in the movement, has often gone 

unrecognized by social movement scholars. This centrality can be seen in the often contradictory 

and counterintuitive stances of my activists. For example, peace activists, though adamantly 

opposed to both the military and U.S. military policy, still supported the betterment of gays in the 

military through the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” It can be seen in the mid-century lesbian 

feminists who, while still disapproving of marriage as an institution, also hope that its legalization 

will allow future generations of lesbians and gay men to come out with social approval. 

 A civil rights ideology is not antithetical to a liberationist perspective. Within-movement, 

there is an overwhelming consensus that marriage, whatever its costs and whether or not a given 

individual would ever use it, will be an important civil rights gain (see also Hull 2006, pp. 24-5). 

Activists who eschew the patriarchal or monogamist history of marriage often still believe they 

can remake the institution – that it need not be conducted in a patriarchal or unequal way. They 

expect that the individuals who enter into legally-bounded relationships can shape them in ways 

that challenge the social norms, constructions, and power relations of the past. Other activists, 

though maintaining their personal right to sexual freedom and/or multiple partners, may still 

believe in the civil right of freedom of choice for those who do want to marry and/or commit to 

monogamy. These activists can both desire to see a societal shift that would grant respect and 

recognition to the multiple partners at their own hospital bedside, or desire to have their will 

honored to leave their earthly possessions to individuals who do not meet the state definition of 
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family, even as they resonate with the idea that it is discriminatory, on the basis of gender, to 

forbid those who hold the monogamy ethic the right to establish their single partner as their own 

next-of-kin. So, while activists with a liberationist perspective may not find the civil rights 

agenda comprehensive enough, the shared tenet of the right to liberty causes the liberationist to 

affirm the assimilationist agenda, even as s/he may believe the movement could, and should, ask 

for more. 

 The marriage claim is not isolated. In real measure, it is not a movement unto itself. 

Looking at the forest, it is part of the remarkable, multi-decade coherence around anti-

discrimination. It is part of a stream of demands intended to lead to a day of tolerance and 

acceptance for the sexually diverse. And even though, not long ago the marriage demand was all 

but impossible to envision and has only come to the fore in the past two decades, there is no 

logical inconsistency in a liberationist backing the demand that those who wish to marry should 

be allowed to do so, period.  

 While it is true that there is, historically, an assimilationist and a liberationist strain, co-

existing in tension within the movement, at present, the assimilationist and liberationist strains are 

not at war over the marriage claim. There is a critique of marriage, but not an organized 

opposition. And perhaps, as argued by Yoshino (2006) and Sullivan (2004), and as demonstrated 

by the pressure outside the movement from the political and religious Right, there is a part of the 

marriage claim that is assimilationist and liberationist at once. Perhaps, as Yoshino claims, there 

is a radical restructuring of gender within same-sex unions that political and religious 

conservatives rightly see as transgressive. 

 Therefore, for the most part, my findings disconfirmed my initial expectation of 

opposition to the marriage claim. Within my sample, even those who voiced criticisms of the 

marriage claim, who fear that winning marriage may spark far-ranging backlash, or who prefer a 
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liberationist approach and find the goal personally undesirable, believe that winning marriage is 

necessary and that it is unjust that marriage is not available to LGBT couples who wish to access 

it. Again, it is important to recognize that there is simply no organized, within-movement 

opposition to the movement demand for marriage rights. There are no LGBT organizations or 

groups meeting to fight against working for, or winning, marriage. Rather, despite differences in 

backgrounds and needs, at present, there is a general ideological cohesion on the large LGBT 

issues, including the marriage equality claim. In the LGBT movement, this interplay between 

ideological cohesion, and fragmentation of background and perspective, needs to be studied with 

more cases and rigor in the future.  

 

The Gay Dyad versus the Gay Individual 

During data collection, one of the findings I found surprising was an almost hidden expectation 

underlying the marriage equality claim. In real ways, the demand for marriage has shifted the 

focus of the LGBT civil rights debate away from anti-discrimination claims made on the behalf of 

the gay individual to an anti-discrimination claim on behalf of committed gay dyadic 

relationships – the demand that same-sex relationships be viewed and treated with the same 

respect and social/legal rules of engagement and disengagement as other-sex relationships (Hull 

2006). This is a significant shift in the focus of the movement from earlier decades. 

 Yet, respondent after respondent – whether or not they worked for marriage and no 

matter their personal desire to access marriage when it becomes available – echoed the thought 

that marriage will accomplish more than merely gaining equal status for gay dyads with straight 

dyads. The fact, discussed above, that, after supporting it, so few male couples utilize either 

marriage or civil unions may speak directly to this point. Since gay men experience greater levels 

of hate crimes (gay bashing) than lesbians (FBI, 2009; Smith, 2010; SPLC, 2009; ACLU, 2001) 
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and since men in general continually receive verbal critiques of how well they perform 

hegemonic masculinity (Grasmuck, 2005; Messner, 2004), this subtext beneath the marriage 

equality claim – of simple, overall equality – takes on a particular poignancy for gay men that 

may account for their support of the claim even as relatively few make use of it. 

 Almost all activists in my sample, marriage and general alike, even the handful that 

criticize or worry about the narrowness or backlash effects of the marriage claim, indicated that 

they believe that one long-term impact of obtaining the right to marry will be a further positive 

shift in the mainstream view of the gay individual. Along with coherence around the right to 

freedom of choice, the movement demonstrates a coherent unity of hope that the right to marry 

will move a heterocentric society further along a continuum toward acceptance of the gay 

individual (within or without a monogamous liaison). Overwhelmingly, my respondents 

expressed the hope that, when gays and lesbians can marry, the perceptually-gay kid in school 

will no longer be harassed or bashed, employers and medical providers will no longer have social 

permission to justify discrimination, and social isolation for sexual orientation will become an 

absurd relic of the past – fully politically incorrect. Almost all of the activists I interviewed 

expect that normalizing the gay couple will hasten the day in which the gay adolescent will, by 

and large, be able to come out to her/his family and social world and receive, in return, a positive 

and affirmative response. The marriage claim encapsulates the demand that same-sex 

relationships, and the individuals who enter them, be celebrated, not merely tolerated. The feeling 

is, that in all but the most religious settings, when the gay individual is free to date/become 

engaged to/and marry the partner of their choice, it will simply be okay to be gay.  

 This finding confirms Hull’s, that there is an LGBT movement expectation that marriage 

equality will be instrumental in causing the LGBT individual to no longer be seen as “inferior” 

(2006, p. 15).  She argued that the impetus toward marriage is about the power of law to construct 

social legitimacy, and that the “cultural model” (ibid, p. 15) of marriage – the importance of 
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“symbolic . . . inclusion in the institution” (ibid, p. 24) – is viewed by activists as a means to 

“address . . . stigmatization, invisibility and uncertainty” (ibid, p. 15).  

 Mucciaroni (2008, pp. 67, 89) and Hull (2006, p. 202) both argue that opposition to the 

marriage claim is about the maintenance of heterosexual privilege. Hull notes that, outside the 

LGBT movement, opponents fear that the “naturalized and reified quality of marriage” can only “ 

naturalize and reify heterosexual privilege [so] long as same-sex couples remain excluded from 

the full marriage package” (ibid, p. 202). Like opponents, my respondents believe that marriage 

equality has the power to “endow” gay couples with a “cultural legitimacy” (Hull, 2006, p. 25), 

even a moral equivalence, and some of my respondents went as far as to view federally 

recognized civil marriage as a near-panacea for anti-LGBT discrimination – including the 

discriminations that can be mounted against the gay individual. For my activists, incumbent in the 

marriage claim is the hope of a future free, or nearly-free, of all discrimination for sexual 

orientation. 

 The movement can be seen as continually involved in frame construction and frame 

alignment with the larger culture. Both changes in the cultural and political scene (sometimes 

from prior wins), and the counterframing of movement opponents, causes the movement to also 

counterframe (Snow & Benford, 2000; Fetner 2008, 2001). LGBT movement frame 

transformation has been carried further by its opponents. This continual frame realignment 

confirms the finding of Snow & Benford, that:  

collective action frames are not static, reified entities but are continuously being 
constituted, contested, reproduced, transformed, and/or replaced during the 
course of social movement activity. Hence, framing is a dynamic, ongoing 
process. But this process does not occur in a structural or cultural vacuum. 
Rather, framing processes are affected by a number of elements of the socio-
cultural context in which they are embedded. (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 628) 
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Fetner (2008, 2001) has argued that, in real measure, the religious and political Right has driven 

the LGBT social movement agenda. It is beyond the province of this research to address the 

question of what might have been the LGBT social movement frames of 2011, if there had not 

been a conservative social and political reaction to the initial Hawaiian court ruling in favor of 

marriage equality. Yet, it is apparent that, since that time, the movement has been continually 

engaged in the struggle of frame transformation around the marriage claim: seeking to make it 

resonate with broader and more diverse audiences, counterframing the opposition’s claim that 

marriage is a religious (rather than a civil) contract, or the opposition’s claim that marriage is the 

demand for a “special” right that will, in some less-than-defined way, take rights away from 

heterosexual married couples. 

The early leaders in the marriage claim, Lambda Legal lawyers who framed the initial 

Hawai`i Supreme Court marriage case (Baehr v. Lewin 1993), engaged in frame transformation 

(Snow et al., 1986), beginning an ongoing process of transforming the frame from the rights of 

the gay individual to the rights, and responsibilities, of the gay couple. In part, this new frame is 

an alignment with the broad cultural frames of love and marriage. At present, LGBT movement 

literature (in print and online) about the marriage claim seeks to connect with cultural myths 

about romance, love, and marriage. While my research did not cover that full span of time in 

which these frames were being transformed, the effect on New Jersey state-level activists of the 

later part of this shift (after September 2007) is documented by my research. It is apparent, when 

comparing movement history and movement framing literature, with activists’ reports, that there 

has been a deliberate and successful frame transformation from anti-discrimination claims for the 

gay individual to anti-discrimination claims for the gay dyad (Hull 2006).  
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Limitations of the Data and Directions for Future Research 

Throughout the data collection phase, I made every attempt to remain conscious of, and to 

diversify the data by, race. Although the majority of respondents were White, I was able to 

interview Black respondents at about the proportion for Black residents in the state. However, 

respondents in the categories Latino and Asian were not interviewed in numbers commensurate 

with their distribution in the population at large. In part, this may be because living out is 

complicated by race, and smaller proportions of individuals in minority races, particularly Latino 

and Asian, are public enough about their sexual orientation to come under the lens of the 

researcher. Or perhaps, given that mine was a convenience sample, the lack of Latino and Asian 

respondents is the fault of the social networks of the researcher. In either case, this limitation 

renders it impossible to make a full analysis of differences by race/ethnicity on altruism or self-

interest. In future research, I will look for more creative ways to access Latino and Asian LGBT 

communities.  

 However, as noted in chapter 3, in regard to their pathways into activism, African 

American respondents were likely to report having been affected by mid-20th-century Black 

movements. They were also highly likely to report having developed a collective consciousness 

based on their experience of discrimination on grounds of race. This coming to consciousness 

generally occurred earlier in their life trajectories than did their development of collective 

consciousness in response to their experience of discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation.  

 Also, as discussed in chapter two, an ongoing problem with LGBT research is the 

inability to adequately address questions about these subjects using quantitative methods. This 

problem will continue to limit our knowledge about LGBT communities until there is sufficient 

change in mainstream acceptance to allow confidence that the LGBT population no longer faces 

social opprobrium and is, therefore, unlikely to be afraid to be out, at least in adulthood, and 

therefore, can be measured with some confidence. Perhaps that day is not too far off (Seidman, 
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2002). But for now, had I been able to find more recent national data similar to the 2003 Harris 

Interactive Poll, I might have been able to shed more light on the present state of support for 

marriage, not limited to New Jersey, across age cohort. However, my search for newer poll data 

was unsuccessful, possibly due to the private and proprietary nature of data collection for national 

LGBT organizations (Sherrill, 2011). 

 My data addresses my primary research questions about activists’ motivations for their 

present issues and factors influencing their early trajectories into social movement work. Their 

answers allowed me to theorize about current cohesion around movement claims and differences 

between activists who do, and do not, work-for marriage. However, while the exact dimensions of 

the LGBT population of New Jersey may not be entirely knowable, the LGBT activist population 

is much more finite and, of necessity, out of the closet. One limitation of the data is that I did not 

seek social movement organization demographic data earlier in the study, and it has not been 

possible to obtain this data for all or most national LGBT organizations. If I had, it may have 

been possible to determine if men are more inclined to become members of organizations that do 

not work-for-marriage and women, with their stronger attachment to a monogamy ethic, are more 

likely to become members of organizations that do work-for-marriage – which we might expect, 

given the differential numbers accessing marriage and/or civil unions. However, not all 

organizations were forthcoming with their demographic data. In future research, I will seek a 

more representative sample of the activist population, based on the social/demographic 

characteristics of the membership composition of LGBT movement organizations. This 

population is more relevant for the purposes of a study of this kind. 

 As the LGBT movement continues to remake itself in response to the changing needs of 

its constituents and in response to what becomes possible through shifts in the mainstream, the 

spectrum of LGBT demands will continue to garner the attention of social science. Future 

research might seek to understand the mechanisms, beyond mainstream media coverage, by 
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which potential LGBT constituents first become aware of movement paradigms and 

opportunities, and are drawn into LGBT movement circles, particularly younger activists in this 

Internet age. 

 Also, this study failed to look at the effect on participants of their experiences within 

LGBT social movement organizations. It was outside the scope of this investigation to access 

what impact their life as activists has had on them, the political skills or capacities they have 

gained in the field, and whether or not their activist experiences have moved them along a 

continuum from altruism to self-interest or vice versa. In the interview data, activists’ early 

pathways into activism appear to affect their movement into either a general, ideological, 

coalition-based, set of issues or into a more-focused, instrumental demand for marriage. Yet, it is 

highly likely that experiences within more recent LGBT movement work is also correlated with 

their orientation toward more altruistic or more self-interested movement claims. I speculate that 

their recent experiences have indeed helped shape their political attitudes, capacities, and 

behavior as citizens, and this strong likelihood should be addressed in future research as well.  

 Another limitation of my study, focusing as it did on a case study of a single state, is that 

it cannot fully speak to any internal knowledge of national-level movement policy discussions or 

decisions. I am unable to speak to how an issue gets framed, and reframed, at the national or 

multi-state level. Leaders generating foundational arguments behind various movement claims 

must be strategic. They must strategize about which arguments are most likely to contribute to 

success in the polls and legislatures, in the court of public opinion, and ultimately, in the actual 

courts. They must ask, “Which argument will cause individuals to vote for the desired legislative 

change? Or which will cause judges to feel safe (or pressured) to rule in pro-LGBT ways?” They 

must also question which frame will keep, or bring, constituents and allies, and their labor and 

finances, into the movement (Snow & Benford 2000). 
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 It is probable that movement claimsmakers attempt to frame issues in ways that resonate 

with mainstream, majority-heterosexual, national audiences outside of the movement (ibid). 

Framing decisions may be made with state and national legislators, and other public policy 

makers, in mind. Or framing decisions may be made by rhetorical leaders gathering data on the 

frames that appear most resonant (perhaps in focus groups or interviews) with lower-level 

leaders, rank-and-file activists, and actual or potential powerful allies (Snow & Benford, 2000). 

Or framing decisions may simply be a matter of guess work, with rhetoricians coming up with 

what they intuitively feel will work vis-a-vis public opinion. My research does not address these 

possibilities or likelihoods. 

 Work on the abortion movement, however, does appear to show a disconnect between 

national claimsmakers’ policy frames and rank-and-file activists, with leaders putting forth 

different explanations than rank-and-file activists in regard to why they were on a given side of 

the abortion issue (Ginsburg, 1998).  

 The conflict between the Olson and Boies strategy (Perry v Schwarzenegger) and 

movement strategists (played out in the national media in open debate about the wisdom of the 

timing of a lawsuit on the constitutionality of California’s Proposition 8) demonstrated that 

claimsmakers do not always agree on tactical policy (Dorf, 2010; Queerty, 2010; Dean, 2009). 

 Because my study was limited to a convenience sample of leaders and rank-and-file 

activists in a single state, the majority of the activists I spoke with were not in strategic and 

rhetorical policy-making positions. They were more expressive than strategic. Unfortunately, I 

suspect that even those state-level leaders who were kind enough to contribute interviews to my 

research, viewed me and my research more as a vehicle for their message, than as a compatriot 

strategist in the cause. Therefore, I do not feel that I was privy to their inner councils in regard to 
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decisions about the rhetorical framing of any particular social movement claim. Granting me an 

interview was more a chance to share the party line, than an opportunity to fine tune rhetoric.  

 However, this research did observe the meeting place between the published frames of 

national and state rhetoricians and the street-level activists in the trenches of a contested state. It 

is apparent that LGBT social movement claims have, over time, undergone frame alignment, 

being sharpened into a broad-based appeal to both constituents and allies who may work for, or 

vote for, any given issue – especially marriage (Snow & Benford 2000). In future, it would be 

rich and productive to study the ways in which high state-level and national LGBT rhetoricians 

align, and realign, social issue frames to continually increase their resonance. 

 If the tactical lessons of other movements can offer advice to this movement, focusing 

too closely on a single issue (such as marriage) may offer both promise and danger. It could be 

argued that without what eventually became a nearly singular focus on the issue of national 

suffrage, the first wave of feminism would never have won women full citizenship rights. First 

wave feminism might have stalled, for a far longer time than 72 years, in the morass of state-by-

state contests over suffrage, married women’s property acts, and divorce and child custody (etc.). 

Clearly, winning suffrage immediately changed the status of all adult women in the United States. 

Yet, once suffrage was won, many unaddressed gender issues fell to the wayside, and the public 

phase of first wave feminism came to an end. We might also ask, “What were the preponderance 

of positive, and what were the preponderance of negative, effects on the African American civil 

rights movement of the 1950s-1960s of its central focus on integration?” 

 It is clear from these histories, that grassroots movements gather steam around multiple 

grievances, then, over time, may rhetorically construct a more narrow focus that houses, and 

promises solutions for, that initial host of grievances. Once that narrow grail is attained, the then 
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single-issue movement may lose its window of media opportunity, its broader base of 

constituents, and thus, its steam.  

 It is possible that marriage equality is, and/or has the potential to increasingly become, 

that kind of issue – the vessel of the dream that, once gained, leaves all other loose ends 

unaddressed. There are those who worry that, as it makes its way through the courts, the Perry v 

Schwarzenegger case might, whether ultimately won or lost, might bring increased anti-LGBT 

backlash – perhaps leading to a federal constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage. 

Others worry that a loss could set a negative precedent, and like the Bowers v Hardwick (1986) 

sodomy case, take many years to overturn (Dorf, 2010; Queerty, 2010; Dean, 2009). But as still-

future events unfold, the history of gender and race movements make clear that it will remain 

essential to ask whether, like Brown v Board of Education (1954) on integration, or like Loving v 

Virginia (1967) on interracial marriage, winning same-sex marriage (via Perry or by other means) 

will merely put a Band-Aid on discrimination, leaving the root in the ground to flower in new 

ways. 

 The LGBT activists in my sample did not wear the proverbial rose-colored glasses. Most 

were quite grounded in the realities of their lives and rational in their assessments of where they 

stand along the trajectory of increasing LGBT acceptance. Yet, most also carry a hope about the 

marriage claim that may be more than victory in any one issue can ever, for any movement, 

deliver. In the years in which I conducted this research, the LGBT movement won many 

victories. It is worth remembering that, even after the movement wins its remaining legislative 

initiatives (ENDA, the repeal of DOMA, etc.), there will continue to be issues for LGBT 

acceptance and the need for an LGBT movement. As with suffrage, and as with the end of de jure 

racial segregation, winning marriage may mark the end of a multi-decades-long LGBT 

movement. Whether or not the movement survives winning marriage should be an issue 

addressed by social movement scholars in that day.  
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 Those who fear the loss of gay culture, those who mourn the waning of the radical 

liberationist demand for sexual freedom, those who delight in a queerness that eschews labels 

(like L and G and B and T), and those who would stretch their boundaries beyond monogamy will 

not find their Shangri-La after monogamous same-sex dyads can marry (and like heterosexuals, 

have the help and the hassle of the state if they divorce). They may not even be more accepted 

with the multiple partners of their choice at their senior proms. Future research should also attend 

to the issues raised by the critique of the marriage claim. What does happen to the single, the non-

monogamous, or the non-amorous in regard to the host of issues the movement intends to address 

through marriage?  

 Even though not all activists actively work-for-marriage, it is clear that, at least in my 

convenience sample, the liberal assimilationist side of the movement is, at present, in the political 

ascendant. It should be remembered that, as with a woman’s right to an abortion, the religiously-

motivated opponents of same-sex orientation will not stop their dissent if the movement wins. As 

with abortion, their founding text will continue to equate same-sex relationships, and same-

gender loving persons, with sin. Future research should assess the effect on fundamentalist 

movements of losing. In what ways will they gather the wagons, then move forward? 

 What happens to the LGBT claim for equality if, when the movement has won marriage, 

it fades or weakens, but the opposition powers on? Future research will need to address that 

eventuality. As Mucciaroni notes, being vocal about our lives, the sharing of narratives, serves an 

important purpose in the movements of marginalized peoples (2008, p. 275). Strengthening the 

voices of those with more radical perspectives may help forestall losing the movement when its 

liberal side wins marriage.  
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Table 1. Strategized Sample Stratification 

Primary 
Claim 

Other 
Claims 

Other 
Claims  

Non-
LGBT Oppose Social 

M.E.* + M.E. -M.E. +M.E. M.E. 

Leader-Lesbian                               2 2 2 2 2 2 

Leader-Gay    2 2 2 2 2 2 

R&F**-Lesbian  2 2 2 2 2 2 

R&F-Gay  2 2 2 2 2 2 

*M.E. = Marriage Equality  n = 48 

**R&F = Rank-and-File 

 

 

 

Table 2. Actual Sample Stratification 

Primary 
Claim 

Other 
Claims 

Other 
Claims  

Non-
LGBT Oppose Social 

M.E.* + M.E. -M.E. +M.E. M.E. 

Leader-Lesbian                               5 3 1 4 3 3 

Leader-Gay     5 2 2 2 1 2 

R&F**-Lesbian   2 5 5 1 2 2 

R&F-Gay  4 2 5 1 0 4 

*M.E. = Marriage Equality n = 66 

**R&F = Rank-and-File 
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Table 3. Types of Organizations 

Primary Claim Other Claims Other Claims Non-LGBT Oppose Social 

M.E. + M.E. -M.E. +M.E. M.E.   
Organizations 
with marriage 
equality as the 
primary 
organizational 
focus  

LGBT 
organizations 
with marriage 
equality as an 
included 
organizational 
focus  

LGBT 
organizations 
without 
marriage as an 
included 
organizational 
focus  

Non-LGBT 
organizations 
with marriage 
equality as an 
included 
organizational 
focus  

Organization 
opposed to 
marriage as a 
movement 
claim  

Organizations 
that are social 
(versus 
political) in 
focus  

organizations 
like: Garden 
State Equality, 
Plainfield 
Equality 

organizations 
like: Lambda 
Legal, HRC 
(Human Rights 
Campaign), 
NJLGC (New 
Jersey Lesbian 
& Gay 
Coalition), 
GLAAD (Gay 
and Lesbian 
Alliance 
Against 
Defamation) 

organizations 
like: South 
Jersey AIDS 
Alliance, ACT-
UP Asbury Park 

organizations 
like: ACLU 
(American Civil 
Liberties 
Union), NOW- 
(National 
Organization 
for Women) 

organizations 
like: Radical 
Lesbians 

organizations 
like: Jersey 
Pride, New 
Jersey Pride 
Center, Trenton 
Gay & Lesbian 
Civic 
Organization, 
Central Jersey 
Lesbian 
Alliance   
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Table 4. Respondent Stratification by Works/General (Not Work for 
M.E.*) 

Works For 
General (Not 

Work for 

 M.E.  M.E.) 

Leader-Lesbian                              12 7 

Leader-Gay 9 5 

R&F**-Lesbian 8 9 

R&F-Gay 7 9 

*M.E. = Marriage Equality n = 66 

**R&F = Rank-and-File 

 

Table 5. Class Demographics by Works/General (Not Work for M.E.*) 

  Works for General (Not work for 

  Marriage Marriage) 

Upper-Middle 
Class 9   4 

Middle Class 19 20 

Working Class 8   6 

*M.E.=Marriage Equality   n=66 

 

Table 6. Educational Distribution 

Doctorates Master's+  Bachelor's Associate's 
Some 

College 
High 

School 
18 11 25 2 6 4 

       n = 66 
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Table 7. Occupational Distribution 

   Business Owner 6 

   College Professor 6 

   Counselor/Therapist 5 

   High School Teacher 5 

   Management/Administration 5 

   Pastor/Minister/Chaplain 4 

   Internet Technology 3 

   Corporate Employee 3 

   Editor/Publisher 3 

   Lawyer 3 

   Politician 3 

   Movement Organizational Staff 2 

   Physician 2 

   Student 2 

   Police Officer 2 

   Retail Clerk 2 

   Social Security Disability Recipient 2 

   Diversity Consultant 2 

   Dean 1 

   Cultural Anthropologist 1 

   Engineer 1 

   Social Worker 1 

   HIV Educator 1 

   Personal Care Assistant 1 

n = 66    
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Table 8. Same-Sex Couple Recognition by State 

Civil Marriage Equivalent State-Level 
Spousal Rights 

Limited State-Level 
Spousal Rights 

Recognize Other 
States Same-Sex 

Unions 

Massachusetts (2004) California (1999/2005)** Hawai`i (1997)* New York (2008) 

Connecticut (2008) New Jersey (2007) Colorado (2009) Maryland (2010) 

Iowa (2009) Oregon (2008) Maine (2004)***   

Vermont (2009) Washington (2007/2009) Wisconsin (2009)   

New Hampshire (2010) Nevada (2009)  Maryland (2005)   

District of Columbia (2010) Illinois  (2011)     

Hawai`i  (2012) 

   * Hawai`i won marriage by court decree in 1993 and lost it again by constitutional amendment in 1997.  
A civil union law takes effect in 2012. 

   **California won marriage equality by court decree in early 2008 and lost it again by constitutional  
amendment in November, 2008. 

   ***Maine won marriage by legislative act in May, 2009 and lost it again by voter referendum in  
November, 2009. 

 Information retrieved April 30, 2010 from 
http://www.hrc.org/documents/Relationship_Recognition_Laws_Map.pdf 

 

Table 9. Pathways to Activism 

  Experience of 
Discrimination 

Political 
Home 

Affected by 
movements 

Personality 
Resists 

General Leaders 12 7 11 9 
General rank-and-file 18 10 10 1 
Marriage Leaders 21 2 3 11 
Marriage rank-and-file 14 1 2 1 
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Table 10. Marriage Prohibition by State 

30 States with  
constitutional 
amendments 
restricting marriage 

11 States with 
legislation restricting 
marriage, but no 
constitutional 
amendment 

18 States with 
law/amendment has 
language that does/may 
affect other legal 
relationships 

Alabama (2006) Delaware Alabama 
Alaska (1998) Illinois Arkansas 
Arizona (2008) Indiana Florida 
Arkansas (2004) Maine Georgia 
California (2008) Maryland Kentucky 
Colorado Minnesota Idaho 
Florida (2008) North Carolina Louisiana 
Georgia (2004) Pennsylvania Michigan 
Hawai`i  (1998) Washington Nebraska 
Kansas (2005) West Virginia North Dakota 
Idaho (2006) Wyoming Ohio 
Kentucky (2004) West Virginia Oklahoma 
Louisiana (2004) Wyoming South Carolina 
Michigan (2004) South Dakota 
Mississippi (2004) Texas 
Missouri (2004) Utah 
Montana (2004) Virginia 
Nebraska (2000) Wisconsin 
Nevada (2002) 
North Dakota (2004) 
Ohio (2004) 
Oklahoma (2004) 
Oregon (2004) 
South Carolina (2006) 
South Dakota (2006) 
Tennessee (2006) 
Texas (2005) 
Utah (2004) 
Virginia (2006) 
Wisconsin (2006) 

Information retrieved April 30, 2010 from 
http://www.hrc.org/documents/marriage_prohibitions_2009.pdf 
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 Table 11. News Sites Monitored 

365Gay.com GayLife.About.com PublicEye.org 

Associated Baptist Press Gloucester Co. Times Queers United 

Associated Press Huffington Post Reuters 

BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corp) Independent.co.uk Reuters UK 

BeyondChon.org InsideBayArea.com Salon.com 

Bloomberg.com 
International Herald 
Tribune  San Francisco Chronicle 

Boston Herald KESQ News Southern Voice 

BostonPhoenix.com LifeSiteNew.com Star-Ledger Staff 

Bridgeton News Los Angeles Times The Express Times 

BuddyBuddy.com New England Blade The Jersey Journal 

Canadian Press New York Daily News The Journal News 

CBS 4Boston.com New York Times The Key West Citizen 

CBS Corporation NJ.com The Star-Ledger 

Chicago Tribune NorthJersey.com The Stranger 

CityPaper.net On Top Magazine The Times, Trenton 

CNN.com Out in Jersey Magazine TheNation.com 

ContraCostaTimes Philadelphia Gay News ToTheCenter.com 

CTVglobemedia Philadelphia Inquirer 
United Press 
International  

DenverPost.com PInkNews.co.uk USA Today 

Edge (Boston) PolitickerNJ.com Washington Post 

FindLaw.com PressofAtlanticCity.com 
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 Table 12. Organizational Communications Monitored 

ACLU Lavenderwomen 

ACT UP Le-Dog Social Network 

Amnesty International LCDV (Lesbian Coalition of the Delaware Valley) 

BCLA (Bucks County Lesbian Alliance) LSN (Lesbian Social Network of South Jersey) 

CJLA (Central Jersey Lesbian Alliance) MCC (Metropolitan Community Church) 

CourageCampaign.org NGLTF (National Gay and Lesbian Task Force) 

Equality California NJ Professional Lesbians 

FamilyPride.org NJLGC (New Jersey Lesbian Gay Coalition) 

GALA (Gay and Lesbian Alliance) NOW (National Organization of Women) 

Garden State Equality NOW-NJ (National Organization of Women-NJ) 

GAAMC (Gay Activist Alliance of Morris County) PFLAG (Parents & Friends of Lesbians and Gays) 

Gays Lesbians and Friends of Lansdowne Progressive NJ Gay Lesbian Bisexual  
Transgender Intersex 

GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation) 

Queer Student Alliance 

GLSEN (Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network RainbowGrlz 

HRC (Human Rights Campaign) Same Sex Unions Digest 

Human Rights March Sisterspace 

Hyacinth Foundation, NJ (AIDS) Soulforce 

Lambda Alliance Soulforce Philadelphia 

Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund Yes Coalition 
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Table 13. General and Marriage Activists and Children  

  

No children, 
no plans 

Planned 
children 

Had 
dependent 
children 

Had 
grown 

children 

Totals 

General Leaders 5 1 4 2 12 
General rank-and-file 13 2 2 1 18 
Marriage Leaders 15 2 3 1 21 
Marriage rank-and-
file 8 3 2 2 15 

Totals 41 8 11 6 66 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Date __________________________ Respondent ___________________________________ 

Time Started ___________________ Organization __________________________________ 

Time Ended ____________________ Kind of Organization __________________________ 

Location _______________________ 

Primary M.E., 2.Other Claims +M.E., 3.Other Claims –M.E.  
4.Non-LGBT+LGBT issues, 5.Oppose M.E., 6).Social 

 

*Note: This is a qualitative interview. Questions will vary according to each respondent’s 
answers to previous questions. The list below represents the topic areas to be covered and the 
questions are illustrative of the kinds of questions I will ask. 

 

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. I am trying to learn more about the issues of 
importance in the local LGBT movement today.  To help me remember accurately what you say, 
if it is okay with you, I would like to tape record our conversation. Although I don’t expect it to 
happen, you should know that if any question makes you uncomfortable you can simply not 
answer it and you can stop the interview at any time.  

 

Activists’ Histories/Pathways/Networks 

1. What was/were the first social/political issue/s you worked on? 

a. When did you first become politically active or aware? 

2. How did you first get involved in social/political activism? 

a. Why did you first get involved in social/political activism? 

3. Where does your urge to activism come from? 

a. Why do you expend energy to work for change rather than simply staying 

(perhaps more comfortably) at home? 

4. What issues do you currently work on within [organization]? 

5. Why do you fight/work (what is your motivation) for that/those issue/s? 

a. What do you expect you/others will gain from changing these issues? 
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6. Tell me more about what you do.  

a. What kinds of tasks do you perform?  

b. How many hours, would you say you spend working on [this/these issue/s] in an 

average month? 

c. Are you paid for your work or do you volunteer your efforts? 

7. When were you first concerned with the/these issue/s, or with joining this [organization]? 

8. (If issue/s first] What first interested you in [this/these issue/s] you work on? 

9. Did you know anyone [in this organization or working on this issue/these issues], before 

you started? 

10. (If organization first) What was the path you followed to become part of [organization]?  

11. How do you see your contribution to the [issue/s you work on]? 

a. What do you [feel/expect] your contribution will accomplish? 

12. What is the best case scenario if LGBT people win on [this/these issue/s]?  

13. What is the worst case scenario if LGBT people don’t win on [this/these issue/s]? 

14. Do you currently work with any other LGBT organizations or issues? 

a. (If yes) What kinds of things [tasks] do you for them?  

b. How much time do you spend [on other organizations/issues] in an average 

month?  

c. For other [organizations/issues] are you paid or volunteer? 

15. What issue or organization did you work on just before your current 

[issues/organizations]? 

16. Are there other, non-LGBT causes to which you do/have devote/d time or effort?  

a. Tell me more. 

17. Have you worked for political organization/s or issues in the past?  

a. Tell me more. 

18. What is the total number of political organizations or issues on which you have worked? 

19. What was your very first involvement with working for political [organization/s or 

issues]? 

20. Given all involvements, what about the amount of total time you currently 

[work/volunteer] on LGBT issues?  

21. If you think about the past five years, on average, how much time have you spent 

[working/volunteering] on political issue/s?  

22. Tell me more about what motivates you to make the sacrifices involved in political 

activism? 
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23. Tell me more about how and why you’ve chosen the [issue/s and organization/s] you 

have. 

24. In general, where would you say you stand on the political spectrum?  

           very conservative            conservative             moderate             liberal             radical 

25. Are you registers with a particular political party? 

 

Views on the Importance of varied LGBT Issues/ Centrality of the Marriage Issue 

26. What do you think are the big topics, the most important issues, for LGBT people right 

now? 

27. If you had to rank these top issues, which would you say were most important and which 

would you say were least important, and why? 

28. What term do you use for two people of the same-sex getting married? 

29. (If applicable) What do you think of the [respondent’s term] claim?  

a. Tell me more. 

 

Views on Inclusion v Social Change 

30. Some LGBT activists talk about fighting to be included in the institutions of our society 

as they are. Others see the system itself as flawed and want to radically change the whole 

system. How do you see this? 

31. How do you see the demand for [respondent’s term]?  

a. Do you see it as a demand for inclusion in the system or to change the system? 

b. What effect do you think getting same-sex marriage will have on the social 

system? 

32. Tell me about the other issues for which you do/have worked.  

a. Do/Did you see them as about inclusion in the existing system or as about radical 

change of the existing system?  

 

Activists’ Personal Views, Desires & Definitions about Marriage 

33. What was your longest partnership? 

a. Was it with a same-sex or other-sex partner? 

34. Have you ever been married heterosexually? 

35. Have you ever been married to a same-sex partner? 
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a. In Massachusetts? 

b. In Canada?  

c. Other country that permits same-sex marriage? 

36. (If no) Have you ever had a same-sex partner you wanted to marry? 

a. Tell me more. 

37. (If yes) How has this experience affected your feelings about [respondent’s term] 

marriage today? 

38. Are you currently partnered? (If no, skip to 48) 

a. (If yes) How long have you been together? 

39. Do you and/or your partner have, want, or plan to have, children? 

a. (If yes) How do you and/or your partner co-parent [envision co-parenting]? 

40. How do you and your partner envision your roles within your family?  

a. Do you see yourselves as one being more butch or one being more femme?  

b. Does this affect the way you divide things like housework? 

41. Have you ever had a same-sex public (or religious) commitment ceremony? 

a. Tell me more. 

42. (If applicable) After NJ passed the domestic partner law in 2004, did you register? Tell 

me more. 

a. (If yes) Were there any benefits to registering as domestic partners?  

i. What were they?  

ii. Did it have any effect on your family, friends, associates?  

iii.  Did it help either of you out with:  

1. state employee health benefits? filing jointly for state income 

tax? hospital visits? pension benefits? a discrimination case 

against a landlord or lender? inheritance or funeral 

arrangement rights? (2006)  

iv. What did you miss out on before you could be domestic partners? 

43. (If applicable) Have you been, or do you plan to get a NJ civil union.  

a.  (If yes) Have there been (do you expect) any benefits from being civilly united? 

What are they? What were (are) you lacking without it?  

44. Are you and/or your partner concerned about issues like heath care sharing, hospital 

visitation, custody rights, rules for division of property, inheritance rights, and/or next-of-

kin issues? 
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45. (If no civil union) Have you and your partner drawn up any [other] legal protections, such 

as second-parent adoptions, custody agreements, power of attorney papers or wills, in 

order to protect each other as part of a couple?  

46. If state-level, civil marriage became available, would you use it? 

a. Why? 

47. If federal-level, civil marriage became available, would you use it? 

a. Why? 

48. Many people feel that being committed or married means that both parties promise sexual 

fidelity. They feel that sexual acts with someone other than one’s spouse are a violation 

of the marriage contract. Other people feel that a marriage could allow one or both parties 

to be free to have sex with other partners.  

a. Could you tell me some of your thoughts on this issue?  

49. (If not partnered) Do you want to have an intimate partner in the future? 

50. If you had the “right” partner, and the legal opportunity for state-level civil marriage 

became available, is it likely you would want to marry? 

a. Why? 

51. What about federal-level civil marriage? If you had the “right” partner, and the legal 

opportunity for state-level civil marriage became available, is it likely you would want to 

marry? 

a. Why? 

 

Marriage Ideology 

52. (If pro-marriage) Some people say that, from the time they were little, they dreamt of 

being married or dreamt of the kind of wedding they would have one day. Other people 

never thought about it and, even from the time they were little, were not interested in 

getting married. Did you have either of these experiences? 

53. (If applicable) Sometimes, a big part of people’s marriage/wedding dreams center around 

their parents or extended families.  

a. What part do you think your parents or extended family play in your thoughts 

about marriage? 

54. Is there anyone significant that you are not out to?  

a. Family members? friends? colleagues or employers?  
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i. Do you think being legally married would have an effect on any of 

these? 

55. People sometimes experience being treated differently (in family, by friends, at work), 

based on being married or not being married.  

a. Have you had any experience along this line that you haven’t already addressed?  

56. Do you expect that being legally married would have any economic effect on your job?  

a. (If yes) How so? 

57. Would you benefit if federal, civil marriage became available? 

a. Do you have any additional thoughts on this issue? 

 

Thoughts on the Future 

58. Over the next 30 years, what do you expect will be the outcome of the fight for [the 

issue/s] on which you work? 

59. (If respondent’s issue/s NOT marriage) What expectations do you have for the 

[respondent’s term for equal marriage] over that same span of time?  

a. Do you expect that New Jersey will have [respondent’s term]?  

b. Do expect that the United States will have federal, legal [respondent’s term]?  

60. (If yes) What effect do you expect that will have on society as a whole?  

61. (If yes) What effect do you expect that to have on LGBT people as a whole? 

 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

62. Age 

63. Gender 

64. Race/ethnicity 

65. Religious Affiliation 

66. Religious Affiliation/s of parents/family while growing up 

67. Education 

68. Occupation 

69. (If applicable) Partner’s Education 

70. (If applicable) Partner’s Occupation 

71. (If applicable) Partner’s Childhood & Present Day Religious Affiliation/s 

72. Income  

73. (If applicable) Partner’s Income 
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74. Do you donate money to any of the organizations/issue/s you currently work for? 

75. Do you contribute money to any political organizations?  

a. (If yes) To whom do you give?  

76. If you were to think about the past five years, on average, how much money would you 

say you give in a year? 

 


